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The subcommittee on RadlochemlstrY Is one of a number
of t3ubcommltteeB working under the C=lttee on Nucleex
Science wlthln the Natlonel Academy of.Sciences - Nationel
Research Council. Ita members repreBent gOVe~ent, induB-
trlal, end unlveralty laboratorlea In the areas of nuclear
chemlatry and analytical chemistry.
The Subcommittee haa concerned Itself with those sreae
of nuclear science which Involve the chemist, such as the
collection end dlstrlbutlon of radlochemlcsl procedures, the
eatabllshment of specifications for rediochemlcally pure
reagents, avallablllty OP cyclotron time for service lrredla-
tlons, the place of rsdlochemlstry In the undergraduate
college program, etc.
This series of monographs kas grown out of the need for
up-to-date compilations of radlochemlcal information, pro-
cedures, end techniques. The Subcommittee has endeavored tc!
present a series which wI1l be of maximum use to the working
sclentlst end which contains the latest available information.
Each monograph collects In one volume the pertinent informa-
tion required for rsdlochemlcel work with an individual
element or with a specialized technique.
An e~ert In the particular radlochemlcsl technique has
written the monograph. The Atomic Energy ConmIIsslon has
sponsored the prlntlng of the series.
The Subcommittee Is confldent”these publications will be
useful not only to the rsdlochemlst but also to the research
worker In other fields such as physics, biochemistry or
medicine who wishes to use rsdlochemlcal techniques to solve
a speclflc problem.




This volume vfhlchdeals with rapid radiochemical separa-
tion is the fourth in a series of monographs on radio-
chemd.caltechniques which will parallel the series on the
radiochemistry of the elements. The same general style Is
used in both series of monographs, including general reviews
of the technique, discussions of the principles involved, a
detailed survey of applications to different systems, and a
collection of selected procedures which use this technique as
reported in the literature.
This second series of techniques monographs will cover
a number of radiochemical techniques which have not been
reviewed elsewhere. Plans include revision of these mono-
graphs periodically as new information and procedures waxrant.
The reader is therefore encouraged to call to the attention
of the authors any published or unpublished material on
rapid radlochemical separations which might be Included In a
revised version of the monograph.
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YUSURU KUSAKA* and W. WAYNE MEINKE
University of hfichigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan
The radlochemlcal separation process Is very Important
In radlochemlcal studies because it makes possible the removal
of many interfer~ng radiations as well as large amounts of
target material .
Some isotopes axe produced by a reaction which ia attended
by a laxge number of side reactions, one or all of which may
cause interference in the measurement of the desired activity.
In other cases, the irradiated material Is so hnpure that
separation of contaminating actlvltles Is required. In addltlon
the techniques of radlochemlcal separation have for many yesrs
been an important tool In nuclear chemistry for establishing
genetic relat~onshlps In nucleax decay schemes.
In order to determine the half-life, the decay “scheme,
and other nuclesr characteristics of a radioactive nuclide,
It Is Important to use a sample of very high radlochemlcal
purity. In addltlon In the measurement of nuclear reaction
cross sections, fission yields and In activation analysis,
the amounts of the













Since Indlvldual rSdlOIUZClldeB decay exponentially with
time, the time Interval from the end of Irradlatlon to the
beginning of counting Is very Impmtant, especially for the
measurement of short-llved radionuclldea. If the time in-
terval is equal to the half-life of the nucllde to be sep~”ated
(and the nucllde has no puent nucllde), the nuclide decay8
during that~nterval to one-helf,the qus@.lty .whlch existed. . ,, .,.
at the end of Irradiation; if the time Is two hslf-lives, It
,,
decaya to one”qubter”the quantlt~i.’eta.”“!&uE the time of
8epexatlon must be “contiideredIn light of the half-life of
the desired radioelement.
If”however the short-iived radionuclide has a long-lived
psrent nuclide ~rom which the f’tm’meractlvlty Is produced
genetically the parent activity cam be p~lfied by standard
radiochemicsl techniques. Then, titer the establishment of
tr&sient” radloactlve” equilibrium, thedtighter activity is
separated from”the pare”nt~y rapid radiochemicel techniques in
which the time to aeperate”the nucllde”from the p&ent must
be considered.
For” short-ilved ””radlonuclldesthe”time required’for
separation i& a very Importknt factor and should be tine as
short as possible. ~ this monograph the termi’rapid radio-
chemicel separation” Is limlted to techniques reQuired to
separate radionuclldes” which have half-lives of less then .W20
minutes. An effort has been made to collect from the literature
as mbny practical”’examples”of such”techniques aS’possible,
In order to separate.end sti”dysuch short-llved radio-.
nuclides, $e8eerchers have use”dmeiIyexcellent devices to”
speed up the usual analytical techniques, and have also devised
special new techniques of particular Interest t“o”r~i”ochetist~.
A review of these verlwJs techniques should be ve~ in-
structive end useful in the handling and study of”short-lived
2
redlonucllde8 . Furthermore, the extension of new and more
rapid radlochemlcel separation techniques should bring about
many discoveries In the nucleer-sclentlflc field end permit
the elucidation of many new phenomena in that area.




describes general procedure used to prepsxe
radlochemlcal separation. Then the sepera-
the literature have been categorized In two
different wayB. In section II the procedures have been exrenged
by type of proces8, such as recoil, dlatlllatlon, 6olvent ex-
tre.ctlon, etc. In each subsection there exe given typical
examples of different klnda of techniques reported -- but the
Oectlons exe not necessarily exhaustive.
In section III on the other hand the procedures have been
exrenged by element and in this case en attempt has been made
to be as complete as possible. It is realized that pertinent
references have been missed end thus the
leexnlng of such omissions for inclusion





at a later date in a
PRIOR TO RAKU) RADIOCXEMICAL SEPARATION
physical form of the target or irradiated
sample must be selected so as to facilitate a rapid chemical
separation. A materiel in the salt fo~ which is eesily
soluble in an appropriate solvent, is very suitable for the
experiment. A rock sample which must be fused for disaoluti’on




metallic samples, use of a fine powder or a very
advisable.
In application of the recoil separation during
thin film
irradiation
solid substances, the target material should be very thin
9
(such as< 30pg/cm2) to permit collection of the recoiled
atoms wfth a good yield.
In all of the experiments using a fast radlochemical
separation technique, the form of the target has great influence
on the separation speed as shown in the following exsmples.
In a study of the long-lived protactinium isotopes produced
from thorium bombarded by hfgh energy deuterons or helium Ions
(175), pieces of thorium metal of 25 mil thickness were used
to Increase the total yield of the protactinium. On the other
hand, when the time for chemical separations had to be shortened
in order to study the short-lived protactinium isotopes, thinner
pieces of thorium, 5 roils or less in thickness, tiereused to
ensure rapid dissolution. In some cases, thorium nitrate powders
wrapped in aluminum were used as the texget in order to reduce
further the time for dissolution of the tsrget.
In a study of 38-see iodine-137 as a delayed neutron
emitter in fission products, a novel terget srramgement was
used (235). This consisted of a hydrochloric acid solution
(150 ml, containing 1 ml cone. HC1) of ursnyl nitrate to which
several milligrams of potassium iodide amd bromide carriers,
10 ml of 5~ sodium nitrite solution, smd several ml of csxbon
tetrachloride had been added before Irradiation. The extraction
procedure was begun immediately after a two-minute irradiation
with a flux of 109 n cm-2 -1sec thermal neutrons, and the
delayed neutrons from the extract in the carbon tetrachloride
measured with a ,neutron counter. By this technique the measure-
ment could be started 28 seconds after the end of the irradia-
tion.
The quantity of the target also influences the separation
speed and so, to speed up the separation, the quantity should
be as small as possible.
.4
B. Rapid Transference of Sample alter Irradiation
In the Etudy of 6hort-llved rediolflotopea, the time between
the end of Irradlatlon and the beginning of separation must be
ao ~hort as possible.
For such purposes, facllltlea such as a “SIffy probe system”
in the cyclotron or a “pneumatic tube system” In the atomic
reactor have been used.
The former (175) 1s a long hollow tube with a thin concave
alumlnum end-window which can be Inserted Into the tank of the
cyclotron. The inside of this tube la kept at atmoapherlc
preaaure; hence, the window must be strong enough to withstand
the vacuum of the t@c. A Ilrabblt’1holding a t~get WaS blown
by compressed elr to a poaltlon at the end of the tube a~ close
as posalble to the window. At the end of the bombardment, the
texget 1s blown out through the.end of the probe tube with
compressed elr.
Provialon waa made In the rabbit to hold either a metal
target on edge or a am!allcylindrical container of a salt of
the element to”be bombarded. After bombe&dments of appro~te-
ly a minute were made In this ~lffy probe, the doora”of the
cyclotron were opened Immediately; the target blown out of the
probe into a lead carrier which was manually carried to the
laboratory for processing. Later exrengementa were mzde to
transport the rabbit to the laboratory with a pneumatic tube.”
Pnehtlc tube systems are zlao uaeful”for rapid trana-
ference of samples Irradiated In a reactor (174). In one such
facility the sample to be Irradiated la placed In lusteroid
or polyethylene capsules end la inserted h a polyethylene
rabbit which runs through the pneumatic tube to the aide of
the reactor. After Irredlatlon, the rabbit la returned to a
hood In”whlch chemlcel operatlona can be performed, la quickly
opened end the sample removed. The pneumatic tube system la
operated by vacuum rather than by compreaOed”alr to mlnhulze
5
the possibility of contaminating the reaelving station with
redloactlve dust from the tubes.
II. TYPES OF RAPID SEPARATION PROCESSES
Although the detailed methods which have been developed
for sepexatlng short-llved radlolsotopea are extremely varied
and depend on the pextlcular problem at bend, all are based
on a relatively few general typeB of separation proceEaeB such
S8: recoil, distillation, Boivent extraction, preclpltation,
Ion exchange, etc.
In meny caaes, these techniques can be used In combination
with one enother. Most of these techniques ere
to fAst cexrler-free separations of the verlous
(93).
A. Hot Atom (ficludinR Recoil)
elso applicable
radlonuclldes
A nucllde which Is produced by a nuclear reaction or as a
dtighter product efter emission of radiation haa during the
procesB been given sufficient energy to destroy its original
chemical bond or to trensform it into a chemical state different
from the original one, Sometimes In a multi-pheae system such
“hot atoms” go into a second pheae from the orlglnal phase; for
instance, from a solid target to the surrounding outer gas
phase . Sometties such “hot atoms” have a vale,ncy state or charge
different from the original state In the target or mother
solution.
Such recoil phenomena occur Instantaneously In the process
of production of the nuclide...
using the recoil phenomena can
separation.
Under suitable
can be collected on
In this case, BinCe
Therefore, the separation step
be considered a~ a “zero-time”
conditions, the recoiled reaction products
a collector plate during the irradiation.
other ,side-reaction,products ere also re-
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coiled and some aggregate recoils occur, the deBlred activity
may be contaminated. Therefore, we can find msmy instances
where recoLl reaction products were collected as the primary
step In a fast separation smd theredter some radlochemlcal
separations made.
1. Szllard-Chalmers . In 1934 It was reported by Szilard
and Chalmers that radioactive iodine produced by thermal neutron
irradiation of ethyl iodide could be extracted into an aqceous
phase . Then by being reduced to iodide and precipitated as
silver iodide, the concentrated radioactive iodide could be
obtained (253).
Such Szilard-Chalmers reactions which depend on the recoil
effect of the prompt gamma ray from the (n,y) reaction have
many possibilities for rapid radiochemical separations. A
good example is in the clasBicai study for the separation of
25-minute 1128 in which the isot’opeis precipitated as silver
iodide after neutron bombardment of aqueous iodate solution
(3). 2.5-minute P30 and 10-minute Cu
62
, Produced by a (yJn)
reaction, can also be separated by the recoil effect (209,246).
These isotopes are isolated without smy addition of chemical
reagent by irradiating fine suspensions of elementary phosphorus
and copper with gamma rays from a betatron.
2. Fission gas recoil. Another interesting example of
recoil separation In the (n,fisslon) reaction iB the separation
technique for krypton fission”products from a uranium foil
target (202). The tbget, an enriched uranium film (0.3 mg/cm2~
deposited on a 1.6-cm diameter platinum plate, was mounted as
shown in Fig. 1 at one end of a vacuum-tight recoil chamber
with a 3.12 &cm2 alumlnum foil between the uranium and the
recoil chamber. The aluminum foil
xenon fission fragments. A rubber
to cover and seal the exit line at
chamber opposite the target.
is used as an absorber for
serum bottle cap was used










Figure 1. Apparatus for separation of fission fragments during
Irradiation and rapid
This entire aEsembly was used
in a reactor for 3 minutes. After
cap seallng the recoil chamber was
removal of krypton gas (202).
as a rabbit and Irradiated
the irradlatlon, the rubber
punctured with a double-
walled hypodermic needle, and air containing the recoiled
krypton fission products was drawn out through the coaxial
outer annulus of the needle. The effluent gasea were passed
through strap paoked with glass wool, cooled In a dry lce-
acetone bath and finally passed Into am evacuated cell. 15.4-
89minute Rb8g, the daughter of 3-mintiteKr , was then collected,
on a negatively chexged strip of Al foil for 3 minutes. The
foil was removed and the Rb8g counted. By this technique,
only a few percent of the activity of Cs1% (from xenon recoil
contamination) was found on the foil.
8
3. Cyclotron bombardments. A typical example of an
apparatus for collecting recoil atoms in cyclotron bombardments
Is shown In Fig. 2. This assembly was used for the separation







Figure 2. Cyclotron target assembly (schematic) (115).
The helium ion beam was first collimated by means of the
water-cooled copper and graphite collimate A. The second
collimator B reduced the beam to the required size. The
stainless steel holder C supported a 0.04-cm thick duralurninum
foil which sealed the rest of the probe assembly from the
cyclotron vacuum. Aluminum absorber strips could be mounted
behind this foil to decrease the beam energy. Holder D
supported the target. Foils C and D were cooled by rapid cir-
culation of helium between them.
The gold “catcher” foil E was mounted on the end of rod F
with Scotch tape. Rod F terminated in water-cooled aluminum




space between the target and the catcher foil was evacuated.
At the end of bombardment, the Faraday cup rod wae removed
the catcher foil torn off. The foil was dissolved in a
drops of 8 ~ hydrochloric acid containing a little nitric
9.
acid. The solutlon was forced rapidly through a co”lumnof
Dowex-1 anion exchsnge resin to remove the gold and then
separation of the actlnlde elements was made by the cation
exchange method using Dowex-50 with a solution of ammonium
a-hydroxy isobutyrate as eluant.
There are miny examples of rapid separation using similar
recoil collection methods. 20.4-minute C1l produced by the
B1l(p,n) or N14(p,u) reaction was c~llected on paper and there-
after sepsrated as ”carbm:dioxide,by burning the paper (12).
.,,.
23-minute Rn
212 ;, a spa.llationproduct of ~ 232 bombarded
by 35o Mev proton, .c”arbe s,ep,aratedby recoil (99). The method
used to isolate this activity was ve~:simple but permitted
separation of the ernsmatlon,from tremendous activities of other
a-emitting elements from bismuth to protactinium. The cyclotron
tsxge.tconsisted of thin thorium metal strips sandwiched between
thin aluminum foils to act”as catchers for the transmuted
atoms which were able to recoil out of the surface of the
thorium. Rn212 was then separated from the aluminum foil by
heating at very low temperatures in a vacuum system. A S1OW
212streem of argon ctiried the Rn through two cold traps at
-50° C and into a final trap at -90° C where the rare gases
froze out.
In this kind of separation,”the target must be very thin
to get good yields of the recoiled atoms. Thus the preparation
technique for thin tergets is very important. For such purposes
electrodeposition or vacuum sublimation methods can often be
used to”advantage.
In other examples of this technique the 35.7-hour Cf246
produced by the Cm244 (a,2n) reaction was found to be pro~ected
forward under proper conditions Into a rather narrow cone and
it was possible to obtain an ejection yield very close to
loo% (115). 25-minute E2M has been identified among the recoil
249 with 18-24 Mev deuterons (40).products in bombardment of Cf
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In the primary Btage of separations of 30-minute Fm250 (4) and
--30-minute Mv256 ($J8)a similar technique was applled.
4. Dau&hters of alpha emitters,. The recoil method can
also be useful for the separation of daughter products produced
by a decay of a parent. This technique has been applied to
studies of short-lived daughters in the radioactive decay series
of uranium, thorium, and actinium (175).
When an electric field Is imposed across a plate con-
taining the sample and another plate, the daughter atoms
recoiled out by a disintegration can be collected on the
second plate if it is negatively charged. The collector
plate, then, Is free from the first member of the series
present on the original plate, although there may be present
on it varying amounts of subsequent members of the series,
Similarly, if a second order recoil transfer is made, in
which a further recoil fraction is collected from the ffrst
recoil collection plate, neither the first nor the second
members of the series is present. This procedure can be ex-
tended to third order recoils , etc., if sufficient activity
is available initially.
The yield of this type of recoil collection was about
10~; higher yield (i.e. up to nearly 50~) could be obtained
in vacuum without the necessity of an electric field. m
adaptation of this technique made possible half-llfe
tion on isotopes with values ranging from 30 seconds
20 mseconds (175).




rotating metal disc (phonograph turn table) which was wired
electrically to act as a collector for the recoiling atoms,
a sample holder which positioned the sample face down over the
outer rim of the disc, and an u counting chamber which could
also be positioned above the outer rim of the disc. The disc
was rotated under the parent samples at a known speed.
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Recoiling daughter activities were collected along the rim of
the disc snd the a-particles from these activities were counted
through the silt window of the a particle counting chamber.
By changing the angle (really distance or “travel” time)
between the,sample end the chamber, counts at different in-
tensities were registered. Plots of activity versus angle
gave the usual type of semi-logarithmic curve from wh~ch the
half-life could be determined (down to about 20 meeconds).
By a stiller procedure 4.2-minute T1206 (Rs.X”)
separated in the a decay of Bi210(RaE) In which the
tlon ratio Is only+ 5 x 10-5$ (20). The T1206 was





distance of 6 rumfrom a platinum plate carrying z 21 milli-
curles of B1210. The collecting voltage was 450 volt~ smd
the exposure time 12 minutes. In order to reduce aggregate
recoil effects to a tolerable proportion, a strong BI
210
source
of minimum thickness should be used.
1.7-minute Bl<198, 7-minute BllX, andz25-mlnute B1199,
produced by a disintegration of At<202, At202, and At203
respectively (which were present on a silver foil), were
separated on a collecting plate malntslned in a vacuum chamber
at a few hundred volts potential negative to the astatlne plate (14).
38-second Ra222, 226the u disintegration product of Th ,
was also measured simply by the recoil technique (245). The
~h226
was isolated with a minimum amount of carrier from a
solutlon containing 100,000 cmp.m. of TJ=’o (which had been
produced by the irradiation of thorium with 100 Mev a particles
in a cyclotron) and mounted on a platinum disc. By inserting
this disc in a standard a-counting chamber for a few minutes,
it was posBible, because of the reco~l phenomenon, to intro-
duce several thousand counts
chsmber. The Th226 disc was
activity showed the decay of
per minute of Ra222 Into the
then removed and the recoil
Ra222
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The decay end energy of the 5.5-second AC222 recoil daughter
226from a thin plate of 1.8-minute Pa , were meaaured with an
a-pextlcle pulse analyzer equipped with a faat aemple-changing
mechanlam (176). The recoil aemplea were collected In a
vacuum In one aectlon of the seqple changer. An Interval of
about 8 seconds occurred between the end of recoil collection
and the beginning of pulse analysla.
5. Daughtera of B emlttera, Some brief conalderatlon
haa elao been given to eppllcatlon of the recoil phenomena
produced by p- dlalntegratlon. The Pb212 (ThB) -B1212(ThC)
ayatem waa used for the experiments (243). In this case, It
wea pointed out that the temperature difference between the
catcher plate end the emitter plate, the gas preaaure, end
the atomic number of the emitter plate material have a greater
Influence on the yield of the recoiled atoms, than the queatlon
as to whether the collection la made with or without a potential
difference between the platea.
24-second Nbgw, the poaltron d16integratlon product of
M090, hu been isolated andmeaaured by the recoil effect (in).
An Intense cerrler-free sample of MOW waa placed on the
counting shelf of a Sclntlllatlon counter for a one-minute
period of growth. The aluminum front cover on the aodlum
iodide crystal was not grounded but carried a potential of
500 volts negative with respect to the aemple. The aen@e
was then quickly withdrawn end the recoil daughter atoms of
~gti remalnlng on the front cover were counted.
6.. Isomerlc trenaltlons. Under proper condltlona, the
recoil ef~ect in en i~omeric transition la elao applicable
to the aeperation of short-llved deughtera.
~7.6-tinute ~80
haa been Isolated aa the bromide ion from tetrabutyl bromide
am in an aqueous alcohol solutlon (224). 24.2-containing Br
second @
110
, produced by the iaomeric transition of &ll~,
has been eeperated on a copper electrode in em ether solution
19
of allver tetraphenyl porphin by meena of a potential field
of 600 volts (1’78).
24.8-tinute T.s131,the Iaomerlc tranaltion daughter of
Te13m, exists as tellurous acid even though the parent Te13b
is in the form of telluric acid. Thus the’daughter ceq esaily
be reduced to elementary tellurium by sulfur dioxide in 3 ~
hydrochloric acid solution (223), while the reduction of the
telluric acid form of the
technique, 2-minute Te133





18 .2-tinute Se81, an
parent is very slow. By a similax
oan”be semmated from a telluric acid
In this case”,the reducing agent
81m
isomeric transition daughter of Se ,
elSO been sepsxated by a“similar technique (153).
Distillation
In this category are included all separation techniques
in which the desired nuclides are separated ae gsseou8”sub-
stances. If the nuclide to be separated is a gaeeous element
to begin with or can be transformed easily at room temperature
or at a ieomewhatelevated temperature into a readily-volatile
compound, it can be separated very essily end rapidly from
the sample and then can be collected either by cooling or by
absorption in a suitable solution. The ease or speed of 13uch
a separation method seems to be dependent upon the boiling
point of the submtance to be sepaxated, as well as on char-
acteristics of the matrix,materlsl.
1. Sepexation durinu production. In some cases, the
geseous redlonuclide product can be isolated during its pro-
duction, i.e., “during the bombardment of the target, and thus
a IlzerottiellSep=ation cfi be re~ized. The study of 20-
second CIO produced by”the BIO(p,n) reaction (228,229) can be
cited as a typical example of such a separation technique.
When elementary boron end boron compounds such as boric acid,
14
borax end calcium borofluorlde are bomberded In a thin copper
cell In a cyclotron with 16-18 Mev protonfl, the resulting CIO
end C1l actlvltlea can be 8wept out es carbon dloxlde by
blowing a g- through the cell. Strong actlvltleO could be
blown 40 feet In a fraction of a Eecond Into e thin-walled
container placed edjacent to a recording Geiger counter.
By this technique, In addltlon to the 20.u-minute C1l, a
new 20-Oecond poeltron activity due tioCIO was found. The
cyclotron probe end the gas hendllng eyatem used sre Ohown
In Fig. 3 end Fig. 4 respectively. For a terge.t,a mall
amount of flnely”powdered material was held In place at the
tip of the cell by a mat of glass wool. After or during
irradiation, the radioactive gaseO formed end releaaed by
the bombardment were swept to en InspectIon chember by a
flushing gas through the concentric tubes In the probe as
shown In Fig. 3.
Tubes of absorbing r.aterlais or trap~ of various kinds
were lnOerted In.the flow line to purify the gas, For the
measurement or radioactive csrbon (as carbon dloxlde), a layer
of Ascerlte (eodlum hydroxide absorbed In sabeEtos) was held
acroEO the center of the measurement chember by wire mcreena.
The gas Inlet end outlet were ~o errenged that the gas could
leave only by passing through the absorbing materlsl. By
this technique, nitrogen end necm actlvltleO were eaOlly
separated f%om”the cerbon actlvltle8 by pump& off. Mea8ure-
mentE for the.caxbon activities could be aterted wlthln a
fraction of a 8econd qfter the end of bombardment,
This aasembly was elso used to study 72-6econd O14 produced
by aN14(p,n) reaction. In this case poteselwn thlocyanate
was uBed ao the terget material. The oxygen actlvltleO oi’the
reaction product appeared In the form of water. The water was
abaorbed end collected on a layer of celclum chloride, while
carbon, nitrogen, end other activities were pumped off.
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Figure 3. Cyclotron probe for collection of radioactive
gases evolved in the bombardment of powdered
targets. These gases are swept to an inspection











Figure 4. Schematic drawing of the gas probe system, showing
the probe, control valves, and counting arrangement
(229).
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While such separation methods for radioactive gaseous
products are very inefficient In terms of the total radioactivity
available, sufficient actlvlty for the measurement could be
obtslned. Furthermore the reparation yield could be Increased
where necessary by using more finely divided taxget material.
2. Rare .gaseOand daughters?. Another Interesting separa-
tion and detection method can be found in the study of very
❑hort-llved Na24m (67). This nucllde is formed as a p- dis-
integration product of Ne
24
which Is produced by a Ne=(t,p)
reaction) . The 3.38-minute Ne
24 activity, which was removed
by a gas flow system immediately after the end of Irradiation,
was purified from the other radloactlvlties such aa sodium and
fluorine by passing the gaseous radioactive products through
activated charcoal traps cooled with dry Ice. The Ne24 was
then collected In a chamber which had been previously evacuated.
A schematic diagram of the assembly Is shown in Fig. 5a.
The Na24m daughter activities were then collected on
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Apparatus for the production and detection of Ne .
The detector shown at the left was used for beta
energy and beta-gamma coincidence measurements (67).
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from the counting cell. The collecting cell Is shown in Fig,
5b . After the counting cell was filled with active neon to
a Pressure of 5 cm Hg, a collection voltage of 22,5 volts was














b TO EVACUATEO BOTTLE
Figure 5b. Counting cell and sclntillators which were used
for the electrostatic collection and identification
of the Na24 isomer (67).
Increase In counting rate of the y detector Indicated that
Na24m
was being collected. After sufficient counts had been
recorded to permit & accurate evaluation of the average count-
ing ratios, a valve was opened rapidly end the gas allowed to
expand Into an evacuated 5-gallon bottle. By such a technique
the investigators could estimate that the half-life of Na24m
falls in the range of 5 to 50 mseconds with a most probable
value of -- 20 mseconds.
3. Nitrogen chemistry. A very Interesting example of
rapid gas separation technique In radiochemical work can be
found in the study of the chemical Identiflcatlon of 7.3-
second N16 , produced by the 016(n,p) reaction (200). The
target in this study was powdered potassium nltrlte pressed
18
into pellets weighing about 300
produce about 75 cc of nitrogen
blown Into and out of a reactor
were automatically delivered to
mg which were sufficient to.
gas . These pellet9 were
in a pneumatic tube device and
the eepsration appaxatus by
means of a metal rod in the conveyor. The pellet was pushed
through a thin paper seal and out through a trap door at the
outalde end of the pneumatic tube when the conveyor hit the
trap . The apparatus is sketched in Fig. 6.
Ii II - ~
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for detection of N16 activity (200).
(E) Rabbit of resln-lmpreg-
nated paper
(F) Pill-ejector rod
(G) Paper seal for pill
‘inch clamp ‘0 ‘nd (H) Nitrite piilflow of gas
run precedes as follows: The nitrite pill, H,A typical
is placed in the rabbit, l%,and is sealed in with a thin piece
of paper, G, held on by Scotch tape. The rabbit Is placed
In the pneumatic tube with the pill ejector, F, end down.
Water Is sucked into the counting chamber, C, and acid hydra-
zlne sulfate solutlon Is heated in the reaction flask, A. The
system Is closed at every point except at the stopcock, B.
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Compressed cerbun dioxide gas pushes the rabbit Into the pile;
timing 18 begun at the moment of impact of the rabbit agaimt
the atop at the center of the reactor.
A 20-second Irradlatlon Is made. The trap door at the
end of the tube is then opened and the rabbit is blown out.
.The pill falla down Into the funnel, through the stopcock, B,
and Into the solutlon. .The nitrogen gas Is generated very
rapidly and displaces the water in the counting chamber, C.
After 7 seconds the rea’ction is nearly complete, and the
counting chamber is cut off by means of the pinch clamp, D,
to end the flow of active gas to the chamber.
4. Selective gas adsorption. The gas chromatographlc
technique can be .ciked as another emmple of rapid radioactive
gas separation; One procedure for the separation end detection
of argon, krypton and xenon activities in the coolant or ex-
haust gu!es from nuclesx facilities utilizes such a method
(150) .
In order to study some short-lived fission product gases,
an interesting simple separation technique hao been developed
(264) . The schematic dlegrams of the sample preparation are
shown In Fig, 7. For the rapid separation of krypton activities
from fission products, a sample contslnlng uranyl nitrate and
Norite (activated charcoal) was prepsred in a piece of 1/4”
(id.) polyethylene tubing sealed on both ends bywarmlng and
crimping shut. Tissue paper pads were used as spacers to
contain the source material And the charcoal filter. The
Norlte adsorbs xenon, but allows krypton to diffuse through
Into the gas chamber.
The sample was irradiated for 5-20 seconds, removed from
the rabbit and a gsa sample of about 2 cc taken from the gas
chamber with a syringe and hypodermic needle. The gas sample
was transferred to a second piece of tubing sealed tinder
partial vacuum. This ”tubing was then placed in a polyethylene
20
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Figure 7b. Sample preparation for determination of xenon (264).
“bunny” which was sealed with a tight fitting polyethylene plug
and sent to the detector in a second pneumatic system.
For xenon samples the Norite was placed in a piece of
tubing connecting the needle to the syringe as shown In Fig.
7b. After Irradiation of the sample and drawing off the gas
sample, the tubing (containing the xenon and Norite) was placed
In the bunny and sent to the counter. In this case the krypton
passed through the filter Into the syringe and was discarded.
For some samples, the gas was allowed to decay for two
half-lives, the residual gas removed by purging with a hot air
stream, and the remaining short-lived daughter activities
observed. The time required for handling, separation and
transport to the counter for regular gas ssmples was 20-30
seconds .
5. Rmnation methods.
radioactivities of the rare





volatilized and separated from verlous kinds of material. A
typical example of this kind of separation is the classl”cal
emanation technique originated by Hahn (263). The ssme kind
of technique has many applications in the study of short-llved
rare gas activities in fission products (19,48,64).
6. Glow discharge for separation and mounting. Hyde et al.——
have described the glow dlscherge method for the rapid collection
and mounting of emanation activities produced by 340 Mev proton
bombardment of thorium and C+6 bombardment of lead and bismqth
(170,179) . ‘me method consists of transferring the emanation
radioactivity together with 100 to 1000 microns pressure of
some carrier gas such as nitrogen or ordinsxy air into .a glass
tube equipped with two electrodes. A d.c. potential of a
few hundred volts is placed across the electrodes to cause
formation of a glow-discharge. In this discharge the rare
gas atoms are ionized and the resulting ions are collected on
the negative electrode and affixed to the plate after being
depogited. This method is very suitable for preparation of
very thin plates of the emanation activities for a ray measure-
ment .
This technique was also applied to collecting xenon activity
on thin aluminum foil and Bhould have considerable usefulness
in the preparation of samples of other gaseous radioactive
elements.
7. Volatilization and distillation. Many other kinds of
short-lived radionuclides which can be transfoned into volatile
compounds can be sepsrated by volatilization, distillation, or
gas sweeping methods.
O .53-second Gevm cam be distilled as the tetrachloride
from a hydrochloric acid solution of Asn (33). 9-minute AS79
has been seperated as arsine from a fission product mixture and
collected in am aqueous solution of silver nitrate (54).
Short-lived bromine isotopes In fission productB, 15.5-
22
second Br88 and 1.6-seccmd Br90 cen be separated aE bromine
gaa, abOorbed in carbon tetrachlorlde and counted 2 SeCOIIdB
after the end of irradiation (212,213). .Flg. 8 schematically
repreOenta the chlei’element~ of the gae-”flow ayatem used, To
a stream of alr flowing at a rate of about 1 llter/min, there
waa added a small flow (about 2 ml/mln) of saturated bromine
vapor end the mixture bubbled through a Oolutlon containing
2 g ofU235 in l~HN03 gd 0.5 BJKBr~. The total volume
of 15 ml of 6olutlon waE contained in a quartz cell and wae
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Figure 8. Gaa-i’low Eiyatemfor rapid chemical separation
of bromine to permit study of short-lived
activltiea (212).
Two small vessels fleqlcedthe Irradiation cell to catch
any active solution which tight ,be c=ried out of it by
accident. The BrO3- ion served a duel purpose. By virtue of
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Its reaction with Br- to form Br2, bromides could not accualate
in the cell. The second purpose of the Br~- was to oxldlze
Iodine formed in its lower valence states to the non-volatile
Io3- form, and thereby to prevent its escape into the air stresm.
Iodine vapor WS8 added as a hold-back cerrler to the alr
~tre~ titer it left the reactor by p-sing about 1~ of the
gas over iodine crystals. !l?hisBide streem then re~oined the
main stream which was subsequently scrubbed of its Iodine by
an acid aolutton of KSrO
3
auxiliary tests. W some
After the air stkesm
about 10 ml of CC14 where
in trap A. Trap B wss”used only for
tests trap A wao removed else.
left these traps, it psssed through
the bromine remained, snd from there
through Some traps to a vacuum pump, snd then to en exhaust
vent of the room. The Cclb could be maintained at a ne=ly
conOtent level by connection to a lsrge reservoir.
Short-llved ruthenium isotopes, such as 52-eecond Ru93
produced by u particle bombardment of molybdenum (10) end the
4-minute Rul@ fission product (103), can be distilled M the
.tetroxide and measured.
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Short-lived antimony Isotopes, such as l%ninute Sb ,
10.3-minute Sb1*, endl.%ninute Sb132 produced in Te(d,a)
end Te(n,p) reactions or in the fission process, can be
separated rapidly as stlblne (1,87,88). More recently, 10-
second separations of the entimony activities in fission
products have been made (164). For this method Sb+3 caxrler
with the fission products and 3* sulfuric acid wae dropped
onto metsllic zinc “held in a distillation flazk at 100° C.
The stibine produced passes through a calcium chloride drying
tube end then through a small diameter heated qusxtz tube where
the stibine in converted Into entimony metal.
The 10-minute Oslgm can be isolated ae volatlle osmium
tetroxide from the Ir19Q psrent (46);
a4
To measure the short-lived a emitters of astatine, such
<202
as ~3-second At , 1.7-minute At<203, 7-minute At203, - 25-
mlnute At204 , and 25-miiiuteAt205 produced by a particle
bombardment of bismuth in a cyclotron, a rapid distillation
method was used (14) with a resultant separation t~e of less
219, daughter of Frthan 90 seconds. The 0.9-minute At 223, has
been separated by a similar method (126).
8. Vacuum distillation. This method is applicable to the
rapid separation of some relatively volatile metallic elements.
By operating in a vacuum it is possible to reduce oxide formation
while allowing good control of the vapor stream. Furthermore,
since some carrier-free separations are also possible, the
method can provide a rapid method for preparing very thin count-
ing ssmples with high specific activity.
A general and extensive discussion on the application of
this method to rapid radiochemical works has been reported
(62). In this report, the radiochemical separation of cadmium
and mercury, and the csrrier-free separation of In113m (the
daughter of Sn113 produced by neutron irradiation of tin) were
investigated experimentally. The aqueous radioactive solution
containing various contaminants was used as the starting sub-
stance for the sepsxation.
In a preliminary step of the separation, the cadmium
radioactivity (with 1 mg Cd carrier) was reduced onto a copper
foil or into a mercury drop by electrolysis, and the mercury
radioactivity (with 16 pg Hg carrier) was reduced onto a copper
foil by auto-reduction. In the second step, these radio-
activities were seperated by vacuum distillation. In the
separation of the In113m, granular tin metal was irradiated in
a nuclear reactor and then vacuum distillation immediately
applied.
The yields of these nuclides in the separation were about
70 to 90~ and good decontamination factors (l& to 104) were
25
obtained for a number of contaminants . These dlstlllatlon
techniques required about 10 to 15 minutes for the dlstlllatlon
aepaxation step and, on the other hand, required about 40-60
minutes for the preliminary separation step by electrolysis.
To speed up this latter step, higher current densities In the
electrolysis step or other selective chemical reduction methods
should be applicable.









bombarded with a carbon
(38).
The selective extraction of a radioactive nuclide as a
nonpolar compound or complex from an aqueous solution by an
immiscible organic solvent is frequently the most satisfactory
method for making a fast radiochemical separation in either
macro or trace concentrations. Separations by solvent ex-
traction are simple, convenient, clean, smd rapid. They
usually require appaatus as uncomplicated as a separator funnel
and may readily be adapted to remote handling procedures.
A variety of extraction separation techniques has been
applied to problemg of isolation and radiochemical purification
of nuclides. Most of the extractions employed in radlochemistry
are based on previously developed conventional analytical
extractions, and general information of the technique can be
found in the literature (89,185).
With thig technique it is eagy to repeat the operations
of extraction, back-extraction and waBhing with proper solvents
to improve the separating without great expenditure of time,
The back extraction technique is also applicable as a rapid
“milking” method in which a daughter product is separated from
the mother activity in the organic solvent layer by shaking ‘
with am appropriate aqueous waghing solution.
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There sre In the literature mamy p~actical examples of
the application of solvent extraction to the separation of
short-lived radionuclides. A number of these me given below.
Extraction of the elemental form of bromine is used to
separate Bhort-lived bromine activities from fission products.
Potassium chlorate in 8 ~ nitric acid solution (235), potassium
permanganate in nitric acid solution (106,2W), end a bromide-
bromate-hypoehlorite mixture
used as the oxidizing agent.
cerbon tetrachloride and can
solution by reducing agents,
hydrazine hydrochloride (1o6,
in acidic solution (247) have been
The bromine is extracted into
be back-extracted into the aqueous
such as potassium nitrate (235),
248), or sodium hydrosulphite (106).
Short-lived iodine fission products have also been seperated
by a similar method. In this case, an oxidsmt such as nitrite
ion in acidic aqueous solutlon has been used (>0,235), the iodine
extracted into carbon tetrachloride, and then back-extracted
into an aqueous solution containing sodium hydrosulphlte (30).
Short-lived astatine Isotopes produced in bismuth bombard-
ment by a particles were extracted into diisopropyl ether after
reduction to the elemental form
chloric acid solution (14).
Short-lived iron isotopes,
by ferrous sulfate in hydro-
auch as 8.9-nd.nuteFe53 produced
by the Cr50(u,n) reaction (16o), emd the iron”reaction products
in arsenic bombarded by 190 Mev deuterons (120), cam be ex-
tracted into ether as the chloride from 6 ~ hydrochloric acid
64
solution. The ~.6-minute Ga produced by the Zn64(p,n) reaction
is also separated aO the chloride in ether from 6 ~ hydro-
chloric acid solution (50).
Short-,lived smt~ony fission productflhave been extracted








Isopropyl ether and benzene (1:10) from 9 ~ hydrochloric acid
solution after oxidation by bromine (146).
Amenlc activltleO In”flaalon products can be rapidly
extracted Into benzene SE the Iodide from hydrologic acid
solutlon and then eatillyback extracted Into water (145). T3118
method 16 a good, rapid separation from the germanium precumor




produced by the Ni62(n,p) reaction has
been ext??acteda8 the thlocysnate Into an organic layer of snwl
alcohol-ethyl ether (1:1) frcyia weak hydrochloric acid solutlon
❑aturated with emmonlum thlocyanate and then back-extracted with
6~snuaonia solution (156,2iM). The 5.2-minute #79 produced
by a Ta181 (p,3n) reaction has also been extracted as the thlo-
cy~ate of W(IV) Ifitoethyl acetate (268).
Short-lived uranium Isotopes, such as 1.3-minute U227 and
9.3-minute U2X, the reaction products of a’pexticle bombard-
ment of thorium (173,175,176), and 26.5-tiute U23=, the
daughter of PU239 (87),.have been separated as the nitrate In
ether. Conalderable aeltlng was requ”lred in theee extractions.
Trlbutylphosphate (TBP) extraction methods using dibutyl
ether solutlon hive been applled to the sepsxatlon of 8-tinute
Po200 produced by the Bi(pjlOn) reaction (136), end to the
219, the daughter of”Frseparation of 0.9-minute At 223 (126).
The 3.%lnute Cr55, from” the Mn55(n,p) reaction, was
extracted Into ether In the p&acld form after oxidation by
hydrogen peroxide at apH of 1.7 (83).
Short-lived technetium Isotopes, produced as a daughter
product of molybdenum rsdlolsotopes or SE fission products of
U235 were extracted % the tetraphenylarBonium ~ In chloro-
form together with perrhenate”csrrler (91,262).
Chelate extraction systems have slso had ve~ extensive
application In rapid redlochemicsl sep~atlons.
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Cupferron extraction has been applied to the separation
of 5.8-minute Ti51 ln neutron activation analysis (140), of
3.8-minute V52 in neutron activation analysis (25,90,132),
and of 5.2-minute Cu66 in neutron activation analysis (132).
Examples of thenoyltrifluoroacetone (’ITA)(in benzene)
extraction can be found in the separation of 3.8-minute V52 in
neutron activation anslysis (90), of zirconium activities In
niobium bombarded by protons (128), and of 1.8-minute Pa226
from the reaction products of thorium bombarded by a cyclotron
(172,1~,175) . 16-second #% (109) smd 25-minute Am246 (74),
the daughter products of Zr89 and &246 respectively, were
separated by back extraction into acidic aqueous solution
from the psrent in ‘l?l?A-benzenesolution.
The 24-minute Pa235 was extracted by diisopropylketone
from reaction products of uranium bombarded by protons (177).
145 in a fission product mixture wasSimilarly the 3-minute Ce
separated into methyliOobutylketone from 10 M nitric acid
solution (167).
Diphenyl thiocarbazone (dithizone) extraction
have been applied to the separation of short-lived
products (207).
Di-p-napthylthlocsrbazone extraction haa been
separation of short-lived zinc activities produced
bombardment of nickel (159).
Extraction methods usi,ng8-hydroxyquinoline (oxine) have







above are based on previously developed conventional analytical
extractions . The last 10 years have seen a great increase in





activation analysis of cobalt in biological tissue
(133), ad for the separation of 24-minute U239 in
activation analysis (56).
one csn “seemost of the extraction methods mentioned
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extractions by system and by elements (89,185) as well as the
development and extensive study of new types of systems such
as the alkyl amlnes (182) and the phosphlne oxides (267).
MsxIy other extraction methods used In chemical analysls could
undoubtedly be readily applied to rapid radlochemlcal separa-
tions .
D. Precipitation
Precipitation techniques used In chemical analyses also
have many applications in rapid radiochemical separations.
Although this method tends to have some disadvantages, such
as time consumed in filtration OT washing and the copreclpitatlon
of undesired Impuri.ties, It can still be very valuable,
expeclally when other rapid separation methods are not
applicable .
The precipitation technique Is often applled in the
primary step and/or the final step of a procedure in which
smother technique of rapid separation, such as recoil, solvent
extraction, or distillation, Is used.
In general, the use of a specific or selective reagent
as precipitant for the element is advisable as”is the use of
a masking reagent for interfering elements. In this way a
single or double precipitation procedure often becomes
sufficient .
The copreclpitation technique is also very applicable to
this type of separation. Here centrlfugatlon or suction systems
me often used to speed up the filtration snd washing time.
The correct choice of filter is Importamt to mlnlmize filtration
time .




the coprecipltation method is the separation
of 5-second To102, the daughter of the Mo102




was purified by lead molybdate precipitation with subsequent
dlssolutton In a mixture of hydrochloric acid and tartsric
acid in the presence of perrhenate carrier.
The solution was then transferred
had been fitted with a membrane filter
flask. The entire assembly was placed
to a“Bflchnerfunnel which
and mounted on a filter








Figure 9. Separation and detection assembly for TC 102 (85).
counter as shown In Fig. 9. A solution of tetraphenylarsonium
chloride solution was then added and suction applied. When
filtration was complete, the Tc102 which had coprecipitated
on the tetraphenylexsonium perrhenate could be counted. The
time from the precipitation to the counting was only six secondg.
The different types of precipitsnts used for vezious
elements can be found listed by element in a later section.
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E. Ion Exchange
Although thiB method can give very good decontamination
factors and also a high yield, the speed of the separation as
it Is ordinarily used is rather slow. This technique, however,
occupies a prominent position in the radlochetical separation
of the rare earth elements (238) and the actlnide elements (119).
A selective elution technique from the ion-exchange column
is often successful for a very rapid Isolation of a short-lived
daughter nuclide from relatively long-lived parent activities
which are strong’lyheld to the ion-exchange column,
Examples of such a rapid “milking” technique can be found
in the separation of 24-second Nb‘~ from Mo90 using Dowex-1
anion exchemge resin and 6 ~ hydrochloric acid as elus.nt (171),
in the separation of 39-see Ag10% from Cd
109
using anion
exchsnge resin and 10 ~ hydrochloric acid as eluant (219), and
lglm from 0s , using aniO~in the separation of 4.9-second Ir 191
exchange resin and 6 ~ hydrochloric acid as eluant (32). In
the last two cases, the eluant was forced by compressed air or
by the action of a hypodermic syringe through the -column to
enhance the elution speed.
A similar technique was used in the aeperatlon and measure-
207m, the daughter of 28-year Biment of 0.8-second Pb
207
(31,32). For such a rapid sepez’ationthe volume and the
particle size of the re”sinmust be as small as possible. In
this study, the,Bi207 3 of.activity was fixed on about 1 cm
Dowex-1 anion exchange .resi.nIn 0.5 ~ hydrochloric acid medium.
The pb207m daughter diffuses out of the small reSin spheres
into the interstitial solution and a few drops of thlm solution
are transferred rapidly to a counter (31). The use of a
hypodermic syringe enhsnced the elution speed in this case.
In a later paper (32) these same investigators describe
an interesting appsxatus for the measurement of the half-life
of Pb=’o’7m. A schematic diagram of their apparatus for the
32
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Figure 10. Schematic diagram of an apparatus for measurement
Of pb207m half-life (32).
contiguous recirculation of effluent is shown in Fig. 10. The
half-life of Pb207m was obtained by measuring the effluent
counting rate as a function of distance down strem’ from the







detector below the uniform-bore tube Is varied, the
rate Is expected to decrease according to e -(ax/vO),
Is the flow veloclty and A is the decay constant.
horlzont~ tube can be moved through the counter
To avoid complications associated with non-uniform
also to provide a direct means of measuring the flow
velocity, air is allowed to leek into the system to form uniform
bubbles spaced at regular intervals, The the taken for the
bubbles to travel the dtstance between two markers 100 cm apaxt
on the tube is measured with a stop-watch during each of the
counting intervals. The
Fig. 11, in which all of
background. A half-life
experimental results are shown in
the data have been corrected for
of 0,84 seconds for Pb207m, with a
probable error of 2$, was obtained from these results.
The combination of a short column with a fine powder of
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Figure 11. Attenuation of Pb
207m
activity downstream from
source In continuous flow experiment (32) i
dlgcussed in’connection with the rapid separation of members
of the heavy rare earth series (239). By using very fine
particles of Dowex-50 cation exchange resin in a column 3-10 mm
high and 2 mm Id., and 0.25 g glycolate at the proper pH as
the elusnt, the separation of thulium and terbium, of lutetium
thulium and erblum, ~d yttrium and thulium was possible within
20 minutes (not including dissolution and column loading time).
The anion exchange column separation of carrier-free
Pb210(RsD), Bi210(RaE), andPo 210(RaF) (215) can be used.as a
good example of,the rapid ion exchange separation method.
Although these nuclides are not eho?t-llved, separation by the
ion exchange method car,be made in a relatively short time.
A column (7 mm high and 2 mm id.) of 50-100 mesh Dowex-Al
anion exchange resin was used. The resin was converted to the
chloride form with concentrated hydrochloric acid and was
washed with 1-2 g hydrochloric acid.
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Pb-Bl-Po tracerg in 2 ml of 1 ~ hydrochloric acid weye
added to the colurm. The lead activity was eluted by passing
through 3 ml of 1 ~ hydrochloric acid in 1 ml portions. Then
by eluting with 4 ml of concentrated hydrochloric acid in 2 ml
portions, the bismuth activity was recovered. Finally, the
polonium was eluted with concentrated nitrfc acid. The entire
separation can be effected in 10-15 minutes emd the,products
are obtained in cexrier-free form.
An interesting variation of the ion exchange method for
fast radiochemical separations is the absorption of trace
amounts of cations on anion exchange resins by the formation
of insoluble salts. It had been shown that cations can be
precipitated around the beadt3of an anion exchange resin in
a column when passed in aqueous solution through the resin
which is in a form providing a precipitating anion (107). By
employing a column in the hydroxide form, all the radioactivity
in an aged fission product mixture with the exception of that
due to radio strontium and cesium (assuming barium absent) can
be absorbed (55,131).
Aliquots of fission product solution with added known
amounts of cesium and strontium .were passed through a column
of Amberlite IRA-400 (OH) and eluted with several column
volumes of water. The strontium and cesium in the eluate were
separated from each other by the malate and perchlorate
precipitation method. By this means, the determinations of
these two elements were accomplished rapidly and with good
p~ecisionm By using an anion exchange column in the carbonate
form, only cesium in fission products cam be eluted (186,271).
This type of separation should have applicati~n to rapid pro-
cedures .
The use or a zirconiurn-tungstate ion-exchange column for
fast separation of cesium and rubidium activities “in fission
products is also very Interesting (52). In this study, the
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uranium metal irradiated by neutrons is dissolved in a solution
of 6 ~ ~trlc acid and 6 ~ hydrochloric acid containing
carriers of iron, yttrium, barium, strontium, cesium, an”d
rubidium. After scavenging by precipitation with silver
chloride, ammonia, and anunoniumcaxbonate and centrifuging,
the remaining solution is evaporated to dryness. This is then
dissolved in 2 ml of 0.01 ~ snunoniumchloride solution,
pipetted onto a zirconium tungatate column (3 cm long, 8 mm
id.), end pressure applied (5 lbs/sq. inch) to force the
active solution through the column. The activity is eluted
with 1 ~ NH4C1 at a rate not greater than 0.2 ml/minute.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 12. By this
means the measurement of 32-minute Cs
138
and ~8-minute Rb88 in
fission products can be made.
F. Isotopic Exchange
The exchange of silver ion between a precipitate of silver
chloride and a solution of silver nitrate reaches isotopic
equilibrium very rapidly (152). Because of the low Volubility
of silver chloride, a favorable ratio exists at equilibrium
between the silver atoms in the precipitate and in the solution.
For this reason, if a silver chloride precipitate is added to
a solution containing only trace amounts of radioactive silver,
a high percentage of this radioactive silver will have exchanged
with the silver in the precipitate by the time equilibrium is
attained.
The use of such techniques for radiochemical work has been
discussed in detail (203,250,251), In these studies a platinum
electrode of large surface area (52 mesh, 30 mm high, 10 mm id.)
coated with silver chloride Is placed in contact with 10 ml of
6olution containing a very low concentration of radioactive
silver. The solution is stirred magnetically. The electrode
is then removed from the solution, washed with nitric acid,




Figure 12. Ionic exchange separation of cesium and rubidium
activities In fission product, by zirconium
tunstate columr (52).
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Some of the experimental resultg are shown in Table I.
Contsminatlona by other radlonuclldes are very small,
Table I. The Yield of Radioactive Silver
from 1 ~ ~03 by the Isotopic
Exchange Procedure
2 5 min. 25 97
2 2 min. 95 98
2 20 sec. 95 50
0.3 5 min. 25 85-90
Slmllar rapid exchange reactions were also found in the
system between bromide Ion and freshly prepared silver bromide
(73,1~), and It was shown that 96 to 98 percent of the bromide
actlvlty could be caxried by the silver bromide precipitate
In 10 to 45 minutes.
Another Interesting Isotopic,exchsnge method In radio-
chemical work is the smalgsm exchange technique (6o). Separation
of the radioisotope takes place by virtue of the rapid exchange
which IS known to occur between an element In the form of a
dilute amalgam and Its Ions In solution. If there are many
more Inactive atoms of the element In the amalgam than there
are of Its radioisotope in solution, most of the actlvlty will
be incorporated in the amalgam.
Recent reports describe the successful application of
thla technique to the separation of Zn65 In reactor effluent
(233), rapid radlochemlcal separation of cadmium activity in
fission products (63), and the radiochemical separation of
iridium (217).
In the case of cadmium (63), the initial exchange with
cadmium amalgam in the extraction step is followed by a back
extraction or elutlon with thallous Ion to selectively remove
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the cadmium from contaminants In the mercury. This method
has proven to be rapid (8-1o minutes) and In addition, to give
a high degree of separation from many elements. For most
elements, this separation technique Is at least 10 times better
than the best separation technique previously used for cadmium,
such as dlthizone extraction or Ion exchange. Of the 21
elements tested, only selenium, Indlum, and thallium con-
taminate to any extent through the overall procedure.
G. Electrochemical Methods
1. Electrical mlgratlon method, An interesting electrical
migration method for rapid separation of carrier-free radio-
isotopes has been reported (94), The apparatus conslgts of a
stack of filter papers (30 filter papers were used) moistened
with electrolyte and placed between two platinum electrodes.
In a typical separation, a sample of solution containing one
or more carrier-free radioisotopes and possibly other stable
elements In milligram amounts, was evaporated onto a circular
filter paper and placed In the center of the stack. A direct
current of 0.04 smp/cm2 for a half hour was sufficient to move
ions through 15 layers of filter paper.
By a proper choice of complexi.ng Ions and pH, the desired
activity csn be moved to either one of the electrodes or
retained at the Initial pos~tion In the’center of the stack.
The actlvlty Is usually concentrated In less than 5 ad~acent
papers .
The practical appli.cation of this technique Is illustrated
in Table II.
2. Polerographlc method. Application of the polarographlc
technique to the detection of short-lived daughter activity
has been reported (163). If the radioactive isotope is reduced
to the zero oxidation state, the resultlng metal forms a dilute
amalgam with the mercury drop. This Is then removed from the
solution and its radloactlvlty measured very rapidly.
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Table II.(’) Curler-Free Radioisotope Separation Accomplished
by Electrical Migration ,in Filter Paper
Carrier-FT ee Redioiaotope Separation From Electrolyte
Element Dlreotion .Element Amount Direction
of of
Migration Migration
Nb” Anode Mn w Cathode 1 ~ Ammonium
oxalate
m None WI w Cathode 3 Y HC1
Nb and Zr Anode Y end Rare (?) None 1.: Ammonium
Earth oxalate
AS None Cu M Cathode 3 E HC1
‘*) This table was cited from Wahl, A. C. end Bonner, N. A., ‘%dloactivityA pplied
to Chemistryn, John Wiley end Sons, Inc., New York (1951).
Although the yield of the separation Is extremely low,
i.e., estimated as 6.88 x 10-4$ in the separation of Zr
95 , this
method Is useful as a good qualitative radlochemlcal analysis
technique for a mixture of radioactive isotopes, because It
does not require prior knowledge for the addition of inactive
carriers as do most other radiochemical procedures.
Cabon tetrachlmjde
Figure 13. Polarographic cell used for rapid radiochemical
detection of short-lived daughter nuclide (163).
The polsrographlc cell used is shown in Fig. 13. The
active solution is placed above the csrbon tetrachloride in
contact with the mercury pool electrode or with the calomel
electrode through agar gel. The dropping mercury capillary
is placed in the solution. The purpose of the large volume
of carbon tetrachloride in the other compartment is to keep
the solution - carbon tetrachloride interface at a constant
height .
The mercury drops fall through the solution and are removed
by turning the BtOQCOCk. The distance through which the
mercury drops fall through the carbon tetrachloride can be
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quite long when the solutions are highly radioactive and the
cell compartment may require shielding. The size of the
polarographic cell can be either large or small depending on
the volume of the solution to be analyzed.
With this apparatus, an attempt was made to detect the
30-second Rh’06 daughter inthe Ru106-Rh106 system. A sample
solution of 500 ~ in 1 M potassium thlocyemate solution was—
used . The mercury drops were collected at various potentials
and it was found that about a constant radioactivity was
separated at any voltage more negative than -0.7 volts vs.
mercury pool electrode. The time required from the formation
of one drop to the beginning of the counting of this drop was
less than 30 seconds end the decay curve was traced.
By thig means the half-life of Rh106 was estimated as
29.3 & 0.65 seconds. The same technique was also utilized in
the rapid
using the
a.nalysisof Tc9%and Ru106in fission products (165)







.? 1—7...TEnm — ..
Figure 14. Polarographic cell (165).
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placed i.ncompartment A. The authorg sepsrated Tc99m instead
of Mogg as a monitor of total fissions snd describe a separation
using this cell which requires 3 minutes and permits 48 analyses




yield of the separation Is only about O.1~ In 3
it is satisfactory for fission product mixtures
Is lots of actlvlty.
3. “Focusing Ion exchange”. An ingenious application
of inorgsnic paper electrophoresls has been described in detail
by Schumacher In several articles in Helvetica Chimica Acts
[~, 221, 228, 234, 2322 (1957); Q, 825, 1771]. He has used
the simple apparatus shown in Figs. 15 ar.d16 to effect separa-
tions of carrier-free Sr-Y-Cs In 10 minutes and alternate rare
earths in 8 minutes. By adjusting conditions he reports
separation of Sr-Y in 5 seconds.
The disadvsmtage of the method as outlined by Schumacher
is the lack of emphasis placed on the hazard of the lethal
voltages involved in such a separation using the simple equip-










at 16OO volts for a
m?+ Mm%od?
Equipment for focusing Ion exchange.
typical separation. However st”mdsrd
electrophoretlc separations routinely utilize this combination
of current smd potential safely with specially designed equip-
ment with interlock systems, and one would hope that adaptatlong
of such equipment might become available for utilization of
focusing ion exchange.
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III. PRACTICALEXAMYEdS @RRANGED BY~)
Prductlon l’ypeof Thne for
Ruclide HaM-LMe Reaction Target -tire Pm2edure for ~ Ion Separation Reference
Hea 0.82 a E#(n,ct) P=(OH)2 m-
der

























Buringtiradi~tlon,a .stre.emof& IspassedtbrmghR 17
capillary tube to a thin-walled jacket eround a thin.
walled GM tube.
A=r or during irradiation,the radioactive gasee 1 Bec 228, 229
formed fue swept into A6carite leyer by a flu6hing
ga~; the C@ iB .abfiorbedin the bcarite.
The radioactive gas 16 bubbled into Ba(OB)2 ~olution. 20 Bec 228, 229
C02 16 ppted. a6 E&OS.
The recoil productB are collected on paper. me paper E
16 burned in atmosphere of &. !Fnegas productB are
bubbled through CB(OH)2 soln. and C02 is ppted. as
kcos .
The semple is dls601ved In HaOH soln. b a small reac- 36, 37
tion ve~~el.through which IB pas6ed a slow 6tream of
eir satwated at room temp. with eth@nol vapor. The
ges strewn is tiled roughly by bubbling into cone.
H@04 and is then passed over CUO at @2°C to convert
carbon compounds to C@. The gas is then bubbled
through I@OB soln. to absorb C% &nd the C02 ppted. e6
BnCO= by edditlon of ~(~ )2.
The sample iE dieBolved in boiling NaOR Boln. to which
5+ carrier hae been added. The nitrogen activity ap-
peers es R& and iE trapped on a filter pad ❑oistened
with dil. H&04.
The Al is diseolved in 6 N HC1 containingFe+, PtCu
end d terrier. After nddition of 10 ~ llaOR,the
evolved R& gffiis swept out end caught in 1 ~ IkOH +
KMn04 soln. at O“C. Q by heating the soln., the NHg
gae iB distilled by aid of He carrier g= & caught
5n aat. HgB03 aoln. containing a definite amout of
HC1. After addition of NeOR to the boric ecid soln.,






E3M-Life Reaction !rarget BaPT8 tion PrOcedm for ~ atla 8epsxation IMerence
The In 18 diBBOIWd in U N HC1 containingFew and
FtcL4. The Pb Is disBolvad in 48$ HI% containingFe+
end FtC4. U ladissolvedin6 N HClcontainingFe+.
8 Bec o~(n,p) lmo,2 Distillatlon A pellet of KROZ (about300 ~) which is sufficientto 7 mec 2@3
produce about 75 cc of 142gaB, 18 irradiated In the
pile for 20 6ec. It iB then reacted with 8 hydrezine
hydrochloride SOIU. The evolved H2 w iE collected
and measured.
lw 4.14 B w Distillation
2que0u13
Boln.
UEing He carrier gm, the radiout ive gas is ewept
through H&Q to remove &O, Ascarite to remove C%,
CUO heated in a furnace to oxidize CO to C02, As-
cerite again to.remove this C@, Cu or MS heated in a
furnace to remove 02 end flnelly through active cber-
coal at liquid eir temp. to reuave Ne”. The gae that
comem through Is X2 and is meaaurad by a neutron
counter.
N14(p,n)72 B mm Distillation The gas relea.ed by bombardment5B swept through CaCL2.








The bomberded ge.ala Bwept through a tube of plati-
nized -bestos and then through CeC~ to catch the
&o.
124 B N14(d,n) 162Distillation The irradiated .saeiB mixed with some ~ apd an excess
of &, and iB paseed over heatad platinized esbeatoa.
!l!heoxygen preBext m i102,N20, or 02 iE reduced to EEO
and collected in a CaC~ dry- tube end ❑easured.
He2’ 40.2 a &’e(n,u)
3.34 m Re22(t,p)





Air from en a8pirator iB paaaed at a iuitable rate
through the aemplea and then through a glasB tube to
the thin walled j.acketeround a counter.
Ne24 The sample gas is paeaed through a trap of ectivated
charcoal 8t dry ice temp.~and then to the cvmt,ing
67
m= 0.02 8 Daughter of Distillatlon
me%- dis. Gas electroly-
816





p* 12.5 B clm (n,a) KK!l or IiaCl Recipit ation
gs? 5.04 m Cl= (nJp) KCl or W3Cl Precipitation
cell. All likely impurities euch 8s Na and F (with
the exception of He and Ar ) are removed from the He by
the trap.
The daughter activity of 17~4 is collected on a nega-
tive copper electrode (6 voltfield) in which a de-
tector iB placed neer the electrode. &fore counting,
the He activity is removed from the eyatem by suetion.
l!heAl isdissolved in NaCE and lQ(OH)2 ppted. by addi-
tion of MgC12 carrier.
The carriers of MS (10 mg), Cu, Zn, and Mu are added to
the tiradiated sample. The eoln. iB ewirled end
stirredand allowed to stand for about 5 min. By edd-
ing cone. HC1 (15 drop6) to make 2 N acid, blood pro-
tein is ppted. After centrifugingand decenting,
Ms(a), IS ppted. from the resulting 1301n.by adding










The Mg(m)z IS dissolved in cone. HCl (6 dr?ps) end
the soln. is diluted to 10 ml. Af%er addition of Cu
carrier end 5 ml 20$ l.ie.rmitolsol-n.,Ms(OH)2 is ppted.
by eddition of X2 R NaOH. The above ?Inal dissolution
and pptn. are repaated. ‘me final ppt. is coonted.
TO the irradiatedKCl or NEC1 BOIJI., Bcdium phosphate
aud nitric acid are added. !Then~ iB ppted. es
phospbouolybdate.
The irradiatedKCl or NaCl 16 dis~olved end H.@04 is




Prnauction me of llme for
?iuclide Half-Life Reaction Separation Procedure for - tion separation Reference




~a45 164 a Sc4s(n,p)
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The ample is dissolved In a dil. KC1 soln. K is 124, 216
ppted. as pOtEEBiUm cobaltinitrite.
The Semple IS aiBEOIV.d. in &o (- 5 ❑l). K is ppted. % 40 min 22
by addition of 10 ml naphthol-yellow-9 (5$ soln.).
After centrifuging,the ppt. is recrystallizedfram
about 5 ml NYS 5% in ice. Fe(OH)S scavenging is also
dane. Yield la ~ 50f, depending on epeed required.
The semple is dissolved in dil. HC1. After addition
of KCl carrier, Ca IS ppted. a. the oxal.atein alka-
line soln. After filtration,K is ppted. a. the per-
chlorate by addltion of HC1O.Iand ethyl alcnhol.
The sample is dissolved in HC1 and excess HC1 is evap-
orated off, The Boln. 1s diluted with &o to 0.5 w
sc/ml concentmt ion and extracted with an equal voluma
of 0.5M !lTAh benzeneby stirringfor10ti (Scand
moreextractablecationsereremoved).Thentheaque-
ouephaseIBadjustedtopH 5 withNaOHandtin ex-
tractedwith0.5M !mMsob. (Scma allcationaex-






The sample, irradiated in a gelatin capsule, is put - 10 ❑l-n 140
into Boln. either by dige~ting with HNOS or by fU6i0n
with NU02 in a nickel crucible which containE 0.8 ing
Ti carrier.
1) The fuamd mat.mial is dissolved in H@04 soln. Ti
is coppted.with Fe(0S)S. The ppt.ISdissolved in 20
ml of I@ H2S0.4. The Ti is then extracted into 10 ❑l
of ieopropyl ether by addition of 10 ❑l of 6 equeoue
cupferron. Contaminants, such M Cu, V, and Mc, me
back-extracted into 20 61 of ccmled 15%NaOH BOh.
The ether phase is counted by 7-spectrometry. Yield
iB - 7C$ and 18determined calorimetrically.
3.76 m F1(n,7)
Freclpitation 2) The Ti in 2 ~ &SO~ is coppted.with Zr-p-hydroxy-
phenylarsonic acid and the ppt, counted by 7-spectrom-
etry. Yield la --85$.
Biological EK&act ion The sample is digested in 15 ml hot k ~ 17aOFIsol-n.
aah containingV carrier (10 W). COnC. HC1 (5-10❑l)
ISaddedtotheBoln.todissolvetheremainingash.
1) TheV 1sreducedtoV(A) by additionoflG$ - 10min m
snc~ Soln.(3drops).M%er dilutingthesoln.to
50mleudding pH- 5 byueing1 M lJm3H,theV IS
extractedtitoanequalvolumeof0.2>M lTAbenzene
soln.TheV 1Sback-exhmctedintop>❑l 6 ~ HC1from
thebenzeneSOlm.AftertheV(+) ieoxidizedtoV(+5)
by 1 M KMn04(5-10drops),theV isppted.by2 ml@
cupferronaqueouesoln.and~ilterad.Yield-- 3@.
2) TheHC1acidicsoln.ISdilutedto50mlwith&O. - b min m
TheV isextractedinto 10 ml CHCIS by addition of 2.5
ml 6$ cupferron aqueoue soln. and 10 ml CHCI.S, The
extract is measured by y-e~ctrouetry. Yield = -40$.
Cracking
catalyat
Extraction b-lCY3 U@ sample (finelyground) in a gelatine capsule, 10 min 25
irradiated in pile for 2 rein,is fueed in 3 m IiQOZ
containing a knnwn amount of V4B tracer. The melt 1.5
dissolvad in lCXJml soln. contebing 16.-( ❑l cone. HC1,
3 ml Al terrier, 0.5mlV(+5)carrier,end15ml H#&.





extractedinto5 ❑l CHClgby additionof6 ❑l 6$cup-
ferronequeou6Boln.TheV extractedISmeemred by
7-apectrometry. Yield = Variable (up to 70$).
Biological Extraction The .w3m@e 10 fueed in 10 g N*O= containing@ tram- -- 5 min 132
ti~sue er, 10 mg V carrier and 10 mg Cu holdback carrier.











The *mQlated V tmr~ Is trmmferred inta a Pt dish 9
mnd dissolved by hmmting in epprox. 5 ❑l ccaJc.HF.
!lheexcen s~imrmmovdbyfmmimg dowmtithlomld
Cone. “Ec804, Vhero”- the &#q ❑olh. 10 trmmfmrrd
to tba dictillmtlon qpmxtue. 50 ❑l of CW2. ECl 10
Ed&d drqdiee et a temp.Of250”C.
After C~htL3 dmtillmtlan of b ~ Bb ME thir
ahlorides, ● ❑ixbure of 50 ml =1- (1/3] Im elso
molded-me at * EU temp. to ihsure remval of
am cc Sn8ra.,
The M& formed In tbm Boln. 10 * ~ the Bolm.
ty a mtreem of &y g89eoue ml.
30 ❑l of 7@ HCIQ in moldedand thm c.brmlum ectimlty
dlotilhd as CrOECIC mt a temp. of 25CfC. A E1OW
.stre~ Of dry HCl KM b titi tb.rOu@OOt tb dls-
tilletlcm. The chromylzhhride in Cou.meted in - 5-lo
❑l &O.
Tbh Cloln.cam be tmken to drymesa without Cr Moan,
after mddition of m nmdl emcemm of h@rmzhe hydreta.
TIM mxceaa hydremim is fig dmstroyud vith 6 H
EHos. Yieu - qumntitdim .





!@ 0.3g t=- tidiOBOldh X CC,@t0.11!~.
70~ &#rE~ end 30 mgCr(~)g ore added as ccrriem.
AftOr CW~, thm v-motivity im @ad. by 60 w CW-
fcrron. mm a domblm V-emmtion, the eolm. in made
mlleuneend&&addmd. me? lmiumg ad a~mtimg
Mo-hydrmlde, Cr is ~od. mm lMrQ CM filtered.
To the kmdimted M5CU, h emd V cmierm are Aled.
The C? in thm soln. in oxidizad by H& to pmhromte
emd extrected hto * Et ~ - 1.7.m Orgemic
leymrinmmeured.OrtheCrcotititycanbebeck-
eatrectmd byl~~nndppted. me uineatic
Ecialc Eoln., end filtmrd.
~ecm 21.3 ❑ Few (dJa)
*e-r 1.7 m Fe=(n,p)
Mn ()Cu dPa
~se 8.9 ❑ Cr60(Ci,n)
m
1-












The mmple iBdiesolved in a m~ure of ml + HMOS
and small .wnountaof carrier of tha appropriateele-
ments are added. The soln~ iB adjusted to e concen-
tration of 16 E $n HIKISfor the precipitantion of MJIby
addition of solid KC1OS to the boiling soln. !FheMn02
iB usually purified by redissolving lt in an acid soln.
of &OZ and by again ppt‘ing.from a boiling Boln. of
16 ~ mOe by the addition of solid KC1OS.
The Cu ie diBOOlved in a ❑inimum amount of cone. HN09 ~ min
and evaporated to neai-@rneBB. C=riers (Zn and be-
low) including 5 w Mn are added ~d t~ BO~. is made
to 1 ~ HC1.
After pptn. of CU9, Mn is ppted. as Mn9 in ammonical
soln. The MUS ppt. is dissolvad in 16 ~ BNOS and vol-
ume ❑ade up to k ml with fuming KNOS. Then M@ iB
ppted. by addition”of 2 or 3 c&ta16 of KC109.
The M@ is dissolved in HHOS ecid soln..containing
E.& and re-ppted. by the abnve method. Yield = 7%.
1) The bombarded Cr is dissolved in 5 ❑l of 8 ~ EC1.
FeClg carrier (Fe-15 w), IZ ml cone. H#34, and &.O
to make 100 ❑l la added. Mter oxidationby addition
of a smell amount of KMn04J erd cooling to 10”C, Fe 10
ppted. by addition of @ cupferron. The ppte. is fil-
tered and washed tith I@ H2S04 containing O.2 g cuP-
ferron per 103 ❑l end measured.
2 ) The Cr is dissolved in HCl and ❑ade 6 ~ in HC1.
The Fe actitity is exbruted as FeCIS in an equal vol-
ume of ether. T?LSethar phase is washed by shaking
with !-5 successivePrtiom of equal volume bf 6 ~ HCl
to remove all tracea of radioactiveMn and Co.
The target (3-5 MS) is dissolved in0.5rnlhotcone. 3-5min
mog. Afteradditionof2 mgCo,2 ❑g Cu,and2 MSFe











Ruclide Elslf-ILfe Reaction T!U-get
Fe As(d) Arsenic
Fe Fe(n,y)
~oem 10.5 ❑ C05e(n,7)

















me of Thm for
Hepsratien Procedure for Eepx Etion Heparstion Reference
Extractipn The As 1s dissolved in a mirdmum of HNOS + HC1. After
addition of 2 mg Fe and Ga, the soln. 1S ad~usted to
6 ~ HC1.
The Fe ie extrected twice with ether and wm+hed 5
timee with l/3 volume 6 ~ HC1.
The Fe is beck-exkracted into &O by waohing twice with
1/4 volume @O eud ppted. es Fe(OH)= in 1 ~ KCH. The
Fe(OH)=ppt. is dissolved in minimum cOnC. ml SIlddi-
luted to 5 ml.
After addition of 1 ❑g Ga hold-back cmrier, the
Fe(OH)a is ppted.
~is finel di6walution snd pptn. ere repeated until
the oupernateB (Ga fraction) become inactive.
Extraction The semple is dissolved in HIJ09or aqua regia; 3
ml HCICq is added end evnpo-ratedto 1 ml (caution).
10 ❑l cone. HNOS is added. SoIn. is heated to boiling
snd 2 ❑l &O tided to bring the eoln. to 12 ~ HNOS
aoln.
The Fe IS then extrscted into sn equal volume of 0.!5
~ TIA-benzene soln. by shaking for 15 min.
The orgenic phese is washed 3 timeg with eq~ ~OlumeB
of 3 ~ HNOS by shsking for 5 min emch time. The w2ehed
oreanic @see la counted by y-qwctrometry. Yield -
- w.
Ektraction The asmple is fused in 10 g i%02 + 3 NeOH p=llets con-
taining COeO tracer and 10 mg Co carrier.
The ❑elt ie di6solved in 50 ml &O end cooled with 50-
‘(Oml liquid Na. After addition of 15-20 ❑l glecial
acetic acid snd cooled with liquid Nz, the Co is ex-
tracted by 25 ml oxine moln. in CHClg (%). The Co is
beck-extractedinto 10 ❑l 9 ~ HC1, ppted. with N%OZ,
and filtered. Yield = - 4C$.
Ion exchange The nickel oxide target (about 50 ug) ie di6aolved in
10 N HC1 end this soln. is then placed on an ionic ex-
chs& column (8 mm in diameter and lho mu tall) with




Cuao 24 ❑ Iiieo(p,n)
(d,2n)
CUM 9.7 m Ni=(p,n)
cm
u




~uee 5.1 m o
CU’3S 326 ZW=(n,P)
cone. HC1. The Ni was first removed by elution with
8 ~ HC1 and then the Co removed with h ~ HC1. Cu from
the (dJn) reaction remains on the column. The Co free-
tion io maaeured nftar evaporation on a counting cup.
Hickelfoil Wraction The activated metal 16 di6solved in ENOS, the nitrates E? ❑in 208, lx
are converted to chloride, and 2 mg Co end 2 w Fe m
chloride are edded. Mter the pptn. of Fe by NH@,
the filtrate IS widified slightly with HC1, saturated
with NE&CN, and Co is extracted with en equal volume
of emyl alcohol-ethylether (1:1). Co is recovered
from the organic layer with 6 ~ N&m. After acidifi-
cation with HCl, the abave etir~tion procedure is re-
peated. FIDB14,ColaPpted.withN13@ endmounted
forcountinga6driedCCSor~BC&. Yield= “ 9@.
Nickel foil Precipitantion The foil (3-5 ❑g) is dissolved in 0.5 ml 6 ~ NNOS ead 4-5 ❑in 157
evaporated to dryness. Cone. HC1 (3-4 drcips) is added
end the Boln. im evaporated to drynew.
While warming, Cu and Co carrier (each2 mg), 0.5 ❑l
cone. N&H9cs BObL, and lC$ NH&CN BO1-n.me added
to ppt. CUWN. The ppt. is filtered end washed with a
0.1 N NH@N - 0.1 ??N&IF& soln. end a few drops of
acetone. Yield = 50-75$.
Biological Extraction The mmple is fused in 10 em N%& + 3 NzOH PelletB + 8 mill
tiOBue
Ifl
10 ❑g ti carrier. The ❑elt is dissolved in 50 ❑l &O.
After addition of 30 ml cone. HC1 and cooling by pour-
ing on 50-75 ml liquid NZ, the Cu is extracted into 5
ml CC14 by eddition of 10 ml @ cupferron aqueoue soln.
(1.2 N HCl). The Cu is back-extractedto the aqueous
layer with 10 ml cone. N&OH, ppted. mc CuLlwith H&
and filtered. Yield . @@.
Copper foil Precipitation Sample is dissolved in dil. HNOS. After the pptn. of 5 ❑in
Fe(OH)S by ammonia, Cu is ppted. by l-&benzoinoxine
in ammonical tertaric acid Eoln. For mare rapid sep-
aration, Cu is ppted. and counted ea thiocyenate after
the aeparetion of Be end As in 9 N HC1 by hypophosphit-
ZnsOd Precipitation 20 g zinc sul~ate in zquaoue 901u. i.9irradiated.
After tiradiation,Zn powder 18 added and filtered.





tieo 2.1 m RI(a,2n)





GaM 2.6 m 2me4(p,n) Zinc foil or
zinc oxide en-
riched in Z&
Ga70 21.4 ❑ Gaee(n,y) Iron mateOr-
ite











Prwzedure for -ation Heparatinn
stead of Zn powder, Sn pwder can also be used .M a re-
ductant for Cu. In this case, contaminationof Ni cau
be avoided.
The IrreditiedNi foils cre dissolved in HliOSaud the
Cu activity is separtiedby ~pontaneoue depcmitlon on
h dust in weakly acidic medium or by pptn. of C.(I)
thiocymnte after reduction with BuJfuroua acid. Tnen
the filtrate is counted for the zinc.
In the other methcd, zinc is extracted with CHC1=”es a
ti-di~-naphthyl thiocerbazone compound which separates
Zn from Cu, Ni, Co, end Fe.
The Zn isseparatedby anion exchange method from an,
Cu, 17i,Co, Fe, end Mn.
A 100 ml sample of water is made 0.1 M in ta.rtaricacid - 10 ❑ln
end io added to 6 ml of zinc emalgam (1 @ k in 5 ❑l
22) in a 125 ❑l aeparatoryfunnel. The mixture is a@-
tated for 8 min on a uechanlcrilwrist ~hBker. The
emal.gamphase IS separated into a suiteble container
and counted on n 7 rcy spectrometer. Yield -- &.
Effective decentmoination 1S obt&ined from all iBo-
topea except Cue4 and Mnse. Mn5e would not be a seri-
oue interferencein monitoring applic*iOn in waOte
~trem. cue4 & h removed by pre-extractionInto
cadmium amalgam (1 gu Cd In 5 ml Hg). The cadmium
amalgam will reduce end artract the CUP and leave the
radioztic in solution.
The sample is dissolved in HCl and ❑ade 6 ~ in HC1.
!FheGa is extracted as the chloride into ether. The
ether phase is washed with 6 q EC1 and evaporated.
The sample 18 diBw31ved in hnt cone. HC1. 4-5 ❑g G8M
carrier ia added. The eoln. iB decanted to remove any
insoluble residue (seldommre than O.1% by weight).
The Boln. i. ad.juetedto 5.5 to 6.5 ~ in HC1. The 08







Ck’= 39.6 h Daughter of G@2
Aeee(15m) by
fJe~O(p,2n)Asae
~7 sm 0.53 B Daughter of
A~7S(~6d)
with HC1 and then back-extracted into &O from the
ether phase. TIIIsprocedure is repeated. Fe(OH)S
scavenging IB done by addition of NaOH (OH-concentre-
tion : 1-2 M) and one drop of aerosol. After centri.
fugation, the i3aIs ppted. as Ga.oxinate by eddition
dropwise of 5 ❑l of a solution of l% oxine in acetic
acid and 3 M hmmonium acetate.
The ppt. iB-filtered, wmhed’ with water, aud then with
ether.
Dietill.ation The A6ae mv.iple,isolated from the GeOz terget (see
6ection on ABoB), is prepared aB a Boln. in HC1 con.
talning Ge terrier.
The Ga is then quantitativelyisolated for 2 min in a
current of C~. The Ge in the distillate is ppted. as
the Etiide.
28
33Distillation When N2 gas ia swept through a soln. of AE7g (+5 val-
ence) in cone. HCl at lCb3”CJa rapidly decaying Ce7=
activity is fouud h the exit gas ayatem. (Although
the @e activity could be fieparatedby this technique
at 25°C, better yieldB were obtained for the .t!eperation
at the higher tem&.)
A 5 ml aliquot of eoln. containing 0.4 U& Aa7= is
placed in an 8 ml flask fitted with an inlet for intro-
ducing N= gas end an outlet leading to a lustaroid tube
in a shielded well-t~ Nel counter. Small dimneter
plaatic tubing (1.5 mm id. ) is used between the flaak
and the tube in the counter to allow rapid transfer of
the gas. A mall trap 1s titroduced Into the line to
prevent dropletE of active solution frnm being carried
over by the gae stream.
This technique could be simplified (1) using law tem- The half- lp
perature (25”c) gaa.fiweepingtechniques for remyfal of time of re-
Ge(IV) from IZ ~ HCl eolns. and (2) by absorbingCe(lV) ❑oval of
from the gae stream on an anion exchange resin (Dewex- Ge(Iv) was
lX8, 50-100 ❑esh). It was studied by using Gem (I.2hr) about 2 min.
+ Asn(k hr) tracer.
The Ge abBorbed in the reEin can be eaaily recovered
by waehing the COIUMU with a few column volumes of wa-
ter or, ~eferably, of till.HC1 soln. Since the firBt
part of the efi%n%t. is rather concentratedin HCl,





HaE-IUe Reaction 9?m-get s- tinu Frocedure for Sepmrticm SqEU-atinn F@ erence
~B6e -7 ❑ln oa70(P,3n) G&32 Precipitation 20 @ of “specpure”GeQ were tiediated. The tmget 28
18 dieaolved in 3 ml of 27 Z ~. 5 ❑l of 6 ~ lC@H IB
~ee 15 min Ge70(p,2n) added and the As ppted. as sulfide by passing in H@.
After a second pptn. with inactiveGe holdback carrier,
the ar~enoue Bulfide IB isolated for counting.

















1.0ml (10 mg) Te(IV) carrier and 3.5 ❑l cone. HCl ere
added to the water phase. The soln. is heated nearly
to boiling and reduced with Sk. After filtering, the
BuperneterrtBOb. is boiled to drive off excess S&.
The sol-n.is cooled s.nd20 ❑l cone. HC1 added. Ansenic
sulfide is ppted. with &S, centrifuged off, decanted
and washed with 6 ~ HC1 SOIL saturatedwith H@.
The arsenic sulfide iB dissolved in a solution of 0.5
❑l cone. HC1, 0.5 ml cone. HHOS, and 1.0 ml EC104,
heated on a water bath for 5 ❑in and thereafter heated
strongly to fuming. After cooling, extraction and
back-extraction,pptn. as sulfide @nd diBBOlution ie
performed as described ebwe.
‘l?hefinal AC soln. is diluted to 20 ml with 6 ~ HC1.
Metallic As is ppted. by adding 1CX3❑g IU and 1 g
W&POZ. end heating on waterbath for coagulation.
The ppt. is filtered snd washed with alcohol and
ether.
se?~ 3.80 m Daughter of
As7e(9m) &
disintn.
Be= 17 ❑ Dauglter of
Seam(5Tm) I.T.
@l 17 ❑ L?= (n,f)
Se= 25 ❑
Seti 3.3 ❑
Uranyl ni- DiBtilktiOU The irradiated urenium Boln. iB added to a Btenderd- 45 ❑in
trete ized emenite carrier in dilute H.@4, oxidized to ar-
senate (V) with KRrOS end reduced again with potaaaiuw
metabisulfite. (This oxidation-reductionprocedure is
carried out to Insure the complete exchange of As-actlv-
ity with the trlvelentAs carrier.)
The reduced Eoln. 16 then placed in en eraine genera-
tor with Hg cathode as describedby Rogers and Heron
[Ana@t Q 414 (1946)1. Arsine lo generated for 15
ml. with the cell at about 80”C, at a cathode current
denmity of about 2.5 emp/c# and passed through Pb
(QAC)2 spin. before collection In AsNOS. Sb c~rier
~B addad to the AsHOS eoln. followed by HaCl, the fioln.
filtered ad a Fe(OH).gscavenge carried out. Arsenic
metal IB then ppted. by emmonium hypaphofipblteti the
preoence of Sb holdbmck terrier from 1:1 HC1 eolu. The
As 16 diBBolved In brominatedHCl and then diatilled
from cone. H& in the pre~ence of Sb, Te, end s, hOld-
beck carriers, into cone. HC1. Aa is re-ppted., El~-
ried with &O, filtered to a tared filter paper, dried,
emd counted. Yield = - 3*.
Precipitation The Se7m which ie grown from As7e is separatedby di-
rect pptn. fram HC1 sol-n.by e.dditionof solid hydroxyl-
amine hydrochloride.
Recoil Radioactive aelenic acid end HCl ere mixed BO that the
final solution iB ! ~ HC1. The soln. is then satbrated
with Sk. Under Buch conditions, Belenic acid iB re-
duced very slowly where- selenioua acid is reduced
very rapidly to Se which can be filtered out of the
aoln. To the radioactive selenlc acid, Belenious acid
is edded at intervals of time, the elemental Se ~ep-
erated, and the decay curve of Sesm meaaured.
Ur~l ni- Distillation To 5 ❑l of neutron-irradiateduranyl nitrate, 2 ❑l uf < 60 min
trate Se c.errierand 10 ❑l of cone. FE@ are added. The Se
iB distilled into 5 ❑l of &O contained In a 50 ❑l cen-
trifuge tube placed in ea Ice bath. S02 iE ~sed rap-




Huclide w-we mection Pmcdwxeforeqpnm tial 2uplmwtim mferemce
red precipitate d e.?is Ccaguleted (2 to 3 rein). me
pyte. iscentrmIgd mdwnehd with lomlcf &O. The
P@,a. in dinnolved by heeting with 5 to 10 drqm of
come. HBDw, ~ete~ rnaxly to drymeae, ad dinnolmd
tilOmlcnnc. ICl. The SeiIIppted. nneeagnin by@
in an Ica babh, cm’crMuged, md filtamd. It in
weehed 3 them with 5 ml ethenol end 3 ttim with 5







~7cm 6.4 m As7B(U,n)









After thereutmn t?mdiKtion,the kmdiuted fmmmilm
setite in dinBolTwd in 3 ~ EC!lemd extrmted with
C%. @ & the Ee activity im found in the t!SEfree.
tiom. m ,m~ IS evepnr.stedto dryness, end the &
C.ctivityla tekwm lJph Cone. -.
In another method, the 6 ~ ECl 00htim & the &redi-
atx selenite Is filtered through ohtered-gleeo fil-
ter. Muoh of tbe cctItity ie depeitid mm the filter.
After tbe vuter meh, 2@ uf tb mi@ml Ee ectitity
1s rewved by Pnlng boiling come. HHO= through the
riltac.
Seca-rieri addednssel.emiteto 3.g UkCbti5ml
nf 4 ~ ICl soluticih The mixture 10 *adiatd for 5
Sec. me? the irredieticul,‘dM nctivu soul. is Imlxed
with25~wq2c1. lJeEEOain - cnd 2e ppked.,
,.~r~, & washed by deceatlrbial. !l!beactivity
of the P@. vu meceured .byn MUtrCZI COWltOZ. (~
detecticm at a deleywd,neutron emitt~ ieotoPs of 2e
wee umnuccessful.)
The tergetIe dimol%d in hCEl Boln. contaidmg a
Emeu emolmt of m Cerria. me SoIn. Ie mede sligbt-
lyaeidwith EUOemdthe Briap’@ed. eeA@r.
Ethyl bromide im irrmdietedwith thermel neutronc and
the nctlTw brmhe ie nepamted u _ by SEilnrd~
~n procesn. Then, by ❑tnmsting with ~e-
butyl almhol to the El&, tetrdmtyl brmide (5 g) ti
❑ynt.beatied.The tetrebut.ylbrmide 1- diooolvd in
200 ml uf aqueoue alcohol (75 ml $). The rcdidive
2)4
224
Br”” 3.0 ❑ tig’(n,f)
&.sr X.1 B If=(n,f)
en
w










@B 4.51 .9 &gO(n,f ) Urenyl ni-
trate OOln.
brwnine, which iB Isolated m branine ion by recoil ef-
fect, iB ppted. ae AgBr.
Extraction The target aoln. IS irradiatedfor 10 eec in the pneu-
matic tube in the reactor. Carriere of Br-’and 1- are
added to the irradiated soln. which is then transferred
to a saparetoryfunnel containingCC4 and XMn04 ecidi-
fled with E770s. The liberatedBr is extracted into the
CC~ layer. This Br extraction 1s performed within 30
Bec from tha end of the irradiation. The CC~ extract
ie added to a funnel containing&.O and NH@H-ECl. The
Br is treneferred to the &O leyer. Two oxidation and
reduction cyclea with ~04 m oxidant end lWHSOS aa
reductent are then performed. The laet equeouc NeHSO=
layer 16 acidified with HNOS, the sch. boiled to expel
SOS.,end AgBr ppted.
Extraction To 1 ml of the activated fioln.,30 ❑l of 8 ~ ~OS eat-
urated with KC1OS is added. The fi and I fimeion prod-
uctB are extracted with CCk from the eoln. and then
the Br is beck-extractedwith KNQ aqueow soln. (weak
HNOS acidic) from the CC14 Boln.
7 ❑b 248
235
Mst illation The aoln. (15 ❑l) containing 2 g ~s in 1 y HIWg end Secondm 212
0.5 ~ KBrO.gie irradiated. The air etream la floved
at a rate of about 1 liter~minthrough the tiradiating
eoln., and to thie air stream, a mmall flow (about2
ml/min) of Baturatad Br2 vapor is added. The resultant
ge9 flowB through B trap, to rem any active eoln.
which might be carried out of it by ‘foamingor by an
wc ident, ad then a trap containing iodine cryetale
as hold-back carrier for iodine activlty.
Aftar leaving these traps, the air etream passed
through about 10 ml CC4, whare the Br activity re-
mained and from there through .wxnetrapa to a vacuum
pump, and on to the etiauet vent of the room. A
neutron C~ter iB eitUeted edJaCent to the Ccb BO-
lution.
J&traction A solution of uranyl nitrate in 2 ~ H@COg, to which jo Bec 247
1- and Br- cerriere.are added, iB irradiated for 5




Rmction mtlfnl Pradure for -tire M—e









❑l 2 ~ HnEC~ cat- Br- end RrO~ cmrrler cud
J!haU21h excess of that needed to azldiae 1- to I&.
lha soln. “iethen moldedto a m’pmratnryfummal con-
ttimg~ml~uand25m16 H-. ~un, whan the
eoln. bee-a mcid, ErR in Ilbertimd ml extrmcted In
the CC4. Whareumq llttlmiodim in extracted
ntica it in Pramnt en IC& (Ewi ehaMng ie better,
rather than mechd-cel. ) The CC14 phase 10 meacwed
by neutrcm coturters.Yield . *.
The ~mcue *M for Br- is improved fcm the meae- 2 Oee *
-ant d Brm. The*iEBweptomb byairaru lie
abmrbed h a tblmfilmd CC~ adharingto glmen
beadn pkmd h a column.
InfoCoumtern era UE.d in a Eldtald ammgameti fm
countiq fact mautrone emwwting frm the colum.
To not mcme than 5 ❑l cf a ooln. cf nautrom-tiradiated lb lo6
U-nitrate in a W-ml centrjfmgeWoe, 20 w of tamim
Caroler ee m~ Imld10 ~ C& iodloeCarrier.am x are
addd.
H# is paeaed hto thm Soln. for 1 to 2 min. The Boln.
in tilled briefly to -1 Ems, Cmld C@ trommfti
toatiml aeparatoryfunmal. ~mlof6~~a@a
fmwdropE” ofllJIDhl& arealldea udthm Brmrtractmd
hto lo ❑l mP ~4. The CC4 sol.. 1s ❑hakan with 10
ml EcO contaimi~ 1 ml 1 g IiE@E.Xl and the CCb layur
diet-ded. Thee ertrmctlom end back-atractlcm p
cedurm mre r~ated. The CC4 h vhich tbe W ie ex-
trmctd In mhaken with lo ml d &O contddng a fev
dropamfl~ll~ddiscards tbeCC4. Thaae pro-
ceduree are repwted. h the mq-ue phase, 1 ❑l of
6 ~ ~ IS added cud tba SOb. Im heated nearly to
boiUmg Fmdthmmthm EriBtid. a9AgJir.
h targd is coatmd omto Ri foil. The radioactlm
w -~ W motou ~b~ iIICW@ *-
a tube filled with glare VW1 at dry ice temp. (fca
ramaviqI Br activity)to * coumting cell kapt at
Ilquid air temp. (for cntchimg W-activity).
51
RP 2.6 m &=(n,f) uranium film Recoil A orenium film (0.3 mg/cm=) deposited on a Pt disc (di-
ameter: 1.6 cm) is used. The Kr activity recoiled from
fi.e 15 ❑ the target is collected in the recoil chamber and tr-
ferred into an evacuated cell. The Rb daughter is then
collected on a negatively charged strip of Al.
2CQ
ICC lF95(n,f) Uranyl ni- Distillation The sample, in which uranyl nitrate powder layer and 20-W sec 264
trate (powder) active charcoal layer are sandwichedbetween ~eencx
paper pads In a polyethylenetubing, Is tiradiated for
a short time (5-20 aec).
After the Irrodiatiou,the re.dioactivegae 10 taken
from the tubing with a ayringc and a hypodermic needle
in a ❑anner euch that the g~ ie pulled from the
umnyl titrate through the charcoal layer.
The gae Bample b the tiyringe10 tramferred to a Oec-
ond piece of tubing sealed under partial vacuum and
then sent to “the counter by a rapid tranafer ayctem.
~wm 20 ❑ Rbse(n,2n) fiecipitation The tiadiated salt 16 diaBolved In hot &O and the
Boln. boiled etrongly for 2 do to remove Kr activi-
ties. Then the Rb Is ppted. as the perchlorate.
17.7 m IF=(n,f) uranium metal Ion exchmge The Irradiatedmetal (10 &m) la dimBOlved in a !iniw
amoont of 6 ~2170= + 6 ~HC1. Fe, Y, Ba, and Sr car-
riers (U3 mg each element, as nitrate) and Cs and Rb
carriers (each 1 mg) are added. The aoln. volume la
adjuated to 10 ml. Ag carrier (10 ❑g) la added end
the AgCl ppt. Is centrh%ged off. By .addltionof N&
gas, Y, Fe, and U are ppted. and centrifuged off. The
soln. is then ecavengedwith 10 mg Fe carrier “andhe
Fe(OH)S pm. is centrifuged off. (?Q )&OS (5 ml
maturated Boln.) iB then added end the Be--Sr carbon-
tie ppt. ae centrifugedoff. The whole Boln. is wap-
oreted to dryneeB. 5 ml aqua regia iE added and the
whole Boln. is evaporatedto drynema once agdn to de-
stroy any residual I&=aalt present.
After addition of 5 ml cone. HCl, the soln. is evap-
orated t~ dryneea. The dry reeidua iB then dissolved
In 2 ml 0.01 ~ IQC1 and ppted. on to a zticoniu tq-
atate column (8 mm diameter, 3 mm long) end pressure
(5 lb/sq in.) applied. Tne activity in the column iB
eluted with 1 M ~Cl soln. at a rate of not meater










SrsO 50.5 d IFss(n,f)










Qpe of Mm for
i3ep9ration Procedure for Bqaa tion 2eparationR&e-e
WWJratOd h drymeaB with aqua regia end then ppted.
as the Rb~hloroplat Luate.
Mst Illation The radioactive gna remlting from the uranium fimaion
iB removed from the Boln. with a Btream of air broken
Precipitation up into mall bubbles by uans of .asintered glaaa
disc or a perforated tub-e. The decay pwducts of the
redirective geees are collected on.a platinum wire by
an electrical field. (lCCIOvolts negative with re-
spect to the vessel)
The Pt wire is then immersed in hut water. A eoln.
saturated i? sodium bitartrate end contein@ RbCl is
added. The rubidium bitertrete is ppted. by cooling
the udxture in ice. This ktid of pptn. is repeated
five times. The fifth ppt. is dissolved in hot water
to which iB added inactive Ba md Sr chlorides. fd%er
two successive carbonate or sulfate pptns., the final
fikltrebe.IB evaporatedto dryneBB for the waaurement
of Rb activity.
‘&traction For the rapid separation.of the redioective Sr, a two
step extraction is made. At ftist, the BOI.U.of the
g’oss fission product is treeted with O.OY M lT2A-
benzene at pE 7 to separ?te the rare earth ectivity.
9!henthe remainm aqueous phaae is’shaken with 0.05
~ TIA-hexanone at PH 8 to exbract the Sr acti+ity.
Ion exchange An aliquot of fission product soln. containingknown
auaunta of Cs and Sr carrier ia pained down n column
of Amberite 12A-kOO (OS form) and eluted with several
column voluu.eBof mO. The eluetes are heated al-moat
to boilbg, and saturated ammonium nxalate then ad&d
to ppt. Sr. The Sr ppt. is centrtiuged off and,washed
Beveral times with &O, dried, weighed, nnd counted.
(Ba140 should be a contemhmnt; but, if the fimio.
prduct is at least several months old, the .amunt of
W140 iB negligible.)
Extraction ~aa ~tivity IS separatedfrom the fltri~ t~get by












ye4 16.5 ❑ Zr(d,a)







The Ymm daughter is re-extrectedinto 2 ~ HC104 and
meamred.
The Sr-carbonateP@. <Sr is about k ❑g) is dlmol’ed
in 5 ml of 0.5 ~ HNOg. The soln. 1s transferred to a
s~ato~ ml which contains 10 ❑l TTP.(10 gm per
103 ❑l benzene) waahed previnualy with 5 ❑l 0.5 ~ Ht70g.
10 ml buffer aoln. (O.5 ~ N@3Ac, 0.1 ~ HOAC) is added
to the BOIL and the extractionmada for 10 min. The
extract is washed twice with 10 ❑l buffer soln., the
Ym is b~k-extrected into 10 ❑l 0.1 ~ HIVOSfrom the
benaene phaae end the resultant solution evaporated to
dryness.
To 1 ml of .wople SOIL, 5 ml buffer Eoln. (0.5~ soln.
consisting of HOAC, NH@c, and HN40H) of PH k and 1 ml
5$ cupferron aqueoua aoln. are added.
The Y in the aok. is extracted into 2 ml CHCk and
waehed with the above.buffer soln.
Tne Y in the SHCIS can be back-extractedwith acidic
aqueoua Soln. of pH l.-
The muple is ai8s01@ in 2-5 ml of 0.1 ~ smos (HCl,
HC104) and shaken with an equal velure of 0.1 M DHP in
alcohol free CHClg. The two phases are withdrmwn end
tb C~lg phaae id evaporatedto dryness. 80$ of the
DHP in the CHCIS sample ❑q’ be removed at 190”C. The
@o in the CC4 phase can also be back-extracted into
an equal volume of 5 ~ HllOS. Yield . - 98$.
The foil is dissolved in dilute HF. Nb and Y carriers 25 ❑
are added end the Y ppted. am the fluoride.
This fluoride Is metdhesized to the hydroxide end then
di8001ved in acicl. The resulting soln. is scavenged
with zirconium phosphate nnd niobic acid ppts. to com-
plete the separation. A final pptn. of YFs is slurried
onto a Cu plate for counting.
25 ❑l of eeturated uranyl nitrate waa irradiatedfor
20 min. A 2 ❑l aliquot of the soln. is diluted to
about 7 ml by the addition of 20 mg of carrier ~g end






















soln. iB then alurried with 1.5 g of H@20= and centri-
fuged. !?hIsis repeated ttice more to reumve the ma.
nium completely. The re.sidusl%+ is ppted. with dil.
H&Q, then the hydroxides sre brought down with RK@E.
The ppt. Is dissolved in a minimum of dil. HC1 and an
cxceaB of flat.K#O~ la added. The aoln. is heated to
P@. the K-Le-sulfate. It is found that Ce and & are
slso removed at this point. More La csrrler is sdded,
and the sulfate pptn. is repeated. The Y, which re-
meined in sol-n.,is ppted. with OXaliC acid and fil.
tered through a l-cm filter paper. The ppt. IS weshed
with ~0, alcohol, and ether, ❑ounted on cardbosrd in
the usual manner, end counted.
The SfiOa is dissolved in YCIS soln. containingH+ to 20 ❑in 35
dlBsolve the cerbonate (1/3 mg/ml of YClg end H+ =
0.CQ5 N).
To the soln., 25 ml of an oxlne BOh., ❑ede by dissolv-
ing 0.1’7mg oxine in 12.5 ml acetone and diluting t.
50 ml with ~0, is added. Cone. NH@ is also added
until the smell of NHs can be detected above the aoln.
After 10 min digestion on a water bath, the Y-oxin8te
ppt. la centrifuged. Yield . lc@.
The Zr activity iB separated from the bombsrded yttrium
- the Iodate iriHNO= soln., with a trace of zirconium
nitrate added as carrier. The ppt. Ie filtered and
measured.
A suitable aliqurh of the fiseion product Bnln. Is ad- 20 ❑in 181
dusted to 2 ~ in EiROSend approx. 0.5 ~ In hydroYYl-
.wdne hydrwhloride. The eoln. is then extracted for
10 min with an equsl volume of 0.5 M TIA.xylene. After
the extraction, the orgsnic ph~e Is wafihedfor 3 ❑in
with en equal volume of 1 ~ HROg soln., transferred
tito a suitable centri%e cone, end centriilzgedfor 3
❑in ti a clinical centrifuge. Recovery of Zr* = % *
2.4$. The 2r-95 radioactivityis then dete~i~d by




Thinmethod inrnpia endcmbeparfc@wa ti *one
fomrth of the tim req~d fur the berium fluozlrccm-
ate.
Rreqlni - ROcipitmtion The krediated mmuple is dissolved k %0, mmd HE%
trata eddedto mmke”m>tiof,6~ mOOh 2mlcnoo.
2Femd20mg zrceurlerere then added. lo~mfLa
Carrlmr ●oln. is eddea U a mxmumge to ~ rare
E* d elkddme eerthn. The ppt. found is cemtri-
~ fl and diacerded. This Bcav’emgingprmcasn 1s
repeubed. 1 ❑l aF Ba(~)E terrier ❑elm. (50 w Be)
ie them edded to the solm. War 1 b etamdinf$,the
Bm2rF4 ppt. is cmutr~d. It is them dienolwd in
5ml&Oend2ml~~undl ❑lwnc.~.
1 ml @lOa)E eoln. (W mg M) nmd 1 ❑l cow. HP are
edded, the P@. ia famed ti then C-W. Thin
B!L%F4 L@. 1s dinsolwd with,5 ml %0, 2 ❑l 2@e ad
3mlccmc. Eel. Ee204(l dmp)isaddedemd thea
ppt. is centrifuged off. To the e~rmmhemt soln., 2
❑l @ c~errom noln. is moldedwd the Zr-upferrate
is ppted.
ELobium foil Rtractiam The IIbtarget foil is diseolved h n mixture of cow.
~andcanc.~. lowmf~trbe isaddedmd
@@d. u We Wia CO-p’p’kS.& MCtiVity Wd Bmer-
Mtmzrimwnm.
The IaFa *. in Contti Uith Cqlc. Km to mtatbe-
sise thm flmoride to the hyUrdde cmmmmd. Then tlmi
IlydrmmidaIs dimold h 2 g 2CI.04. ~ h%, which
might rmeh, is ❑c
* n- ~ WTd W ~ ~~ ie ppted. *.. end m. Thezriethenex-
trected fra the ECI.04❑oln. by contmctimg it imtimmte-
1.yfor15ti vithaneqwlvol-of n0.2Meoln. cU
m in bemBeme.. Al(llOS)sin eaded to the eqwow”
*e to ccqplnm q trecen of F la vhich ❑i@t rm-
wim frw the wkthenie ❑tep, dwe the F iom imt=-
fmrw with the 9?J!Aextractimm.
The Zr-!lTAoomplmx in bammeme ❑elm.“h -hod by 2 ~
~Q Eoln. The bnemw eoln. ie dilmted lo-fold d
Contected With - tenth itm volume of CMIU?.Ecl to







aeFat ion Procedure for Sep.rS-Han Sep8ration Reference
17Nm 24 s Daughter of Carrier-free Recoil




~e4m 6.6 m iTbm(n,7) Rock (rutile) Precipitation
Nb @ss(n, f) Urarlylnl- Extre&ion
‘crate,.eque-
OUE .901n.
An IntenBe carrier-freeMew Bempke IS placed on the 171
shelf of the Bclntlllstioncounter for a 1 min growth
pericd. The Al front cover on the NeI crystal IS nut.
grounded, and carries a potential of -5CW2 volts with
res~ct to the eample.
The sample is then quickly withdrawn aod the recoil
daughter atom of Hb- collected from the sample are
counted.
~ tim activity in 6 ~ ml Bob. is run through a
column (4 cm x 0.5 cm) of Dowex-1 aninn exchenge resin
previously equilibratedwith M ~ ECl.
The Mo on the column is washed with 5 ~ HC!l. Aftsr a
growth pericd of 1 rein,the Hb activity forued during
this time is quickly stripped frcm the column by elu-
tion with 5 ~ ECl end measured by the scintillation
counter.
The UIJ ❑g Irradiated E@mple conttined b a gelatin
capaule 10 fused with 3-4 gm Ii@& containing ha
amounts of Iibestracer. The melt is dissolved inl~so-
“lutlonof 25 ml &.0, 20 ❑l cone. ~0=, and 3 ml !?z
carrier. The Boln. is filtered to remove sny untie.
solved material. 25 ml of cone. HNO= la added to’the
filtrate, follewed by addition of 0.5 gm Si~ gel, end
the mixture is boiled for 1 mti.
The SoIn. is filtered through a medium stainless stee~
filterfunnel.TheSiQ geloowhichlib=mISabsorbed
indriedwithacetoneand counted. Yield - 30-35$.
10 mg & ca.rrisriB added to the mmple Boln. (1-10 1.5 hr 184
ml) and an equal volume of cone. HNOS 1s added. 1 ❑l
saturated axalic acid end 2 ❑l Mb carrier aoh. are
dao added and the~olution iB BtlITed gently for 10”
ti. The sob. is then heated nearly to boi~ng snd
0.5 g KBrOS in small portions is sdded, boillng for a
few Beconds after each eddition. The Boln.”1s evap-
orated to .srallbulk and the niobic acid ppt. formed










The ppt. is dissolmd in 2.5 ml k@ EF In a polyethy-
lene tube and 0.2 ❑l 12 ~ %2934 and 4-5 ml TBP.we add-
e~. The Nb IB extracteflinto the TBP phae~ by stirring
for 2 min end centrifuged.
To the separatedTBP phe.ee,5 ml petroleuu ether end
then 4 ml 6 ~ i$’H@ me added. After Bttirlng for 1
min and centrifugingat high s~ed for 1 mln, the TBP
pbaee 1. diBcerded. After wah~ the aqueoue Pha.e
with 5 ml petroleum ether rmd centrifug@ it, the or-
ganic and equeoue SUprnate ere diBcerded.
The nioblc acid ppt. is washed with 10 ml hot @ !&NO.g
aoln., ignited md counted 89 Nb20s. Yield = - @$.
Precipitation The Eb activity Is cerrled dnwn by a Fe(OH)= ppt. from
dlmllne (N&)- soln. and then the Mo h ppted. ae
ammonium phosphomol..bdatefrom acidic B.oln.
Fission PrecipitBtiOn 10 mg of Mo(V) ere tided to the semple, the volume ed-
product justed to 30‘ml, and the acidity to apprnx. 1 ~. 5 ❑l
of 2$ bbemoin oxlme in ethianolare added, the mixture
stirred, end centr~ed. The ppt. is washed with 30
❑l nf &O. The ppt. is dissolved in 3 ml fuming KNOS,
the soln. diluted to 25 ml with &O, pertlally neutral-
ized hlth 1-2 ml of NH@H, and coded in m ice bath.
The MO is re-ppted. by edding 5 ml of the oxime rea-
gent. The mixture is stirred end centrifuged. The
dissolution and pptn. procedures ere repeated. The fi-
nal ppt. is dimolved in 3 ml of fuming 2NOS. 3 ml
HC1OS is added end the soln. boiled dovn (CAUTION)
until the HCIO= starts fuming and ~ sec longer. Then
the mixture lB ceded. 10 ml Of &O and 1 ml of Fe-
are added; then K2#3H or IieC3is edded until the molyb-
dic oxide dissolves end Fe(OH)S.hee ppted. The mixture
is filtered through my fast filter paper ~uch es What-
❑e.n4 or 41. The Mo ie then ppted. ee PbMoQ+ in the
u6uel menner. Yield = TO-’7fi.
Enriched Mow DiBtillatlmn The Tc activity is seper.atedfran the bombarded Ma iBo-
topefiby meaoa of a volat131ty sepratlon method end
thmn the Tc ie pre~ed es a thin sample fur cnunting







H91.f-IUe R&ctlon %pars tion Procedure for *stion L!spSmtion Ib3femnce
Extraction The extraction uthod ueing methyl-ethyl-ketoneCSD be 76
applied.
llclol 14.0 m Dsugbter of Biological Ertrection The Irradiated sample is dissolved in 3 ❑l hot 12 ~
Mo101(14.&)
n ❑in 262, 91
tissue NsOH. !Tnesoln. IS acidified with 10 ml HC1. 5 mg (including
Re terrier end”5 ml ~aturated Rr2 16 added to the waiting pa.
aoln. After boiling to expel Rrz, 7 gm NaHCO.gis riod of -
added and then the soln. is diluted to 30 ml with ~0 15 rein)
end adjueted to pE 8 by a few drops d’ 4 ~ F@.OR. Tc
Is extracted together with Re carrier into Xl ❑l CHClg
by eddition of 2 ml 1% tetraphenylaraonlumchlorlda
Boln.
After extraction,20 ❑l 1 ~ HCl Is added to the or-
ganic lsyer and CHCLS ie boiled off from the soln.
After oxidation of Re by 2 ❑l Br2-water and boiling
of’fthe Hr2, Tc Is co-@ed. with Re by 2 ❑l tetra-
Pheoylarsoniumchloride sol.. while hot. The soln. is
cooled with liquid il~&d the ppt. iB filtered end





Rcecipitation The Mo parent activity 10 purified as a lead ❑olybdate ,6 sec
ppt. The ppt. is dissolved in a ❑tiure of HC1 and
tartarlc wid in the presence of ReO~ carrier. @he
tertaric acid forum B mmplex with MO and inhibits itB
pptn. by tetraphenylersoniumchloride.) The eoln. ie
transferred to a BUchner fumnel fitted with a meubrene
filter end a detachable top. The filter iB placed di-
rectly beneath a GM tube. Tetraphenylemonlum chloride
soln. is added, and the suction is turned on. As moon
es the Boln. hai drained, the sample la counted.
IXtrectinn The ample 1s dieeolved in H&04 containing a few M
of 1- hold-back carrier.
After addition of S20~, IZ Is axtr=ted into toluene~
The aqueous phase ie heated to boiling to remove traces
of iodine and neutralizedwith (~ )sCOS. More S20S
is added and the Boln. heated to boiling.
TcQ- is ekbracted into CHC1.Sby eddltion of tetraphenyl-






Wmnyl ni- Distillation TO 5 ❑l of an active noti., 10 ml nf ccm. ~r io tided
trate aoln. and evaporated alnmt to dryneBB. The avaporation with
HSr is repeated twice. The residue 18 trenaferred to a
Ufstillationflaak with a minimum amount of i&O, and 10
❑l of H#& is added.
The soln. is heated gently to boiling and distilled
into a centrifugetube containing 20 ❑l of &O until
less than 2 ❑l of H&04 remairm In the flaak.
10 ❑g of Re carrier 1s added to the distillate,and
Flez& 18 ppted. by &S. !Fnesulfide ppt. in which Tc
is co-ppted. is dissolved in 1 ml of cone. HNOS and
evaporated to dryness with 5 ml of cone. R13r. The
evaporationfiret with 5 ml of RHOS and then with 5 ml
of HC1 iH repeated. The residue is diluted to 20 ❑l
with &o. After Bcavensinstith Fe(~)s, in whi~
about 2 mg of Fe is used, Tc 18 co-ppted. with a tetra-
@euYlmsotim perrhenate ppt. by addition of 1 ml of
0.05 M (C.& )+4sC1. Yield -- 95$!.
RrecipitatIon Sep&ation of Tc and MO:
Mo is ppted. with oxine frcm neutral sob., filtered
and made to 0.6 ~ HC1 SOIU. (5O ❑l).
After addition of 0.3-2.0 mg Cuw carrier end heating,
E.z.Sis pasaed tito the soln. for 15 min.
The CM on which Tc ib co@pted. is filtered and waahed
with &# water.
Precipitation Separation of Tc and Re:
The mmple ie diBBOlved in a small volume of cone. HC1
and heated to about 75-C for 30 min (TcW + Tc* ).
After addition of Fe- ion, the Boln. is diluted and
made ammoniacal to ppt. Fe(OH)g.
TCW is co-ppted. on Fe(OH)S.
The ppt. is filtered, waahed with a hydrazine sulfate
Bob., and dissolved in a Bmall amount of cone. IINOS.
(TcM + TCW )
The Fe- Ion iB remuved by pptn. with emmonia.
Molybdenum mstilhtion The MO is dissolved in a mixture of RIiOSand ~. The









H91f-We Reaction s- tian Pre@d-lre for 8w#UFztion Eapare.ticm R&erwxse













The Ru activity in the fieeion product la isolated by 4 mln 103
distilletinnwith IWB1OS in acid aoln. The Ru in the
distillate is absorbed h 6 ~ WOE soln. and ppted. by
boiling with .91C0h01.
The black oxide is centrifugedinto the bottom of a
luateroid tube ad removed for mounting end counthg
by cutting off the bottan of the tube.
The Ru is distilled by heating the soln. with I@04
and brrmate. The Rh In the remting Boln. iB ppted.
ae Rh(..“, th alkali, followed by several extractions
of tet..,. areonium perrhanate (261) to remove Tc
actIvl ‘,.
Fl~~lly, Rh ia ppted. aa K@(liOa )e. According to this
procedure, the Rl waa not quite free from Tc, but thiB
cor’.?minationdid not interferewith the decay meaBure-
-,6.!,+of Rh~.
“.,., udfied Pd-dimetbylglyoxim.acontainingPdm ia
allm?ed to stand an appropriategrnwth time. After it
IB dissolved,Rh(IV) carrier is added and the Pd is re-
moved by a eeriea of pptna. with cupferron. Finally,
the Rh is ppted. a8 K@(IiQ)e.
m purified Pd-dimethylglynxlmeppt. &ontalnl~ PdeB 2 min fur 138
IS dissolved h a few ml of 3 ~ HC1. ThIa soln, ie the elution
then poured in at the top of a Dawex-1 enion exchange of Rh+’ on
column (7 mm in diameter and 4 cm long). Tha Rh- Icm exchange
activity is eluted quantitativelyfrom the column with realn
4 ml nf 6 ~ HC1 while 60 ml of 6 ~ HC1 ❑eve. the Pd(II)
down the columo only 2-3 cm.
1 g of irradiated sample is fused with 8 g NU02. The 9 min 230
melt Ie dissolved in a aoln. contatiing 100 ❑l &O, 25
ml HC1, 2 ml Rh carrier and 2 ml Fe carrier. After
slaw addition of sat. sodium nitrite oolnm to P@.
Fe(@)e, the so~. ie filtered. 5 g e~h Of ml ad.
Kti% are -a to the sob. ma the m-t. ~oaucea Is
filtered and dissolved with hot 0.5 ~ HCli Metallic




@sB(n,f ) Uranyl ni-
trate aque-
OUB BOti.
Paee 18m Ru(a) Ruthenium
metal
Pdee 17.5 m Ru(a) Ruthenium
metal or
P&e 21.6 m chloride
AK
me 24.o ❑ Pd~c’5(d,n) Palladium
motel
Extraction The irradiated Bample ID fused with 5 g N%&. The
❑elt iB disBOlvedwith 20 ml cone. HCl and 5 ❑l ~1.g
carrier (1 mg/ml in 1 ~ HC1). lml I@ tarteric acid
ma 8 ml pycidine are edded.
After filtration to wperate silica,.15 ml of 12 ~ IWOH
iB added end Rh 16 eXtrOCked into the py_ridinel~r.
Yield = 95-10@.
Precipitantion 10 or 20 mg of FOIcarrier is added to the tirBdlated
sample. The acidity iB .edJustedby neutraliz~ with
6 ~ ~oH ~d =iai~.by .dai~ 2 tO 3 arUPB of 6 ~
HC1 mil m them. ai6~01ve.s.Then RgRh(N02)e is
ppted. by edditinn of 10 ❑l of @ ?3JOSto the Boln.
~a centrifuged.
P&ber wading the ppt. with ~ acid washing soln., the
ppt. is dissolved in 1 ml of aqua regia and diluted to
10 ml. scavenging pptne. of zircornum arsenate ~a sil-
ver chloride ere carried out by edding 10 % each of Z?!
end Ag cerrierO ~a then adding 3 ml of phenylareonic
uia in a litth 6 ~ HCL The zirconium arsonete Bca-
vengln$ IB rew.sted. Then K@h(li& )e la ppted. and
cOwtea.
Precipitation The nO~al MCth9d Of iOOtitiOU CGUOiOtB Of tWO eCBVeUg-
ing pptne. of Fe(OH)S follnwed by one or two Pd pptzw.
with dimethylglynximeemd one with fwf uraldoxime.
As hold-back carriers, CUM, Fe+, KIM, CO*J 2n+,
and Mu% .erepresent.
PrecipitatianShortly efter each irradiation,the target is diesolved
in dil. HC1. For the Ru metal tergetB, a preliminary
fusion in a mixture of 17eOH4 NB20E 10 neceOBany.
p# c,wrIer IS tided,endthen .PddimetbYI.gtiOxfmeiB
ppted. Tlie ppt. is dissolved in hot HE09, and then
several eucce~sive Fe(OH)S md A@ scavenging pptns.
ere uwie. The Pd is ppted. again eB the Pd dimethyl.,
glyaxime.
Precipitation After the bombardment, the Pd targete are dissolved In
FQiOSad a small quantity of sol.m. of the neighboring
elemerrts(Ag, Rd, end Ru) ere added. The AK is ppted.







Prcducticm me of mm far
ITucllde m-me Nenction 5spwat Ion R-m3dure fer _ tinn Eepl-atiOn Nei%rence
&loa 2.3 ❑ Ae?m(n,7) Meteorite Precipitation
Rock















The 1 g irradiated sample is fuced with 8 g N@& (con- 5 ❑in
tainjng kncun amounts of Ag carrier). The melt is dis-
solved in 100 ❑l &.O and 25 ❑l HC1.
The &l produced Is ~iltered and diakolved in hot
%OH. Ag la reduced by Zn and ppted. from the ammni-
acal Boln. Yield = @#.
The 0.5 g irradiated semple is fused with 5 g Ii~02 5 ❑in
containing b tugAg end 50 ❑g b carrier. The melt
is dissolved h 100 ❑l or 4 ~ BNOS containing 5 ❑l of
301 E4k?.
The sol-n.is filtered through a PbCk ppt. layer (Pb:
1.5 gin). After the PM!~ layer is washed with hot.4 ~
~0= cnd then with acetone, the A@ remaining on the
filter paper is cotied. Yield-.- @.
A Pd foil (50 mg) is bombarded and allowed to deccy
i-or3 hr.
<60 aec
The Pd Is separated from Ag end Rb activl- (The time be-
ties by atendard prodedurea (pptn. of Pd with dimethyl. tween elution
glyoxime in 1 ~ HCl and then with H# in 6 ~ HCl ). The and begindag
Pd activity,❑airily13.3 hr PdlOe, is absorbed frcu 10 of counting)
~ HC1 on the top of the talon exchange column (1/4 in.
diameter, 2 in. long, filled with Dowex-1 1OC-2OO ❑esh,
l@ croeB-llnk). Snort-1ived AglOm in equllibriwm
with the Pd perent can be quickly eluted with 5-10 ❑l
of 10 g Hcl.
The eluent 18 forced by compreeBed air through the
coluum, 1s collected on a Cu planchet, and evaporated
to dryneBB for counting.
Rior to the ion exchange Bepar&ionJ the oxidction of
PIIC4= to PdCY& with chlorine gae gives better resulte
for the separation of Pd activity.
The separation of Ag110 fim A&”m obtdned from Oek
Ridge is etudied. The separation la affected by col-
lection or activity on Cu electrodes immersed in en
ether Boln, of BilWr (A&orn ) tetraphenyl-porphin.
Two Cu electrodes eeparatedby about 3 mm are immersed


















is app~ed. After about 3 rein,one of the electrodes
IS removed, washed with ether, end then counted.
Separation occure at both the ancde end cathode with
about the same efficiency although the background iB
generally lcwer in the anode. Separation is also ob-
tained when a Cu electrcde iB immersed in the sol-n.
with no potential applled,but the separation is not
as clean. No ReparationIB observed when an uncharged
Ft electrode is introduced.
The & activity is ppted. ae AgCl, dleOolved and ro-
ppted. in the presence of Cd% hold-back carrier.
1 ml of sodium tertrate sob. (20$) is added to the
SEMPle SOIII.and the PE of the soln. adjusted to 13.5
by dil. Ii’@. Cd is extracted by 10 ❑l dithlzone
sol-u.(0.75 mg/ml CHCI.C). Cd iB beck-exbracted into 10
ml of 0.1 l!HC1 Eoln. from the CHCIS sol-n. After ~-
juetment o; EC1 concentrationto 3 ~, the soln. is
pees6d through an ion exchenge column (Dowex II, 300
mesh), which hae been equilibratedwith 3 ~ RUl. After
wmhing the column with 10 ml of 3 ~ ml, Cd IS eluted
by 0.1 ~ HE@H. (The first 0.5 ❑l ie discarded and the
next 3 ml of eluent is collected.) Yield = @.
0.2 @n solid sodiom tartrate iB added to the B@.Qle - 10 min 61
soln. The soln. 16 ed,juatedto PH 13-13.5 with 0.1 ~
NeOH and diluted with EIcOto 10 ml.
The Cd IB extracted with 10 ml dithizcme-CHCl.g.soln.
(0.75 mg/ml) and back-extracted into 10 ml 0.1 ~ HCl
(shakingfor 2 min in each case).
TheBe procedure are repeated, depending upn we de-
sired decontaminationfactor. Yield ..- ~.
100 % samplz is irradiatedfor 10 ❑ln and dissolved - 15 ❑in 63
in 1 ml HcO (< 0.1 n HXOS acidic).
- 25 mg of CU pellets ere added to the Boln., the SOUL
sheken for 1 mln and filtered. TO the filtrate is
added 1.5 ml chrmmie sulfate soln. (- l@3 mg chromium
sulfate per ml In 0.1 ~ E@04 is reduced by sttiring
with fi Zu emal#am), to reduce @ to W. 50 1
(- 0.68 gm) Cd amalgam (~ Cd by weight) iB then added.
After Bttiring vigorouel.yfcm 5 rein,the Supernate iB
removed by suction and the ameUam washed twice with
Prduction me of Timefor
Rucllde HaM-Iilfe Reaction BP tlcul Procedure far Sep9ration Seprat la Reference
Inllm 17.5 ❑ gn-(7,p) Tic fbil Precipitation
(95.4Sen-
riched Sn=O)
In Cd(d) cadmium metel PrecipitatIon
Cd(p)
ml Extraction
2 ml partkme of 0.1 ~ ESOS and twice with 2 ml por-
tione of diatilled &O. Then the ~lgem 16 treUe-
ferred to e etoppered bottle containing 2 ml thalloue
Metate sol.n. (75 ❑g T1’ per ml of 0.1 ~ HKO=) and
shaken for 1 min. Radioactive cadmium is now in the
aqueoue pbeee end can be counted.
After dissolution of the foil, In is ppted. as In(OH)g
frcanhot 2 ~ NaOE.
The sample (a few mg) is dissolved in a few drops of 10 min
hot cone. HROS. Ag and In cnrriera (each 2 mg) are
aided to the aoln. end the volume of the aoln. adjuetad
to 5 ml.
Sy addition of RH@H, the soln. is made slightlybasic
(methylorange + yellow). The In(OH)S prcduced is fil-
tered, washed with a smell ameunt of l? NH@OS soln.,
end then diBsolved in HROS.
The pptn. and dissolutionprocedures for In(OH)S are re-
peated. The final In(CR)S Ppt. is waehed by 1-2 ml ace-
tone to remove the residunl &O. Yield = ~-~fi.
(1) The In Is ertracted as the bromide into dimethyl
ether from an equeom Eoln. which hes been adJusted to
be 4.5 ~ in E&m.
After washing with 4.5 ~ H& twice, the In iB back-
etirected into 6 ~ W1. ‘!TheHC1 is evepomted to -1
ml and the pH adjusted to 2-3 by edditfon of MeOH. Pe-
taeslum acid phthalate btifcr (PH 2.4) Is then added to
bring the eoln. volume to 20 ❑l.
In is extracted into 20 ❑l of 0.5 ~ TIM in benzene and
counted. Yield - 70~.
(2) The irradiated sample Is dia,olved in about 10 ❑l
of cone. HHr. 10 mg of In as a soln. of the bremide and
Beveral ~ of Fe ee the nitrate are added, and the eoln.
is evaporated juet to dryness. The residue 1s then ta-





made up to -8 ml with 1 ~ H&. Two successive30
❑l portions of lBopropyl ether zre equilibratedwith
the ~id pheee and dlacarded. Enough concentratedS&
(%) is added to G the K& concentration4.5 &
The total volume is about 20 ml. A fresh 30 ml portion
of lBopropyl”ether is added and ehaken with em aqueous
sol.. for one rein,and the acid phase separated.
This step is repeated tid after the second equilibr.a-
tion with ether the acid phase iB di8cerded.
The two eth& pha8ea are combined and waehed with three
successive 5 ml pertions of 4.5 ~ ESr. The w.x+hings
are discarded.
The ether phaee is then equilibratedwith three Buccee-
Bive 5til portiorw of 5 ~ HS1.
The ~ueoie Phasea are ccmcbtiedand weehed with mbr
fresh portion of isopropyl ether.
The HC1 soln. is the. diluted to 50 ml, 5 gm of NE.@Og
added, and the sol.. juet neutralizedwith Ii&OH.
Tne mixture is centrifuged,and the ppt. is wzshed with
&O and dried.
Isotopic ex- 2 ml samplm soln. (0.1 ~ H&) containing~ amounts of - 11 ❑in 217
change (Amal- In c=rier are purged with Nz gaz for 1 min. i’5h
w) (- 1.0 gm) In .a.malgam(0.2$ In by weight) Is tided emd
sheken for k min in B etupperedbottle.
The aquaoue lzyer is decanted. The amalgam is trme-
ferred to a new bottle, waBhed tith a 2 ml FQrtion of
&O, end then transferred to ~other new bottle.
The radioactive In la back-exchangedinto tbe aqueoue
Phme by contact with a higher concentrateion of In ion.
Cobeltous ion can eleo be wed for thie beck-exchange
prnce8.e.
~lal 9.5 m SnU4 (n,7) S.% Precipitantion Chemical fieparaticm are made by pptn. ud by fraction-
S.M4(d,p)
154
Tin metal al distillation. Sb is ppted. ae SbaSS, In u In(OE)~J
and Sn 1s ppted. by phenylzrBoniczcid.
SnlgO 2.6 m ~~(n,f)
~nlsl
Pyridine Extraction The irradiated sample is diwolved in 10 ❑l equeoue 45 Oec 207
3.4 ❑ hexachloro- N&C14c (l@) Boln. to which -0.5 mg Sn+ carrier hee
Sn- 2.2 m urenete been added.
(solid) 10 ❑l of lC$ K-Na-taztrate is added tn this Boln. and
the sob. is adjuzted to PS 8.5 with 2A ml 4 ~ ~~.






Re&ction Separation Prcmedure for E-epratim SeparatI&u Reference
Sn F-(n,f)
Sb
u2m 5.5 ❑ SbUL(n,y)
SbL24m-2 21 ❑ Sbug(n,7)
~=4m-1 1.3 m SbEg(n,y)
.&+e 19 ❑ Te (dJU)
g-pm 10.3 ❑ Te(n,p)










O.01~ dithizone+Cb aoln., and the organic phaee
washed once with % l& QAc-% Ha tartrate (PS = 8.5)
aoln. With this procedure, Pd, Cd, In, Pb, Bi, and Po
are also extracted under these conditions,but the
fnrmer three elements have much lower fleaicm yieldo
than the Sn isntopes and the latter three elements do
not occur aa products of low energy fiaBion, BO these
contaminenta do not interfere in this ❑ethod.
An eliquot of the mmple ie added to 10 MS Sn+2, 10 ❑l 20 ❑in 269
cone. &S04 erid1 ml HgP04, and evaporatedto fumes of
SOS over a burner. The soln. is then introduced into
a distilling ~aratue and the temp. raised to 220’C.
10 ml ~ EST 18 added &pwiBe and SnBr4 18 distilled
into 10 ❑l cone. HC1 in a 50 ml centrifugetube. A
current of air caxrieB the Sn&4. The distillate is
evaporated to 5 ml to tiure ccmplete ramove.1of Hr2.
The Sn is”ppted. by addition of 2 ml % cupferron and
extracted into 15 ml ethyl acetate. The orgenic phase
is washed with 10 ❑l portions of 1 ~ HC1. The Sn is
back-extracted into 10 ml satwrated oxalic esid soln.
The oxalic acid Boln. la diluted to 25 ml, end heated
to boiling. The Sn IS ppted. by addition of 5 ml sat.
phenylarsonicacid soln, and wmhed with ~ ~0=, al.
cohol, and ether. Yield = @.
The bmmbarded Sb la dissolved in HC1 and the Sb is
plated out on Fe. Sn IS added as 0 carrier and is
plate?.out on Zn e.fterthe Sb is removed.
The irradiatedtellurite IS dieeolved in HC1 and Sb-
~d Sb- cerriera added. The eJltiinOnyactivity is diu-
ti~ed as SbHg end caught in A@O= soln.
h the ceee of an elemental Te terget, the Large amount
of Te IS reduced by hydrazine hydrochlorid&. Sb la
then ppted. eE Sb29s and tiiasolvedin HE1. Finally,
Sb is distilled as SbHS.
The Sn activity h fission products is purified redio-




~H3 10 ❑ Dm.ghtcrs of
film 23.1 m Sn130, Sn~l,
and Sn=, from.
&*(n,f)




Sb is reduced to E%(III) from (V) by hydrezine chloride
in hot aoln. By this ❑ethcd, the week fluoride complex
of Sb(V) is destroyed,whereae the tin(IV) complex re-
mains. IO the preBence of hydrazine chloride, Sb iB
ppted. es Sb&J which mparatee it rapidly from Sn ec-
tivity.
The Sb& ppt. is dissolved in HC1. ShHg is produced
by addition of Zn and iB caught by a A@O= moln.
Bistinatkel The sample (free of nitrate) ie transferred to a dietil- C 40 ❑in M
I.ationflack b which k ml 90- carrier (10 ❑g/ml) and
4 ml 6 ~ H@04 are contained. After addition of a drop
of Emz, the Boln. 1s boiled. Then 5 gm granulated Zn
is added and the Sbllg.genaratedcaught ti 20 ❑l 6 ~ ml
containing a few drops of liquid Br=. 10 ❑g Te .gnd1
w hydr~ine hydrcxhlorideme added to the soln. E&
iB paseed through the .moln.dining heating to @.’ Te
end centrifuged off.
After addition of 5 ml cone. N&m end dillution to 30
ml, SbzBS is ppted. by passing.in &@ gas. The ppt. is
centrifuged and washed, and then diaeolved in 2 ❑l cone.
HC1. After addition of 0.5 gm NaHSOg dilution to 10 ml
and boiling, Sb is ppted. as the oxinate by addition of
3 ml oxine Boln. (~ in 2 ~ HCl), 1 ❑l cone. H&OH, and
3~N&OAc (at pB . 5).
The ppt. is weehed with &O, alcohol, and ether. Yield
. - 25$.
Extraction The Sb daughter activity iB beck-extractedinto % 30 .ec 207
N&OAc-fi K-Na-tartrateequeoue soln. (PEI8.5) from
the dithizone-CCh sob. into which the tin parent .ac-
tivity has been axtracted.
Uranium oxide Extraction !Fnefaat chemical 6eperation of Eb is accomplishedby 205
solvent extraction.
!l%eSb is efiracted as SW215 into ieopropyl ether in
the presence of Cl+, and back-extracted as SbC1.Cinto
the aqueoue phaee containingNzh.
After addition of lhSCIV,by Sn contaminant iB extracted




Target Sx thll PnEedure for Sepe.ration Separation Ik2ferWe
Distillation A 10 gu mmple of uranium oxide irradiatedwith neutrons 1
15 diBBOlved b h ~ H@34. The BOln. iB introduced into
a k ge~ratOr (emp~i~ fi and 4 ~ H.&04). Undar
theBe condition, SbHg iB f%rm-sd,which ie carried along
in the stream of &. The SbHg, on ccming h contact
with AgMO=, forms a black ppt. of silver antimonide.
The only element which reacts similarly ie Ge.
flb
m
Tellurium Extrection The target is dissolved h 5 ml 9 ~ ml to which is <5mjn 146
added 2 mg Eb(V) carrier. 2.5 ml SnC~ soln. is added
per lGO MS target, the Boln. ~tirred vigorouel.yand
then e.llnwedto stand far 0.5 ❑in. The Te ppt. is fil-
tered end weehed with 2 ml 9 ~ HC1.
The filtrate Ie treneferred to a separator funnel con-
taining 10 ml benzene, 1 ❑l isopropyl ether end 0.05 ❑l
Hrz (or ae little ae possible). ‘
The org.mic phaee ififlhakenfor about 10 Bec, and wmhed
with 1 ml 9 ~ HC1.
The’Sb is beck-extracted into 5 ❑l 9 ~ HC1 and 0.5-1.0
❑l 9nC~ BO.in. The above extracting-back-extraction
procedure c?e repeated. The final aqueous eoln. iB
ueed fur liquid ~ count& or the Sb ia ppted. ae the
metal by addition of 2-3 mg S_tClgcarrier and approxi-
mate 15 ml boilina hat Cr+ EOI.U. Yield . 6@~o$.
tis6(n,f) Fieeion Distillation Zinc ❑etal (40 me6h) is placed in a distilling flaak 10 aec 164
product end warmed to 1CX3°C.
Bbw carrier + fission product + ~ @Q are dropped
onto the Zn, The SbSS generated is paesed through a
CeC~ drying tube end then through a heated .smell-
diam#@r quartz tube. The SbEg is converted to Sb ❑et-
d, ~ Of which collects aa a ❑bror on the cool pnr.
tlon of the quartz tube and the rest (- ~) on a fine
fritted .glessfilter.




Ip&ll 24.8 u P(n,f )
#aB Pm
TO= <2m
Themethod dOpmduqmll thachnngar damlnculsuf
tdluric acid to mm M tellurous acid when thn To
Ouclsun inthatmk!ula Wldargcmm Ea Ismeric tranEli-
tlon to ite - atete.
(In Order to Eynthenim ta.llric ncid, tbm Chnmilxlly
purified radloactirnTo in dlse.olwd in EWS and Ag-
talhrlta @ea. frm KM Mutrnllsea ❑oln. m A&
tellurita is auspmndsd in &Cl aad odlizad with Ilquid
Rrg to talloric acid. ~ excamo BrR im biled off and
+ilMproduct * la filtered out, bsving a soul. or
pl.lmtellmlc acid.)
!!btbe radlmctim tallmicacid,smll ~tn ofh-
Ilmtivan-tdllm’its,Iodids,andBalm Iod,9tiam mddd
M Carrimm . At •uit~ls intervnld , oliquots. of thti
❑wle - taken W tk= Ina o~dioo .--.
~’&y’#&f:&’d “ 1“’ @ -)’ ‘c’ w
, by mhzing * iodate pswnt
with m ●qulvalalt ~ of ioaide mad Cmtmcting the
lam with cmb.
httiC= COM. E(21iE addad tO MkO ‘&E fiOh. 3 ~
andW& 10 introducedh Ordsrto redulx tlm taulrou9
but mot tha tolluricMid toe~nry To. (undsr
thosecalditimotharewztimbtwesntelluricacid
uld~in6rt-lymlamld’x tilleglccted.)
TIIIBTa pp’t.Coutaiun tha Ewatod daughter IO=
with m dotactablm amolmt of prant Immelr M comtaml-
nult.
223
PruApitat.imA f~lY o~cific pptn. IS obtoined tbrcu@ r&ctimn 10 min 1
~~. -%im F-diRto aboillns31JECl
IIoln. co@dnimg ~~imtm carriars,Au, RI, To, ~
8a me ppbd. caplately h W ehmnt~ otute. A
- fr=tion of the PO in likov’isecarried down.
BUb AU, F’dJBS, and POara Wt mcmgtiotmoglyac-
tivo productn M U fimoion. TLP.u,Au d n are mpn-
rnted frm Ta by reductiontith fomic @cid. Ha is
Rpted.frou121JEclbys&. mimnotpptd.nmdm
themeColwtiono. catheother hand, hydresiJMEcl
p’pto.q!ebutnotm.
~x 2m -- of !CO1lUTICacid Recoil Rw tba irradiatedurtim tide, To finaion pmductn 205
Te-(63m ), Conteimtq areftintisolated. When tbe wont inmM, (To-)
from fiaeinn @lMm iO ham in acid sol.n.in the ~y BtatO +6, mc9t Of
the daughtar till be .formd in the - m.1.ante+4.
A fact dau@tar s~ation by oalectirn reduction vith
EMS in made fr~ the ?!O= sol-n.in tba +6 etato.
Ta W-(n,r) Uranyl ni-
trate
h tba irradlataduraI@nitrate sob., lo-m ME cccTo 1.5-2.0h, lga
carrieris added. N ,90hl.1s -d to the chloride
vith”E(X (3times).The residue is dlesolvad in 3 g
ml. ‘




pcdimaa of ccm. El, t& reoidue ladinsolvad Im 3 ~
El and’tha TO *S pptmd. by ~ -d. Thin @e. in
dltumlved and rappted. ae Ware. Yield - &-93$.
~ par 228 P(n,r) Uranyl ni- Bmtractinn About In ❑l ❑amp)n aoln. in irradiatedfor 2 ml. in a
trete aquaoue Swating fwanal. Afmwmgof lUand K2r~a~eaamt
Uoln. to act no carriar, ad a fmv oc of OC~ are premnt.
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I=(n,y) 2odium iodate Recoil
Thk cmcantiation * the U-nitrate soln. 10 held down
so that the CC4 * Settb prqptly mftertbarlil-
.01has-n almknn. 1 ml “M cone. ECl 10 ~eaent in
the ❑dn., and -r .irradiEtionlo ml of ~ HallQ
noln. - added. ~llnwimg ahaHng md eattling, the
CC4 Qyer is drawn @ and waaured with a nautrom
counter.
Thahntl xkmproducdfromtbe icdataiapptd. aaAgI, 3
h the ~bamce of Il&~ to ~t pptn. of AgIOE.
The ixradlatedU-nitrate (1-10 g) lo disoobed in 25 ml 1.5 hr 30
of UOandboilnd gentlyf~ 3or4titoramvmac-
tivm noble geees. After ccdlng and them addition d
5dd6gm, w-cmti(15M)d I-cmim




xe- 41 n lP(n,f) Uramyl ni-
wJwder
~ additl& of 4-5 drb of 0.1 g m-, the I* Is
mrtrncted Mo 15 ml of L!Cu. ?rrn thm W4 mxtrect,
the icdine in beck-mxtxacted into 10 ml CUGO by add-
ilMo.5g mdmJpbydropuotil nocOlhrofthe Im
remdne h the C%4 Lmyur.
Such ertrmctimn and beck-erkrdctionprncduras era re-
peeted and finelly the iodinm is pptmd. ee A@ far
comting. Yield - gC$.
Diatiuetinm me tergut(5CKIMS)inMmolved h a cold Moln. cm- 4omin
tminingU2 ~ 1- o-rier,1.O-15ml aatkrntedttiic
acid, sad 10-15 ml IIB~. ~ in dLstilled amd coUncted
b 0.5-1.0 g HeCH. m aoln. im acitlfied titb m
until the icdi~ twnq brcwn cnd b then oxidized with
HQa (HeUC2 in acid soln.).
& in ertractmd vith mn squel ml= of Wb c.mdthen
back-extracted-o Hti noln.
-me E~4C4 cy’cl.m * rmpeCtOdCC ~ t~m ~
vIo=. h I.Cat ~= EOhl. is acidtiiedwith %-
mndrmduced vith~gmm. Airinblmntimughthe
Soln. to,~l wet of the Q.
!Cheindlde is then ppted. cc AgI with excenn Ag+ mmd ●
rev drnpn d Ccmc. Eucy. Yield - ● &#.
DiBtilletion!Cheprocedmm cheeu puelJnlm tkatviti Kr7m and
#m,
Ilintiuetimlm idille activity is extrected into CC4 * *
fiesiom ~oduct Bob. Thm CC4 FIoln.is plkced in n
flmnkon armcuumlkmnd thmmirabovm thesoln. re-
mmvmd. Thm ❑0IM. is ~d to mtamd for 5 min. ti
in them bubbled tbrou@ tbO SOb. and i?ltOmm WeCuted
~ wui~ with a thin mica vlndw. l!hiechmkr
i0i~e4*edafw cmwayfrmthe WMovaf
a ~ counter tube and the =aaurmemt mdm -dimtely.
Dintillctlul!19.uranylnitrate pmder 10coat- in a pdyuU@- 20+0 sac
ene tubbg (l/hhch, id.) ad tircdieted. The radio-
Cctivm gee rission palucto ere tmkmn uitQ the help d
a myringe from the tubing into amther @ywthylazu
tub- in which Write (ectivmtedchcrcml) in phcad.
Thm Xc activity la fioahd in Horitc; ed smmt to the





PrduL?tion &peof !lhe for
Eucu.de H91f-Ldfe Redxon Eepua tllnl Procedure for 2qp’=Etkm SeparatismIWerence
1- (U,&) cl&
@2e 1.6m Daughter of Iridiummetal
BaEs(96 m) or oxide
~Blae 3.7 m Daughter of Ceaium ni-
I&%4d) trat.s
Csq(d,7n)






The target is dlsaolved in &O and then maturatedwith 169, L25
HC1 while beiog cooled with ice wtier, The CB is ppted.
8s silicotungsticacid and centrifuged. The ppt. U
dissolved,in 2 drops of &O end the Cs is re-ppted. as
silicotun@ic acid.
Finally the ppt. is dissolved in 0.5 ml H@ and the
aoln. passed through a cation axchenge (1 cm x 4 mm
colunm of Imex~O ) to seperate silicotungetate”ion.
The resin is washed with &O, and then the Cs eluted
from the remin with a few dr&B or 6 ~ BC1.
A pure BB ~ent Wtlvlty iS iBOhted fi~ the tidium <3 min for 135
target bomberded by nitrngen ions h a cyclotron. The Cs ee~ation
methotiinvnlves the pptn. of Ba(NQ )2 with fuming HNOa
followed by pptn. of BaCk with “ether-HCl”reagent.
The rapid “milking”or CB fronlBOIU. contain- the
~~ewsue equilibrium❑ixture is done by pptn. Of CS-
cobaltinitrite. The ppt. iB quickly diaeolved in fwm-
ing HNOe .md several Ba(NOS)Z scavenges sre performd.
After a Ba fractionis ie.elatedfran the terget, the < 1 ❑in ~or
CB~a da~hter 1s separated frcm the =Ue Paent by Bepsration
addition of chilled absolute alcohol to a previously of daughtera
=d and tiilled HC104 soln. of the Es to which Cs
carrier hsd been added.
The resultant ppt. of CSC104 la collected in a sin-
t..eredglass filter end weshed with alcehol.
Anion exchange resin (12e-Acidi~eF.F., 80-lCClmePh) is
used. The reBin iB converted to the carbonate form by
paseing 3 ~ IV~COS throughthe column snd then is
washed with demtieralizedwater. The eystem coneiata
of 1 gm of realn in a 25 cm x 0.7 cm glass column.
{Cere must be taken never to allnw the column to run
dry at any time during the procedure.)
An aliquot of fiaaion product Bok. la t&en and adj-
usted to pB 1 by addition of alksli a by dilution
‘.iith&O. (Salt cone. must not be greater than 3 ~ in
the fina14 prepared sample.)
271
~~lee 9.5 m &*(n,f)
Cs, Ru, Zr, and Pa cerrierB axe added to the Eoln, and
1 ml of the mixture is added to the resin column. The
eluent is collected in a small polyethylene cup at about
6 dropofmin (0.3 ml/mln) Bpeed.
The column,is waahed with k ml deminerallaed&O end
the eluent collected In the BeMe cup. The eluent la
measured by 7-Bpectrouetry.
Such an Ion exchange separation can also be done by us-
ing a Iluwex-1anion exchange resin column in the cerbon-
ate fnm at pH of awt 6. The CB elutes in the first
3 ml. The column is then washed with 5 ml &O.
(The resin serves es a solid precipitant fnr pptlng. Zr,
Rb, Ru, nnd Cc.) Yield .- 10@.
Urenyl ni- Preclpitatlon After 1 min irradiation in the pneumatic tuba, the 12 min
trate irradi&ed material ie dlBsolved In 10 ❑l &O contain-
ing 2 ml Ca carrier (- 10 mg/ml) and 1 ml Rb carrier
(- 10 mg/mI). A pptn. of the mixed Ca-Rb cobaltini-
trites Ie performed about 1.5 min after the end of ir-
radiation. The cent.tiugation of the ppt, iB finlBhed
by 2.5 min after the end nf irradiation. The purpose
of these rapld nperatlons is to minimize the activity
of 32 min-cslss growing from 17 min-XeMe. The cobalt-
initrite ppt. is dissolved In dil. ECl =d Cs is se>-
arated from Rb by @n. of Ca with BiIs-~ reagent.
This ppt. 16 dissolved and a Fe(OH)g scavengingI@..
is made. The Cs is fhally ppted. a6 the sillcotung-
state and counted.
Cs=e 9.5 ❑ LFs’(n,f) FlsBion
product
Extraction An aliqunt (S 5 ❑l) of the fission product soln. is 30 ❑ln
taken and 10 ml buffer aoln. (1 ~ NagCeH~ in 0.5 ~
~, pH = 6) is added in a separator fumnel. T&
total volums nf the sol.. la adjusted to 15 ❑l with fiO.
After addition & en equal volume of 0,05 ~ Na-tetra-
phenyl borate in emyl acetate, the Cs is extreded into
the organic phase by ahaklng for about 50 sec. The
aqueous phase is transferred to enother Beparatory fun-
nel exd the extraction Is repeated. The organic phe8ea
are combined in the ftist aep=atory funnel end the CB
ectivlty is back-axbracted Into two successive 10 ❑l
pcmtlon6 of 3 ~ HCl frcm the amyl acetate phese. All








EsLf-Mfe Reaction Sepsration Procedure for Scparation Separation Reference
co
Daughter of Uranyl ni- Diatillation
xeles(41 ~) trate aqueoue for Xe, pre-
from &*(n,f) DoIn. cipitation
for C9
&=(n,f)









Air Is bubbled through an irradiateduranyl nitrate 15 ❑in 116
Eoln. at a rate of 600 ❑l/rein. It la then paaBed
through a tube filled with cat.tonwool (length 15 cm)
and through a weeh bottti contiting.4Q”ml Of &o with
a smell amount of ESO= and 1 drop of lT&OH.
After adding Cs, Kb, Sa, ST, and u c~rierB, @ iB
ppted. with antimo~ chloride dissolved in HC1.
Cs and libare separated from moat of the other fiBaion
product cations by the following procedure. First ap-
propriate cexriera end then IkOS and N+COS we added.
The alkali metal ions remain in the soln. and are puri-
fied further by a La(OH)S scavengingpptn. The Ca is
then separatedby pptn. of CsgHizIB with BiIs in HI.
After re-pptn., the ppt. ie dried and ❑eaaured
Sulfate ion6 exe added to a ooln. contain- the active
Cs, and the soln. 1s then placed in contact with solid
Haso4. The F&04 is waahed and memured.
The sample Boln. ia placed in a centrifuge tube and %
carrier (- 20 ❑g) added. To the CCQ1 aoln. (- 5 ❑l),
30-35 ml or HC1-ether reagent is added and the Eoln.
la stirred for 1-2 ❑in.
Thereafter the ppt..is centrifuged,diesolved In 1 ml
&O and re-ppted. in 15 ❑l of IICl-ether❑irture. Such





h aliquot of SNO= or HCl soln. of the target 16 taken 30-45 ❑in 117
and Sa terrier iB added to the eoln. If necessary,
the soln. is evaporated to less than 1 ❑l. By addition
of 10 ml ether-HCl reagents, BaCl+.2&0 is ppted. in
ice temperature. After stirring and dlgeeting for 2
or 3 rein,the ppt. is centr~ed end dissolved in 0.5
❑l &O. This pptn. procedwe is repaated. The ppt. is
dissolved in 0.5 ❑l WO, the aoln. la diluted to 74
ml, md mede up to a pH > 10 with carbonate and free
amuwnia.
The scavengingwith Fe(OH)g is done twice. Then HaCOS
is ppted. by addition of 3 drop Bat. NazCOe.. This
Lam 6.5 m Daughter of Mhauum
Ce~ (72 h), oxide
Le(p,6n)
~14S 19 m tix(n,f) Uranyl ni-
trate







F!aCOSppt. is dissolved In 1 ❑l of 6 ~ HCl and the
B-aC~.2&0 pptn. by the above prncedure is repeated
ttice. me P*. ia CeUtYli%ged and waBhed with 5 ❑l
absolute alcohol and then 3 portions of 5 ml ether,
Yield -- I.C@.
Precipitantion The bombarded material iB dissolved In HNOS end Ce+s
aud Ha carrierB are added. The material is then sub-
Jected to fluoride-hydroxidecycleB. This conBiBtB in
ppting. the fluoride frcm warm S270=aoln., diBsolvhg
the fluoride in 8 ~ SNO= saturatedwith E&W=, ppting.
the hydroxide by lQOH, md dieBolving in FNO=.
This method iB specific for rere earth and Y. Separ-
ating of the k daughter activity ia effected by pptn.
of the fluoride from the Ce+ soln. contabiug Ce~.
l%cecipitation After 20 min irradiationin the reactor, U-titrate 18
immediately dissolved in 1 ~ H170scontating La carri-
er., Lanthanum fluoride is ppted., centrifuged, and
waehed with &O. Th10 L&Fs ie td.mmlved in a ❑tiure
of H&dO= end HNOS. At intervals after preperation, thiB
soln. Is sampled, Ce carrier is added, the Ce Is oxi-
dized with KCIO= and Ce(10s)4 is ppted. BY ❑eans of
the meeaurement of the long-livedCe14s (33 h) activity




Extraction Cew is separatedby solvent extraction frcm 10 ~ Hf70g -9 ❑in 167
with methyl isobutyl ketone, while the trivalent rare
earthfi.aEwell es the other fioaiom productg remain in
the aqueous pheee. 17&&OS is used m the oxidizing
agent for the Ce.
The orgedc layer containingthe Ce% is washed with
10 ~ HNOg and then the Ce iB be.ck-exkractedinto an
nqueous pheee by reduction to Ce‘9 with I&k.
!t’hiaextraction and back-extractioncycle is repeated
2 or 3 time. Finally the Ce iB pptkd. ae.eerie iodete.
Precipitation Ce, La, Y, and Zr carriers are added to the dilute 20-30 ❑ti 222
uranyl nitrate sol-n. (U02M cone. of -10 W/ml).
The soln. is diluted to 10 dj 10 ml of’cnnc. HMOS is
added; and Zr(10=)4 is ppted. by eddition of 10 ml of
0.5g mos.
PrcductiOn Type of
Rucllde WJf-Hfe Reaction Texget
TYJnefar
Ee’palatian Prncedure for Eapem3tIon %paratian Reference
Pr
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22m Ce’w(p,2n) Enriched Celge Ion exchange




The Bupernatent sob. ifithen oxidized with 1 g of
KBrOS [no heating is neceHsary to oxidize Ce(III) to
Ce(IV)], and Ce(IO~)4 P@. The Ce(IOg)4 is dissolved
In &&, a smell amount of HNOS end &O, and the cycle
of Zr(10=)4 and Ce(IOs)4 pptn. Is repeated.
The oxidation of Ce(III) proceeds more rapidly with
BrO~ than with C1OS. In addition,the danger of in-
cwlete Oxi~tiOn Of the Ce is avoided by the uae of
E@.
An ion exchange method (lx) Is applied.
The elution with LY-hydrow iaobtiyllc acid should be
more advantageotmthen the citrate elution (43).
(1) !Fneeerie oxide contalmbg Ce~, which is puri-
fied frcm the irradiateduranyl nitrate, is dissolved
h l&04 and ~02 . La carrier la added to the Boln.
to carry the Pr and ppted. w the hydroxide by ~OH.
The ppt. which co-p@s. pr- is filtered and di6solvcd
in HNOS. Ce is oxidized to the eerie state with 15rO=
and ppted. aa Ce(IOg)4 by eddition of BIG. The ppt.
18 centrifuged off. The mpernat ant aoln. 10 made
baeic with I?&OH, and La(OH)S ppted. Pr=u is co-
ppted. h the La(OH)= and meaeured.
(2) To the CelM a~le, fi ~d L-ec-riera are added.
The Ce activity Is ppted. as Ce(IQg)4 and then the Pr
ppted. as the hydroxide with 6 ~ NaOE. The hydroxide
is diBsolved with 6 ~ Et21and the Pr ppted. aa oxalate
by edditlon of eat. ~CE04.
Cel~ is ppted. ae Iodate by the usual method. The
iodate iB mixed with glaas wool end placed b an ice.
cooled column (10 mm id., 15mm height).
When thiB column is eluted with EN@, Pr,W is eluted
together with Ce enflthe amount of Ce incraeees with
in&eage Of BNOg acidity. However, by use Of o.~5 ~
HNOS (flow rate: 3 ml/mti), the mobt of Ce eluted is






#41 20m 17d-(p,2n) Eccrlchecl~d~~p Eon exchange The &emlcBl ~ocedurea are demigned to iBolate the
oxide rare earth elements ee a group but net separate them
from each other.
The borbarded oxides are dissolved in HMO= ficm which.
the rare earth fluoride ie ppted. This ie dieeolved
and the hydroxide ppted. end diesolved in cone. HC1,
which ie eucked through a column of anion exchange
reBin (DowexA-1). The rare earbh hydroxide is then
prepared for countbg sample.
In theme caaee where complete identificationla deeir-
able, rdre earth Bepard.ionB,are made ueing a cation
exchange“resincolumn (Dowe@O, citrate elution at p2
3.5) and elevated temperature as described by Thompson
et al., ae followe:——
The fluoride ppt. is converted to a hydroxide“~ treat-
ment &th 6 M KOH followed by centri~ing cnd w’cEhlng.
The hydroxide ppt. ie dieeolved in dil. HCl~ (0.5~)
and the ❑ixture of rcdioectivltieeabearbed on a eme.11
amunt of ammonium form Dowex-50 reein (ephericalfines).
This ie then transferredto a 20 cm length, 2 mm diam.
eter column pecked with the came resin.
The coluum le.eurrcuudedby a vapor Jacket through
which p8sseB trichlorcethyl.enavapor to maintain the
temp. at about &(”C. The elution is performed by pe8e-
ing mm. citrate (bufferedwith citric acid to pH 3.5-
tntal citric acid cone. 0.25 ~) through the column at a
rate of 1 drop (- 0.030 cm=) about every 2 ❑ti and the
&opO are collected aepertiely.
The use of Gbydroxy Isobutyric acid (P3 4.6, 0.4 M) ‘aa
the elutjng agent should be inureedvantagous,rather




Dy6pr0Bium Ion exchange The ion exchange method (139) ie applied.
oxide AB the eluting agent, the uee of U-hydroxy ifiobut~ic




Tbdiu!noxide Ion exchange In order to obtain a e~ation rapidly, the reparation 2.1 hr 113
methed 1s somewhat modified for the Kctelle-Eoydmethd
(~9). ~e ion=ch~ COIUIMIiE 35 cm lo~”and 1.8
cm id. end filled with Dowex.50 (2w-5m ❑esh).
It 1s heated by a eteem jacket. The elutriant, 0.25 ~
citric acid la ad~uated to a pH 3.18with N&OE, and
Prduction l’ypeef The for
Nuclide Half-Idfe Reaction Tq@ aeperatIon Procedure for Scparaticln Seperation Reference





m 16.5❑ T.a1e1(n,7) (~ )2T13% Precipitation
Hf(P,n) Hefnium oxide ExtractionTa
Precipitation
is preheated with atemm and an infrared heat lemp.
The ator.agebottle for the elutriant 1s pieced 20 feet
above the column to produce aufficient hydroatatic
preBOne for B flow mte of l&J mljhr.
As the eluting agent, the use of CZ-hydroxyisobutyric
acid (0.2 M, pH 4.0) should bc ❑ore advantageom than
the previoue one (43).
The Ta daughter actitity is sepcrated by co-pptn. with
tii(OH)2 frcm the boiling BtronglY alkaline tungotate
soln. The washed hydroxide is diesolved In acid, ex-
cess tungstate Holn. added end the boiling soln. made
alkaline once again.
After 3 cycles of these prOCedWeB, the active Ta LB
finally collected on a small ameunt of Zr-hydroxideby
pptn. from HC1 soln. with addition of WOH. A lcrge
cmomt of Hi remains in aoln.
The target is dissolved in HI’sob. and the Ta ppted.
aa the hydrtiide by addition of lQOH. Re-pptns. are
❑ade to increase purity.
The terget oxide (- 35o ❑g) is diBeolved in 6 ~ HCl.-
1 ~ ET in a Pt dioh and evaporated to 0.5-0.75 ❑l.
The ppt. of Hf is centrl~ed off.
The supcrnatant Balm. iB cooled in an ice bath and
centrifugedto remove any Hf that ppta. Ta in the
superuatantaoln. IB extractedwith an equal volume of
di-isopropylketone which had been previously equili-
brated with 6 N HC1-1 H HF. The Ta in the orgauic
phase is back&tra.cte~ into an equal volume of kO.
The target oxide is diBmolved in a mixture of KNOS and
HF. Rxcess HY is removed by evaporationwith 10 N
HNos.
RMu04 iB added to the Boln. and Mn% is ppted. The
MrQ ppt., in which the ‘fcactivity la co-ppted., iB
++ ~B removed bY ndgOrp-di6eolvcd in oxalic acid and Mn






@70 y3m Ta(p,3n) Tantalum h-had ion The target is dissolved In the ❑inimum amount of a mix-
5.2❑ metal ‘cureof HNOg and HF.
To the hot Bolution, hydrazine sulfate is added to re-
duce any HNOg present. Sufficient strong HCI to give
a 6 ~ solution lo added followed by SnC12 eoln. Then
NH&L17 aoln. is addsd followed by exceaB boric acid to
complex the fluoride. The green thiocyanate complex
of @4 formed ID then extracted into ethyl ncetate.
The weahed solvent layer is evaporated,hold-back car-
rierB for vsrious elements are added and I@ ppted. by
boiling with Btrow RNOS.
The oxide ie dissolved in SN~OH, thiocyanate added to
the soln. and the reduction-extractionprocess repeated
after acidification.
~elrr 17 m w(p) Tungeten Extrection The t~sten target is dissolved in a lJ@.Hand H202
metal or adn. h$ heating, in the presence of K-perrhenate ae
oxide carrier. The Boln. is Bcavenged with Zr and La hy-
droxides and then made k ~ in NsOH. The resulting
soln. 1s equllibrated once with an equal volume of pyr-
idine previously shaken with k ~ NaOH (108).
The pyridine layer, which containe the Rs, is washed
with an equal volwce of k ~ 17aOH,and then the Re is
back-extractedto k N HCl Eoln. The HC1 sob. is
heated to boiling, a;d oaturated with I&3. The ReZ~
ppt. is separated,washed with &O, and diesolved in
6 ~ NaOH + X* &@ (1:1). The resulting eoln. is
heeted, diluted, and Bc&vengedwith Zr and h hydrox-
ides. After neutralizingthe soln. with HC1 and cooling
in ice water, tetraphenylareoniumchloride is added.
The Re ppt. is separated,washed twice with ice water
and coumted.
Re 9.S❑ Os(n,p) ~mium ❑etal
Re~BO
Precipitation The target is dissolved In .analkaline Boln. of per-
2.8 ❑ Oal=(d,U) Bulfate, conkmining Re and W aB carriera.
After addition of brom.ateand sullln!lracid, 0s is die-
tilled off as 0s04. !Fneremaining aoln. is made alJ4a-
line, Fe+=, CU*, and Mg+2 are added and their hydrox-
ides ppted. Then CaC12 ie added to the filtrate to
ppt. Ca-tungBtate. The Boln. ie boiled and filtered.
An exce.=sof HCl 18 added to the filtrate, bromine is
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=mlm 4.9B Daugbtmr of Onmium metal Distillat,lon
0BLB1(16 d), i-oroB~’Jl
from Oslm(n,y)
The targets are dissolved in RF with a minimum amount 30 min 110
of HNOg in a Pt ditihand Re carrier edded.
H@ 1s pained into the boiling aoln. for 15 min to ppt.
black Re&.
The ppt. is centrifuged and waded in a lusteroid teat
tube. The ppt. is dissolved In 3 ❑l 1 g WOH + 1 drop
3@ %%, FUIdthe soln. transferred to a glees centri-
fuge cone.
After scavengingwith Fe(OH)S (1 mg Fe+g) two Or thee
times and then dlasolvim in 10,ml of cone. HC1, the Re
is ppted. BE Re2~ frca strong HC1 soln. The ppt. is
centrifuged and washed. Yield -- U@.
After ,theprelimlner’yattack of the urea, Re is ex-
tracted quantitativelybetween pE 8 andpR 9 by CHC~
in the form of tetraphenylarsomiumperrhenate. In this
pE region the MO remcin.sin the aqueoue phese.
The Re target is dissolved In dilute HNO=.
Tbe OB terget in diaBOl~d in aqua regia.
These diOOolutionBare performed in all glasg distill-
ing flash ,
Chemical separations are ❑ede after the addition of the
proper ine.ctive ccrrier.
0s Is distilled as 0s04, followed by pptn. of the Bul-
fide with Na-thiosulfate.
The tergct is dissolved in 3 ❑l HR~. - 20 ❑in
10 rmg0s carrier Is added and the 0s la distilled 86
0804 “byheating.
The distillate iB caught in ice-cold 6 ~ IWOH md then
neutralized and acidified with 6 N HC1. The 0s is
ppted. e8 the stilde by eddition-of3 ❑l 1~ Na&@s
while the sample sol-n.Ie heated on water bath.
Yield -- l@.
The irradiated OB iB converted to .mmonium perosmate,
(~ )@sOE, dissOlmd in dil. NQ3S.





















addeflIr terrier ere dried on 1 ❑il Pt fOilB and then
flamed over a Buneen burner to distill off the Oe,
leaving the Ir on the foil.
The irradiated sample (0.1 ET &04) is dissolved in
6 ~ HC1 cent- 1 ml ethyl alcohol, end the result-
ing soln. refluxed-~ 5 hr near 100”C to convert the
OB to the red OsC1. .
An aliquot centaining about 0.01 ❑c Oslel is added to
a 8mall column (1 ml) of anion exchange reBin which had
been treated with 6 ~ EC1. The 0s complex absorbs as a
reddish brown band at the top of the resin bed. When
6 ~ HC1 is rapidly forced through the bed with a hypo-
dermic syringe, a short-lived mctivlty of I#em iB
found in the effluent.
The te.rgctRCL .X&O is dlasolved in cone. ENOS.
OB end Ir carrierB ere added to the soln. and OB iB
distilled as OB&.
To the remaining ENOs Boln., NaErOs iB ~~. me
soln. is heated end neutralizedby addition-ofWHCOS.
The IrOE ppt. is filtered, diesolved, end re-ppted.
ThiB Becond pptn. removeB the Pt activity beyond the
limits of detectinn.
The Ir target is dissolved in h Pt flux of KOH and KNOS 30 ❑in
(1:1)(i%ra small strip of 1 ❑il foil this should take
no longer than 5-10 ❑in).
After cooling, the melt is leached for 5 min with cone.
HC1, and Au and Pt cerrierB edded b Bmall .9nKrunta.
(Ir gives a strong blue colored .oln.)
Au is e&.ratted twice with ethyl acetate. A little
S& soln. in HC1 is added to the equeoue sok. to
reduce Ptw to Ptw.
The red coloration (Pt) is extracted Into ethyl acetate
and we8hed twice with m equal volume of 3 ~ HC1.
Yield = - ‘@.
The target iB di.molved in a ❑inimum of 27 ~ EF and
16 ~ HNOg with eddition of 100-1cx3IICquantities of
Hg, Au, Pb, and Te terriers {and if neceesery, Ir).
These elements ere then ppted. as the metals by
SnCk. The ppt. iB dissolved in aqua regia and the
Au extrected into amyl acetate.
44
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Prcduction l&pe of Time far
lVuclide HsJ.f-IUe F@u%iOn Tsrget 2qeJ-atian MacedlU% for Separation Separatinn Reference—

























A full radiochemlcalidentificationof the 55-eec ectiv- 29
ity as Au ves not POSEible in the time available. This
activity iB prepared by irradiatingvery pure Hg which
la then poured onto a few mg of Au foil, diBtilled off,
and the residue heated to redne.%, thus leaving only
Au snd Pt.
The Au is dissolved in 1-2 ml’of warm aqun regia (2 ~ 4-10 min 257
27709.4~ HCl) and hold-back carriers for Hg, Ft, Ir,
end 0s (- 1 ❑g each) added. The Au is extracted into
ethyl acetate and the organic uhase is weshed with
6 ~ EKH.. Yield = - lC@.
The target Ir i6 fused with a melt of KCM snd KNOg
(1:1). The flux ia allowed to cool and then leached
for - 5 ❑in with cone. HC1 after sdding Au =’d Pt.car-
rierB in Bmell nmounta, Au iB extracted twice with
ethyl ccetate and the organic phase is washed twice
with equsl volume j ~ HCI.. Yield -- 7@.
The Au daughter nuclide in k ml 3 ~ HC1 soln. of the - 10 min ‘(8
Hg tracer is etiracted with 50+3A of isoamyl acetate.
(The pre,ence of d least 0.1 ~ Cl- t, required for
separationfrom Hg.)
The organic leyer is we.shedwith equal volumes of sat.
N&Cl to inowre separationfrnu Hg emd evaporated on
a countbg plate. Yield . quantitative if several ex-
tractiOnO made.
The t-get 18 dimolved in a minimum .emount of 27 ~ W
and 16 ~ HNOS with addition of 100-l@M w Hg, Au, Pt,
Te, aud, if neceasery, Ir carriers.
These elements are then precipitatedwith SnCb.
The metallic ppt. is dissolved in aqua regia and the
Au is separated by extraction into amyl acetate. The
aqueous phase is evaporatedto a small volume and then
pessed through en anion exchange column (AmberiteIR-
koo, 250 me~h, 13-15❑m long, 0.055c~ cross section).
0.1 ~ HCl Is med se the eluent at a flow rate ~f O.1-
0.2 ml/min.
38
R oAu pT1 d Metalfi
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The recovery of Te is complete in 2 ❑in or l.eaB. The
Hg Is then eluted with 2 ~ HNOa.
Decontaminationfrom Pt iE, however, not good; about
ti3 Of the Pt initiallypre.ent would be eluted with
the ~, Final decontaminationfrcm the Pt can be
achieved by vacuum distillation of Hg. Hut thiB de-
contaminationetep is nut so necessary becBuse it 1s
pomfiibleto diBtin@ieh ea8ily between the Hg and Ft
isotopes on tha basis of h--life.
I%btIllntion The target la placed in the chamber of .agtainless 1-5 min 79, ~
steel vaporizer. A clean Ft collecting plate is ce-
❑ented to a stainless steel water-cooled finger. The
bottom of the appm?atuB iB heated for about 5 min with
a Fisher burner to not mere than - 400-C. Pecauae of
the large difference of the vapor preBBure between Hg
(1574.1mm at k~”), Au (0.001mm at IZz”), and T1
(0.CX31mm at 413”) at this temperature,the Hg activ-
ity (carrierfree) can be separated on the collecting
plate very quickly. Yield - enough actid.ty to work
with but by no meeru quantitative. For mnre yield
heat longer.
Tl=Om 3.5B Daughters of T%allium ❑etal Precipitation Separation for Fb parent:
Tllwrm 0.6B FOIBsm(l~m) and After irradiation,the T1 tar et is diBnolved~ cone.
%p-p67m(4~), HNOg containing about 5 pg Pb ad 250pg Fe as car-
from T1(P) riera. In order to reduce T1 to the ❑onovalent state,
the soln. is boiled with H202 until exceseiveperoxida
has disappeared. Fe and Pb are ppted. with NHg, the
role of the Fe being to carry down the more soluble
Pb(OH)2 as a coprecipitate.
After centrifuging,the ppt. is di8fiolvedin HNOS,
reppted., and washed in &O, 3 times. Finally the 4-
droxidee mre dissolved in the Omallaat posBible amount
o? HC1 (abnut 10 dropfiof 0.1 y acid).
Extraction Separation for T1 daughter:
The Pb actitity is kqt in 6 ~ HC1. Three ether ex- 5 fiec
tractions are first made in order to get rid of the Fe
carrier. To oxidize T1(I) to T1(III) in the soln., a
drop of KMn& soln. iB added immediatelybefore each
ether portion (nbout 3 ❑l). The soln. is stirred with
a glare rod for Borneaeconda in order to bring the
ether into intimate contact with the aqueous phaae.
5
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RaE oource on Recoil
Pt plate
lhe for
procedure for 90parBtion E.epration Reference
Then that part or the ether phase which 1s formed
first (neerestto the surface) is pipetted off and
transferred to a test tube which is put into counting
position as f=t as possible.
100 ❑g Pb, Bi, TIJ and Te c8rriera are added to the
RaN-D-F stock Eoln. and then 5 ml aqua regia ie alBo
added. The Boln. is evaporated,HC1 IS added and the
soln. evaporated once again to expel ~OS. The Boln.
is ❑ade up to 6 ~ with RCl and extracted with 5 ❑l
ether (pre-equilibratedwith 6 ~ HC1). The ether
phase is washed twice with Pb-BiATl carrier soln.
1 ml of ethyl alcnhol iB added to the ether layer and
ether is vaporized.
To the Boln. of Bi chloride cimtainiugRaE, about Ii?
mg TINOS is added, tcgether with excess Brz to oxidize
the T1 and the ❑ixture heated on a water bath.
After the TI.N09hes dissolved and the color of the Br2
ha. ❑ore or less disappemed, the Boln. lo chilled
with ice and d.irred quickly with 2 cc of ether for
about 10 aec.
The ether phase is then pipetted off, waahed 4 tImes
with 1:1 HC1 in a aepuatory furmel, and evaporated on
a counting gla~s disc.
A braaa button collector (2.0 cm diameter) is held at
a distance of 6 mm from a k% disc (T cH) carrying the
RaN (about 21 ❑c). The collectingvoltage of 450 volts
is applied for 12 min.
fiepexation of the RaE source:
A eoln. of R2D-B-F of about 50 m Btren@h is freed frcm
mcmt of the Po by agitation of 6 Cu foil-a. Thereafter,
2 Hi foile are agitated in the soln. for 45 min each;
the acidity being kept at N/10 HCl end the temperature
Conetat .
The Ni ~oile are dissolved in RNOg, and abnut 2CKImg
didymium nitrate (mixtureof Pr end Nd) is added. The




~120a 4.19 m T120s(n,7)
~120e 2.2 m
N&. The ppt. is waahed with NHs to remove all traceB
of Ni and iB diceolved in trichloraceticacid.
The soln. is evaporated to hynew, the residue ag.dm
taken up in trichloraceticacid (2$), and electrolyzed
for 12 hr using R electrcdee, each of about 7 mm2,
atlm9V2ndluk4.
About 21 PC of RaE is found on the cathode after the
electro~ls. The weight of depoalt ia certainly not
more than 0.1 mg and may have been considerably leBB,
since the nurface of the Pt showed no discoloration.
Rock, mlner81, Extraction The irradiated sample (2OO-1OOO❑g) is fused with 10-14 ❑in 2’7
meteorite, N%& (3.5-4 ~). (For samples containing large
alloy amounts of silica, digest with &S04 and HY in R. )
The melt is dl.ssolmd in 20 ml 1 ~ H& and then 2&25
ml conc. RBr iB added to the soln. 10 mg each of Al,
Cu, lin,K, and k carriers plus 5 ❑l Br2-H20 me ~tid
to the soln. The Tl% is extracted 2 tlmeB into iBo-
propyl ether (each 20 ❑l). Mter WaEhi~ the org~ic
phase with 15 ml pmrtiom of 1 ~ ~ (3 tlmefi) and
e-porating off the ether, the T1 is ppted. as Tll by
reduction with SOZ gaa and addition of exceBB Batur-
ated ~. The ppt. is filtered and waahed with water.
Cl%e T1 can alao be ppted. by thl.nalide after PR ad-
justment by 2@ Na-tartrate end addition of X$ KCN, or
the T1 can be ppted. es TlH(Ca&)4 by ~ditiOn of 2$
NaR(CeHS)4 after reductionby S%]. Yle~ -45-90$.
AC=5 aque- Wtr.action 10 mg T1 carrier and a small amount of Rr2 ere edded 3-5 ❑in 110
0U6 Soln. to 2 ❑l of 6 ~ HCI containingAC229.
The soln. is heated to oxidize the T1 to T1- and ex-
cess Hrz boiled out. me Boln. iB cooled, 2 ml of
ether added and the mixhre Btirred for 30 Bec. The
ether phaae is transferredto mother vessel and waahed
for several Becondfiwith en equal volume of ether sat.
urated with 6 ~ HC1. Such waehing la repeated 2 or 3
times with fresh portions of acid. After fin~ w~h-
ing, the ether is tremferred to a Ft dish and ignited.
Preparation of AC22S solution:
AC22S iB ~ep~~ed from a Bteck Boti. Of ~- which
hae decayed for one year, aa f011OWE:
AC.22Sis separatedby co.pptn. with LaFs and is thor-
9?1 Dmughtarof Pb Pbclg
El EOhm
*:m:’
PblS~ 12.2 m La@ mtd
pb=: 61 m m- (lllm),
Pb 6.1m M’@(v.%),
~mrm 0.8n yg!!;,
Pb rim@* orBi Bi Wtal
.-
13ap3ntial Prmdmla for ~lcm OEwnmim
- Wified b n POCadura immldmg mrtrmotion d
the A#= with a time Rdlm. of thamayltrifluoro-
mcatome to •~etm m Rm End Th isotopma. lhia la
follmumd by eddltlon of Pb carrier ad pptn. c& PM
tO ~OVO mW matr~ Pb, Bi, or PO acti~itlem.
Brtmction ~~~antmilm.iBkeptlnKI mlof6~E1. T1
CE,’TiOTMY be addmd M dmEiIod, but itIenotmmcaB-
Bw.
3 m h drOW of K!4m04❑0h1. arm mddad to ~dize T1+l
to T1* .
Tha ❑oln. in ●tirrad until IOan of broun color.
Mtar edditinm of 10 ml HC1-emhmtiadathmr,!T1*la
macied Wo theeth=. A Bacomdarkrectlcmby
ethmiOmmda iVthemumm#dmd endtJamethmp’nmaO
me cdxlnad. Thm❑ixture is them umdmd with 10 ❑l
0f6SE1. Ylmld--S@.
lo ❑in 193
Ion axctmam Hith thm ~pplicatlon of prammrra by .9oyrinsO, an 3 Eec
anion ~m col.mn @ax-l, ~ mmh), vhich holdn
M Qeremt motivity in 0.3 ~ El in ●lubad with 0.3 ~
El.
The alunte im rqldly treanfermdto a COEII* 6uM
meemrad.
Prqmrntiimof the m Bi:
T& targmt Pb in dioeolved in ~, amd the bulk of tha
Pb is ppted. by mddltinm of =1 in an ica bath mmd can-
trifm@. The ~lng min. is then bolM with md.
dlticm cf mre ml mntil no trama et nitreta remalm.
After dilutioo to ebout 0.3 ~ X!l, the Eolm. la elorly
BuOOd tb?ou@ Dwax-1 ramim COIUQ (200 meeh~, which
is hemtad to the boill.nspoimtjd Imqmpyl alcchol
(62.3-C) (.Lgl).Thin reeults in a vary mffectiym
mmperuthn of Pb d Bi, the m Odhar* stromgly to
the rash.
Icm exehmnge h P#m 10 elnted with 0.5 ~ =1 fra Ibwax-1 rash
(_ 1 cm=) on which Bi’m in eboorbad. A fW dIWPO
M tb eluete era trmusferredr@dly to a comnter.







Dsughter of At At plated on Recoil
Ag foil
Po=w-x 2-4 min !?=(Ne20,xn)
TMs pp’b.10 dissolved in .9few drOPB Of Cone. ~k,
U3 mg !7b[ae Pb(Ifos)2]and 3 dropsof cOnc. ~OS added
end the aol.n.diluted to about 8 ❑l. NHs is added
dropwise until the Boln. beCmeB @t clear.
At the dmired time for the milking of Pb daughter ac-
tivity, the soln. la diluted to 45 ❑l and heated in a
water bath for a few minutes.
The fine crystels of BIW1 produced is centrifuged out.
To theaupernwit,2-3ml of lia2Crz& aol.n.iB added to
ppt. Pb 82 PbCrOA.
The Pb&04 ppt. iB centrifuged,md dissolved in 2 ❑l
4 ~ HCI + one drop of X$ &@. The soln. iB heated in
a water bath to demtroy exce~m &02.
By addition of 20 w Bi terrier, a Bi021 pptn. IS per-
formed by a method similar to above. Finally PtCr04 Ie
ppted. once again. Yield = about 8*.
Lead metal Precipitantion The lead is difi.mlvedin R minimum emount of 6 ~ BNOS.
8 ~ NaOH aoln. IS added to the sol-n.until a Pb(OH),
P@. @t appems b then HNOS is added dropiise until
the aoln. becomes juet clear.
A lVifoil la immersed in the eoln. for B.everalrein,
stirring conttiuouBlyto obtain highest yield of the
Bi wt ivity on the Ni foil.
The Iiifoil IB waehed, dried and ❑eaeured. Yield de-
penti upon the iumeraion time of Ni foil. 1O$ in 5 rein,
25c4in 15 rein,6+ in 45 min.
The At, plated on Ag foil, is placed h .?.vacuum
chember with a collectingplate matitained at a few
100 volts negative potential. SeineAt volatilizes
across the gap and contaminatesthe Bi deug.htercaught
by C&particle recoil.
To remove this, some HxS04 ie placed on the Pt collect-
% Plate ~d the plate iB heated until the &S04 is
fumed off. This step converted the Bi to its sulfate
which remains on theplate while the At le.removed by
the flamdng.
Tvngeten Distill~tion Immediately after the cYClotron bombardment, the tar-
metal (foil) get (size: 13x19mm - thickness: k5w) is placed un-
der an infra-red lamp to be heated. A few drOPB of a






Half-Idfe Reaction Target Reparation Procedure for 6cp9ration Hepcration Reference
P*OO 11 ❑ BiEOs(P,lOn) Bismuth oxide
~,#10 138.4d Daughter of Hell FieD.E.Feque-
Oua Boln.
201
soln., which 18 about 9 ~ in HF and 2 ~ in HWOS, nre
pipetted onto the tcrget ourface and spread over the
enttie bombarded area. In the minute during which the
acid evaporates, diaBolution of the W Burface occurB,
producing a thin salt layer. The dried target IS then
placed on a support. A half-cm-thickasbestos ring,
lying aroumd the W plate, acts .% a heat inaulatnr and
collimator,while a Pt plate, lying on the ring, catches
the quickly distilled Po fram the heated target. It la
neceasmy to cool the Pt catcher foil with a mall
amouot of moimt tissue. The yield of Po = <20$.
Electro- The target (O.1~ g W) is dissolved in a ❑ixed solvent
deposition of 1.0 ❑l of 10.7 ~ KF and 0.2 ❑l of 14.2 ~ HN09. It
is then diluted to mcke 20 ml Boln. of 0.% ~ HF, O.lk
~ HWOS and 0.1.$tartcric acid.
The 901n. is electrolyzedaa follnws:
the cathode: round disc, painted nn ona aide with
nail polish
the anode: Pt wire




Yield = about 3@.
Extraction The target is diesolved in HC1 and the EIOIJI.adjuated 30 min 136
to about 6 ~ RC1.
The Po in the soln. 1s extracted into @ TBP in di-
butyl ether.
The organic phcse is wa8hed several times with 6 ~ HCl
ad evaporated onto Pt counting diec6.
Extraction The sampl.csoln. is made 0.25 ~ in KC end 3 N in RC1. < 20 min 143
1 ml of the soln. ia tramferred to a separator fun-
nel containing k ml of isopropyl ether. Po is ex-
tracted into the Organic phase with gentla Bwirling,
while Pb(RaD) end Bi(RaE) remain h the aqueou6 pheee,
Po is then back-extracted into 1 ml of 3 ~ HC1.
Yield = - &$.
~oell
Po
0.%? B Daughter of Bimuth metal Dietillation The bcmbarded thick Bi terget is heated in a vacuum
At21z(7.2b), fnr At ~a theevaporatedAt 10 caught in a liquid ti trap.
fmm Bi(U,n) The At in the trap is dissolved in HNOS. A few drops
of the At211 (HNOS acidic) soln. are put on the Pt
strip (thickness:1.2-1.7 roils,about 1 cm wide and 5
cm long) and allnwed tn evaporate to dryne~s. This
~trip 1s connected through a Ewitch to B transformer
in order that it can be brouglt rapidly to a dull red
heat by the passage of a large current pulse. This
fitripis ❑ounted on a sliding holder so that it can be
positioned rapidly over the thin window of a gu flow
proportional counter. The procedure iB to position
the etrip away from the counter, pasBing a ahgle
pul~e of current through it to drive off the At and
then Elide it ovar the counter windnw in order to meffi-
ure the P#L1 activity.
250 Pb20S(a,n) LsadcarbonatePrecipitation(1) ThePbCOSisdissolvedh hot6 ~ ml containing x eec
1.0u!g~lofBiw a hold-backcexrier.A PieceofAg
foilISinsertedinthesoln.andstirredforahaut
1 min. ThentheAg foilIsremoved,wffihadindia-
tilled&O, andfInallyctitedintheproportional
counter.







naphthalide) are edded. This precipitates the Bi es
an organic complex which carries the Po with it. The
soln. is centrifugedend the liquid po~ed off.
The ppt. iB first washed and then completely dissolved
ti acetone. The acetone soln. 10 then dropped onto a
hot Pt disc to evaporate the liquid. The disc is then
fbred and finally placed in the counter.
Daughter of At Extrwtion The parent At activity 16 diasolved in 1-5 ml organic 40 ❑in
solvent (benzene,CC~, di-isopropylether, etc.).
(1) The soln. is waahed with 0.5 ml of 2 ~ H.&OA-
0.25 ~ Fe904 Boln. ThiB kaep~ At in zero valmcy





Productiml Typeof mme for
ReactIan SapmLtion Pracedure for Separation Sepuation
The &B04-FeS04 phase la washed twice with di-isopropyl
ether and Po is then extracted tito 2C$ T%P-&$ dibutyl
ether mixture.
The organic phese is evaporated on a plate with a heat
-. (~ ~t flame plate or the Po will be lost.)
Yield .- 9C$.
(2) To the original soln. is added one-tenth volume
of 2@ TBP-isobutyl ether and back~xtractcd with 2 M
~@l ~ HC1 aqlMOUB soti.
(P., Bi, and Pb leave the orgenic phase and At remaine
quantitativelyin the organic layer.)
The Po can then be eeparated from Bi and Pb by extrect-
W bto TPF BOhI. after deatro@mg the nitrate ion and















Bismuth metal Extraction The Bi target is dissolved in such manner ae to end up
or oxide with B Bob. b cone. HCl to which FeSC)biB added to
make Bure that At i.ereduced to the zero ataie. The
Ato is ~tirmted into di-isupropylet~r. ~ ‘ther
soln. is washed with dilute &S04 or HC1. (s0 far a2
cauld be told by absence of Po and Bi a activity, the
At is pure.)
The ether soln. is then evaporated on Pt or stainlees
EitOOldi8CB.
DiBtillmtion This methcd gives At of somewhat uncertain purity‘but <90 Bec
which iB considered as adequate for determinationof
short-liveda emitters.
The Bi target is put into a stahless steel crucible
fitted on the top with a water-cooled steel finger tn
which a cnoling pt disc is clemped. Mhen the Bi IS
kept slightly above its melting paint (ee ❑eaeured by
a thermo-muplefitted into a well in the crucible),
within a few secondsAt Ustilled onto the collecting
plate. Po does not distill in appreciablequantitIes
until considerablyhigh temperatures are reached.
Diatill-atIan The purified carrier-freeFr fraction is evaporated < ~ sec
onto a Pt filament. A Pt disc la mmnted 1-2 mm above






through the filament to warm it and volatilize the
At unto the collector disc.
Since Fr, Pb, and Bi will BO volatilize if the temper-
ature Is sufficientl-yhigh, a number of tests were
made to determine at what current Bettlr@ for the par-
ticular apparatus the volatilizationof At would occur
without cnntaminentvolatilizationof the others.
Extraction At iE extracted frcm 3 ~ HCl Boln. of tha Fr parent &veral
soln. into am equal volume of I@ BOln. of TRP in minuteE
butyl ether.
After a quick weahlng of the organic phase with 3 ~ HCL
theorgenicphaaeisevaporatedtodryne~eona Ptplate.
Frepar.etionofti”:
Theparentfi2m IBBeperatedfrcmAc= bya ❑ethod
conatstlngfpptn.offreesllicotungsticecldfrnm




o 3m Aulm(W4,n) Goldmetal
Dietill.atlonTheextractionftheemantiionIsaccwpllshedby 15-20❑in
1- ~.zoe 6.2m (5❑ilfoil)
179,241
malgamatlugtheAu foil with Hg in a vacuum ay8tem.
~207 10 ❑ The eanalgamIn heated with an induction beaten.to
@?08 21 m speed up the dlasolutionof the Au. The heating alao
causea agitation of the sample. The gasea evolved are
p.asaedthrou&h a U-tube ❑.xlntalnedat the t~rature
of a &y ice-acetone❑itiure 8nd condanaed in another
U-tube ccmled by liquid nitrogen. Sam’pleafor cnunt-
ing are prepared by the glow discharge procedure ES
outlined by Momyer and Hyde (179).
z=m 23 ❑ Th2= (P) Thorium ❑etal Recoil The target consieta of thin Th metal strips mndwiched
(foil) with thin Al foile to act ee catchers for the recoiled
stoma during tiradlation.
After the Irradiation,these Al foil-eare heated at a
very low temperature in a vacuum system. A slow
Btreem ofAr carrleB the emanation through two cold
trapa at -50”C end into a final trap at -~C where
the emanation la frozen out.
Frmn this etorage trap, the emanation can be eaelly





FTductirm &p, of Time for
Nuclide Half-Me Reactinn *get ~tlnu Procedure for Heparatlull Separating Reference
Hn
@21 4.8m Daughter of
AC22S(lCXI)
Didzillatibn
Thorium metal Dletilht ion
(foil)





The emanation activity can be fixed on a R plate by lea
the glow discherg@ method (179).










Afterthediaeoltiion,2 w ofCB carrier15ppted.es






paeeinga 1 ~ ~Os soln.througha shartresincolumns
ofcolloidalDowex-~,theFrcoiningoffatthelest
oftheoth& alkalielement~.
The❑ethod involves CO-pptn. or h wlLn free BilicO- <30 min 179
tungatic acid from cold saturated HCl sob. To obtain
carrier-free samples of Fr, the 6ilicotzmgatlcacid
ppt. 18 diaaolmd in water end peaaed through a Dnwex-
50 column. T%e Fr adher-s to the column and can later
be removed with 6 ~ EU?l.
If the actinium parent is purtiied carefully, &
able pptn. of Silicotuns@ticacid and a Bi?lgk HC1
wash are enough to get a nearly quantitativesepara-
tion nf the P#l frcm its parent.
If a small amount of inert solid matter 1s tolerated
in the final Fr Boln., the follnwing procedure can be
10 min 125











dirred with 1 or 2 ml of ether. h the three phase
Byatem prcxluced,the bottom layer conelatm of B liquid
compound of silicot.ung~ticmid and ether, the upper-
❑oBt phe8e Is ether and the intermedlntephase is a
water Bob. of FI.
This ❑ethod is not es satisfactoryae the ion exchange
method since a smallpart of the sillcotungsticacid
remati in the aqueouB phase, but iB useful when the
❑oat rapid aeperd.ion 18 neceOOexy.
Solvent ex- AcK can be extracted Into nitrobenzene fran en aqueous
traction soln. adjusted to pR 9 ma O.0~ ~ in Na-tetraphenyl
boron. ~ of the Fr Is extracted. If R. is present
in tracer ammmts, ~ of it is also extrected. How-
ever, if the Na salt of EUTA is present to a concentra-
tion of 17, the extraction of the RB is Suppressed,
while that of the Fr remeine quantitative.
The authore state that AcK cen be separated from all
members of the AC- decey chti with the exception
of Ac4° (T12m ).
The AcK cam be remnved from the nitrobenzeneby con-
tacting the organic phase with twn volumes of 1 ~ I+Cl.
In the reported experiment, a chloride d-n. contain.
ing AcK and AcX weE prepared. ?7a-bnratewes added un-
til the pH wae 9. The soln. was then made 0.05 molar
in sodium tetraphen.vlbaron. (I!eforeit w- aided this
reagemt was purified by contact with Al(OH)= and fil-
tration.) The soln. wae then etirred 3 min with an
equal volume of nitrobenzene.
T%urium metal , Precipitation To remove Ra frum Th targets, the ueual method of co- 5-10 nin 179
(foil) pptn. with BaCk is mea. The target is disgolved in
HCl (with ammonium fluoeilicate catalyst eddcd), the
soln. is Saturated with ECl ges end cooled in ice, and
the BeC~ ppt. is brought dnwn within 5-10 ❑in efter
the end of bombardment. l%e pptn. iB made from about
10 ml of HCl u2ing about 1 mg of B8 c2rrier.
The emanation deughtera of Ra2m can be etudied by di~-
solving the RaC~ and sweeping the emanation actitity
from the ooln.
Production Typeof The for
Nuclide Ellf-Life Reectlon !lkmget Sepu-ation ~edure for Sep&at ion separetion Reference
pb(c~) Laad ❑eiml Precipitation The Pb target is dissolved in a ❑inimum amount of hot 5-10 min 179
2 to > ~ HNog, and the soln. ia saturatedwith !3C1gae
end oooled in ice. In eaturatedRCl the Pb forms a
soluble chloride ccuoplex. Ra c.smier (a few tenths
of a milligram) is then added to precipitate HaCk end
carry the R&
With mfficient Ra carrier and tlnm to cmplete the
pptn., one would enect quantitativejielda.
The pptn. iB not Instantaoeous,huuever, and R&b is
sMghtly soluble even in saturatedHC1.
TO obtain thin maples for pulse analyeis of the a
rays in a short time, incompletepptn. of BaC~ 1s
tolarated, and yleld~ are eometimem es law as 2~,
judging from tracer rum with Ram.









To get a ❑mimum amount or recoil from a ThZe mmple,
Th Is isolated with a minimum nf carrier from a soln.
contating 100,CK3OCPM of t%” end mounted nn a Pt.
dhc . By inserting thiB dim in a .atandardO.-counting
chamber for a few ❑inutes it la poeaible to introduce
se into the chamber, beCau6eBeveral thcnmand cpm of Re
of recoil phenomenon.
The Thae sample Is then removed and the recoil activ-
ity 18 measured.
~22e ~B ~Wated rapidly from the Th(NOS)s by
T12Asolvent extractionmethnd (as described in the
section on pa~e ).
The recoil atoms from a thin plate of the Pa fraction
are collected In a vacuum in one section of a feat aem-
ple changer.
Extraction To the Ac tracer in ❑ixed actlvlties,about 5 u of
pure LU carrier is added and ppted. ae Lu(OR)s with








Then tha Ac and Lu are extrected into 30 ml of 0.40 ~
lTA benzene by 3 min shaking. The org~ic layer iS
waahed twice with - 15 ml of PE 5.7 b~fer SOk.
The Ac (but not the Lu) is back-extrectedInto - 10 ml
of pH 4.5 buffer 6oln. made of 0.1 ~ fnrmlc acid and
1 ~ Na-formete. This beck extraction Is repeated.
After adjuating the p2 of the soln. to about 5.7 with
saturated ?7aOAc,the Ac is extracted once again into
a new batch of 0.40 M TIM in beuene. After waehing
with pH 5.7 buffer s%. and then with water, the Ac
is beck-extractedtwice Into a few ml of 0.05 ~ HC1.
2s4m 24.1d Daughter of Uranyl Irl- Bx&ection To the smnple Boln. (10 ml) is edded sat. (N’&)cCOS
(UXL) IF*(4.5x 10~) trate and &O until the yellow ppt., which fIrst forms,
dissolves. Sufficient (~ )#Og .isadded to meke the
final pH of the soln. 8.0-8.5. By eddltion of 1-2 ❑l
of ~ aqueoue cupferron reagent and 10 ml of CHCk to
the above equeoue Boln., Th- is axbracted into the C
CHClg laysr. The extractionprodedure 1s repeated.
The ccmblned CHClg etirmta are waahed with 20 ml of
&O to which has been edded 1 ml of cupferron re~nt
end sufficient (N& )sCOe Boln. to make the PH 8.0-8.5.
Then the Th- is back-axtrectedinto 10 ml of 3 ~
nitric ecid contenting a few ml of saturatedBr2 water
which nerves to decompo~e the UXl cupferrate. ThiB
allows extraction of all the organic material emd ex-
cess bromine into the CHC~ pheee.
The aqueous -e is weahed twice with CHClg and ov8p-
orated.
49
Pa=e 1.8❑ T#= (u) Thoriwm metal Extraction A simple extractionwith a soln. of 0.4 ~ TM in ben- - 1 ❑in 175,17>
(5mll foil) zene is sufficient to separate the isotope frm all 172
other a emitter~.
Thorium ni- The Th metal is dissolved in cone. ElJog,in which a
trate few drcqm of 0.2 ~ .!unmoniumflumilicate had been
added to accelerate the diamoltiionproceaa. [The
Th(170e)4 target can ba dissolved directly ti h ~ H.t70e.]
The sol-n.is diluted to about 4 ~ acid end extracted
with an equal volume of TTA-benzene .soln. The pheses
are eeparated and an aliquut of the organic ley’ercon-
taining the Pa i.eevaporated on a Ft plate. Yield .
40-eO$.
Prwiuctien me of !Hne for
Ruclide Half-Lclf’e Reaetion Eepration procedure for Seprat ion Beparatim Reference




u= 1.3❑ ~(a,~) Thoriumni-
trate




294.HC1 ~o~. i,gevaporatedunder ~ ifimedh-traction The Th 1-2 ❑in *
lemp to B volume of 3 ml. This soln. is extracted
with TRP to remove traces of U (Pa 16 also extracted).
Thereafter the Th2M soln. in equeous phase is kept in
a 10 ml centrifuge tube and the Pa2-m daughtm Is ex-
tracted with an equel volume of TBP di-isoprupylether
soln. by shaking vigorouel-yfor 2 min and then centri-
fuging to sep=ate the phaees.
The organic phase 16 weshed with an equal volurm uf
6 ~ HC1 for 15 sec and then counted.
Extrection Pa can be extracted from soh. of irradiatedTh by
di-isobukylcerbinol(DIRC) (2.6-dimethyl-4-heptanol).
pa is extrected from a SOIJI.containing LO ~ I%, 0.6 ~
Al(i’i%)sJend 4.0 ~ ~oe..
Impurities ere scrubbed from the nrganic phase with a
SOIL containhg 0.6 ~ A1(NOS)S end ‘2.0~ HMOS.
Feed/organic/scrubvolume ratioa are 1/0.k/0.75; there
are 4 extraction and 5 scrub et&eB.
Pa is stripped from the organic with .1.0~ RROg con-
taining 0.05 M fluorlde.
The extraction is mede at 50,”Cto decrease emulsion
formaticm. Yield .> gg.~.
Extraction For the meaEurementO of U rqm, the extraction of U - 1 ❑in 175, i73,
from 10 ~ ~IiOS or 3 ~ Mg(iTOC)2(0.1 ~HNOS) solo. la 176
found satisfactory.
Mter washhg the ether with eeverel portionB of the
nitrate BolmE., the U 18 finelly beck~xtrtited hko
the water phace, enporated on Pt plates and ❑easured.
In the ca86 of a !Th(EOg)gterget, the Irradiatedt2r- - 1 ❑in
get IE diBmlved directly in a mixture of the aqueous
medium md the crrEnnicextracting egent, EO tht the
stirring of 10 sec for dissolution also serves as the
Otirring for exkr2cti0n.
For the measurement of short-livedU isotope, the ether
phaae Ss rapidly removed from the extraction aymtem and
~ited on the Pt plate to leave a weightless U frac-
tion on the plate.
pem 26.5m Daughter of Ewtrection The U ie Bepex.atedby en ether extractIon from Pa2sE Few min I-22
Pu2gB(24,fi) Boln.reduced with Fe+2 and saturated with -OS.
After beveral waahing steps, the ether containingU
iB evepmatedon a ~ pl.de.
pc 23.5 m Thoriumd- Ertrection In the case of Th-nitrate samples, the irradiated - x Vliu 56
trate SeIUpleia diBsolved in 10 ml 0.1 ~ HNOS containing
20 mg U carrier. After extractionby 10 ml 0.25 ~
~ h bmzene, the aqueou ~e iB tidueted tO 2 ~
BNOS and e~racted agcln with TM.
After the extraction end weshlng of the aqueoue phase
by an equal volume of benzene, U iB ppted. as ammonium











The combtied exbract is washed with 5 ml 0.02 ~
(~)2_. me U iS back-extractedintodilute
acid and ppted. ae U-oxinate from NQOH-~C14c buffer
Eoln. Yield = 60~.
The tiradiated ash ~ample la dia~olved in b ml cone. --30 min 56
HliOScontaining 20 mg U ccrrier end evaporated. The
residue is dissolved in small amunta of 2 ~ B170=,1 g
of Al(NOS)S added, tid U extracted by the ether.
The U 1s back-extractedby UO and ppted. e6 diuranate.
The latter procedure is the same as above. Yield .
“ m.
The irradiatedpowder sample is dlesolved in 1 ❑l -30 min 56
of a soln. of cone. BMOS, -0.5 ml~EFand20mg U
zexrier end evaporated to neex dryneBB. The re6idue
is diaeolved in dil. H170send Ii&OH added. The ppt.
is diaaolved in 10 ❑l HC1 (2:10) end cooled in ice.
After addition of 10 ❑l 6$ cupferron,the cupferrate
is extracted with 10 ml CHC1.g.
!lTneU remaining in the aqueous phase is extracted as




51f-L!fe Remt.ion Target e.epsratiau Procedure for aepexation separation Neforence
Urmlumoxide RrecipltB Ion lhev oxide16diaEolvedby83 EIJOScontaininga trace 45inin 1.66
ofFe-.













and 0.1 M NeBrOSJ and tha ❑ixture heated.
LaF= Im ~ted. from thiB Eoln. following the addition
of IW to u cone. of about 0.1 ~. The aupernatantcOn-
talnlng Np- iB then diluted a factor of five by ed-
dltion of excess B% soln. so that all BrO~l is re-
duced to Br-. Then Np- is co-ppted, with LeF= frm
a soln. which ?WE been made 1-> M in HF.
This IaFs is dissolved in hot sa~uratedAl(170s)saque-
oue soln., adjusted to 1 ~“HllOC.,0.1 ~ lWBrOg (NT + +6)
and heated for 2-3 ❑in. Solid ~N09 lB then added to
10 ~ concentration. This ❑tiure la extracted by twice
Its volupm of diethyl ether end the ether waehed by 10
g N&Nos SoIn. The ether containingHP 16 then wvap-
orat.edon a coumting plate.
P%ecipitation The uranium target iB di6001ved in 6 ~ BNOS containing
10- ~ Cc+, 0.02 ~ fiw, and Np- tracer. After 1 ❑in
heating (Rp + t6), HsPQ is added to the soln. and Zr-
uhosphate is ppted.
To tne filtrate containing Np(t6), N2&.&SOt and Fe-
are added
(Ns&.&SQ +“0.01 M)
( Fe* + 0.005M)





















this Eoln. and Zr-phosphateis p’pted. The Zm-pbo~phate
- is ~~hed with 3 ~ ~09 ~d 0.5 M ~s04~Containingm
and then diaaolvcd in 1 ~ HF- 1 ~ HHOS Eoln.
By the addition of 0.1 IDSLa-, LaFs is ppt. and IiPis
co-ppted. in LaFg.
After formation of the U complex with N&OH, the NP
daughter 18 co-ppted. with Ms.
To 1 ml ofthe semple soln., 3 ml2 ~.HIJO=end1 ml
1~ HCluc addedandheatedat80”for5 min.
ThevolumeoftheEoln.ISadjuatedto“ b ❑l byaddi-
tionof1 ~ HNOS..
Theeoln.Istrmmferredtoa w?par~toryfunneluBlng
2 ❑l of1~ Rti02andallowedto Btand until gas evo-
lution cease6. The aqueous phaee at the time of ex-
trmtion should be about 1 ~ in HNOS.
The soln. is exlracted for 10 min.with an equal volume
of 0.5 ~ Tl!A-xylene.
The organic phase (Pu) ie washed with 1 ~ HilO=for 3
min and then the Pu 18 strippedfrom the nrganic phase
by ❑ixing thoroughly for 2 min with an equal volume of
10 ~ mo~ .
This nitric acid Boln. ie washed with en equal volume
of 0.5 M Tl!A-xyleneto remove the last tracee of Zr
and Pa activitIes and centrifugedfor 1 min. Yield =
- 9%.
The purified Pu parent 1s absorbed on a column of
Dowex-1 anionexchange resin which had been previous-
l-ynshed end graded and equilibratedwith a HC1-HNOS
❑h-ture (about 30,.Y1cone. HNOS per 5 ml cone. HCI).
The Am daughter actitity cah be milked by wsins the
HC1-HNOS rn~ure through the colunm.
The Am daughter can be milked from the Pu activity by
washhg the TIM benzane eoln. with 0.5 ~ HC1.
The Am daughter is co-ppted.with LaFs from a aoln.
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The eolu. ia evaporated to near dryneaa two or three 210
times with 16 ~ HNQS.
After the lest evaporating,the semple is ❑ade up to a
eoln. 10 ~ h HHOg end 1 ~ in KBrOS.
This soln. is shaken for 3 ❑in with equal.VOluMeE of
0.15 ~ BDET [di(2~~MeWl)orth~hoammlc acid]-
heptene soln. which hea been previous~ waahed with
10 ~ ENOs-1 ~ KRroe Boln. The organic phase ie waahed
twice with en equal vnluma of 10 ~ HNO=-l ~ KBrOS aque.
OUE E!oln. The Elkin the organic phaae is then back-
extracted into an equel volum of freshly prepared 10 ~
Hr7Q.-l.5g &@ soul.
The aquenua phaae 16 waehed with 0.15 ~ HIX3P-heptane
fm 3 min and then with beptana for 3 ❑in. Yield .
“ 97$.
The product nuclei frmm the terget are collected on
thin Au foils. These foilE are dissolved and the bulk
of the fission product end induced radioactivity are
removed by a“combinationof mlvent -extraction and ion
exchange techniqueO. The actinide fraction 18 separ-
ated into the compmenta by rapid elution from Dowex-
50 cation-exchengeresin, with Ci-bydroayi~obutyric
acid a.athe eluent (42).
The Oeper&lon Is accmnpliehedthrough the u8e of Ion
exchauge ❑ethod emplo~ng the resin Dnwex-50.
The method is eccauplishedby the cn-pptn. on LaFs ppt.
and by the elution method i’rcma Dowex-50 ion exchange
Coluum.
The recoil prmiucta in deutron bmnbardment are col-
bcted on recoil collectors.
After bmnbexdment, the Cf and E reaction prr&ctB are
swated by the ion exchange methnd (255) end electro.



















1- In been area
w
m
Precipitation !?h.mmface layer of the U target is dissolved aud cer-
viera are added. !CheBenaration of actinide end lm-
thanides ere pe~ orweu Dy LaFg pptn. and ion excm
methods (244).
Recoil The recoil prnducta in bo!rbarduentnf the thin tar-
Ion exchange get are cau&ht on a BeparateAu foil.
The chemical purification and separationof the prod-
uctO Involve malnb Ion exchange techniques and elec-
troplating as describedbefore.
Recoil FYcm the thin target.the nucleer trenemutation recoils
Tnn exchange are ejected in a narrnw Bpray & caught on 0.1 mil Au
foil adJscent of the target.
The Au foil iE quickly dissolved ti aqua regia end the
Au extracted with ethyl acetate fur 1 min. The aque-
ous phase is then eluted through a Dowex-1 auion reein
columm (2 mm diameter, 1 cm long) vith 6 M HC1 to com-
plete the removal of Au and other iuipurit~eB.The
drops containing the ectinide fraction are e.mporated
end the activity is then eluted through a -x-~
resin cation column with 0.4 ~ eoln. of .emionlumCZ-
hydro~-isobutyrate, which is adjuated to PE = 4.0
with NE#3E to separate the varioue.actinlde elements
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